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CP1

Improving Ultimate Convergence of An Aug-
mented Lagrangian Method

Optimization methods that employ the classical Powell-
Hestenes-Rockafellar Augmented Lagrangian are useful
tools for solving Nonlinear Programming problems. Their
reputation decreased in the last ten years due to the com-
parative success of Interior-Point Newtonian algorithms,
which are asymptotically faster. In the present research
a combination of both approaches is evaluated. The idea
is to produce a competitive method, being more robust
and efficient than its ”pure” counterparts for critical prob-
lems. Moreover, an additional hybrid algorithm is defined,
in which the Interior Point method is replaced by the New-
tonian resolution of a KKT system identified by the Aug-
mented Lagrangian algorithm.
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CP1

Augmented Lagrangian Algorithm with Recursive
Trust-Region Method: Application to Optimal
Control Problems with Equality Constraints

In this talk, preliminary numerical results of augmented
Lagrangian algorithm ALDISCR by Sartenaer and Sachs
are presented. This algorithm is tailored for infinite-
dimensional optimization problems with equality con-
straints, like optimal control problems. ALDISCR consid-
ers a sequence of discretized augmented Lagrangian sub-
problems with dynamically determined discretization levels
to ensure global convergence. An application of the recur-
sive multiscale trust-region method from Gratton, Sarte-
naer and Toint within this framework to solve the sub-
problems is also proposed and discussed.
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CP1

On the Use of Iterative Methods for Solving Linear
Equations in Nonlinear Optimization

Solving linear equations is an important step in many
methods for nonlinear optimization, e.g., interior meth-
ods. In some cases, the matrices are symmetric and ill-
conditioned. This may be due to e.g. symmetrization of
the linear equation in an interior method or ill-posedness of
an inverse problem. We discuss the behavior of conjugate-
gradient type methods on such ill-conditioned linear equa-
tions.
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CP1

A Second-Derivative SQP Method for Noncon-
vex Optimization Problems with Inequality Con-
straints

We consider a second-derivative �1 sequential quadratic
programming trust-region method for large-scale nonlin-
ear non-convex optimization problems with inequality con-
straints. Trial steps are composed of two components; a
Cauchy globalization step and an SQP correction step. A
single linear artificial constraint is incorporated that en-
sures non-accent in the SQP correction step, thus ”guiding”
the algorithm through areas of indefiniteness. A salient
feature of our approach is feasibility of all subproblems.
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CP2

A Multilevel Algorithm for Inverse Problems with
Bound Constraints

We present a provably scalable algorithm for solving a class
of inverse problems in the presence of bound constraints.
Previous analysis proved that the associated unconstrained
problems can be solved efficiently using specially designed
multilevel preconditioners. An extension of that technol-
ogy is combined with a semismooth Newton method to
show that the bound-constrained inverse problem can be
solved at a cost that is decreasing with increasing resolu-
tion relative to that of the forward problem.
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CP2

An Interior Method for Computing a Trust-Region
Step

We consider methods for large-scale unconstrained opti-
mization based on finding an approximate solution of a
quadratically constrained trust-region subproblem. The
solver is based on sequential subspace minimization with
a modified barrier ”accelerator” direction in the subspace
basis. The method is able to find solutions of the subprob-
lem to any prescribed accuracy. Numerical results will be
presented. This is joint work with Philip Gill and Joshua
Griffin.
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CP2

Modified Line Search for High Dimensional Func-
tions Optimization

This paper proposes a modified line search method which
makes use of partial derivatives and re-starts the search
process after a given number of iterations by modifying the
boundaries based on the best solution obtained at the pre-
vious iterations. Performance of the proposed algorithm is
compared with genetic algorithm and particle swarm opti-
mization for functions having up to 10,000 dimensions for
which line search clearly outperforms the other methods.
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CP2

A Safeguarded Line Search Algorithm Using Trust
Region Approach

In this talk, we present an hybrid algorithm for uncon-
strained nonlinear optimization which combines line search
and trust region strategies. More precisely, the proposed
method implements a line search technique but allows the
exploitation of directions of negative curvature by switch-
ing to a trust region approach when such a direction is en-
countered. We detail an adaptation of the Steihaug-Toint
conjugate gradient algorithm and report some preliminary
numerical results.
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CP2

Efficient Curve Detection Using the Gauss-Newton
Method

The detection of geometric primitives, like lines, circles or
ellipses, in an image plays a crucial role in many com-
puter vision applications. In this talk, we present a new
approach to such problem using a Low-Order-Value Opti-
mization model that can be tackled by variations of the
Gauss-Newton method. The proposed model is robust to
noise and very efficient to find patterns described by many
parameters. We present extensive performance compar-
isons to many classical algorithms.
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CP3

Goal Oriented Adaptivity and Multilevel Tech-
niques for Shape Optimization with Inviscid Flows

We present a continuous adjoint approach to shape opti-
mization for turbulent flows modelled by the incompress-
ible instationary Navier-Stokes equations.
After introducing the analytical adjoint calculus in the
presence of stabilization terms, we will focus on adaptivity
based on a goal oriented error estimator and multilevel op-
timization with inexact trust-region SQP techniques. Nu-
merical results will be presented.
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CP3

A Newton-Multigrid Method for One-Shot Pde-
Constrained Optimization

We present a Newton-Multigrid method for the fast solu-
tion of PDE-constrained optimization problems. Applying
an inexact Newton method to the nonlinear optimality sys-
tem yields a sequence of quadratic optimization problems.
An efficient preconditioner is mandatory for the coupled it-
erative solution of these ill-conditioned and indefinite sys-
tems. To this end, a multigrid algorithm together with
appropriate smoothing iterations is developed. We discuss
different relaxation methods and their properties for a va-
riety of optimal control problems.
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CP3

The Minimization of an L∞-Functional Subject to
an Elliptic PDE and Pointwise State Constraints

We study the optimal control of a maximum-norm ob-
jective functional subjected to an elliptic-type PDE and
point-wise state constraints. The problem is transformed
to a problem where the on-differentiable L∞-norm in the
functional will be replaced by a scalar variable and addi-
tional state constraints. This problem is solved by barrier
methods. We will show the existence and convergence of
the central path for a class of barrier functions. Numerical
experiments complete the presentation.
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CP3

Numerical Methods for Inverse Transport Prob-
lems and Applications

We consider the problem of reconstructing physical param-
eters (Σ(x) and Σs(x)) in the radiative transport equation:

θ · ∇u(x, θ) + Σ(x)u(x, θ) = Σs(x)
∫
Sd−1 k(θ · θ′)u(x, θ′)dμ(θ′)

u(x, θ) = g(x, θ), (x, θ) ∈ Γ−

where Γ− ≡ {(x, θ) ∈ ∂Ω×Sd−1 s.t. θ·ν(x) < 0}. Ω ∈ Rd

is the domain of interest and Sd−1 is the unit sphere in
Rd. We solve those inverse problems numerically using the
framework of PDE-constrained optimization. Two specific
applications of those inverse problems are considered: opti-
cal tomography and incoherent imaging in random media.
Numerical examples based on synthetic and experimental
data will be presented. Main references are: [1] Frequency
domain optical tomography based on the equation of ra-
diative transfer, SIAM J. Sci. Comput., 28, 1463-1489,
2006. [2] Transport-based imaging in random media, sub-
mitted, 2007. [3] Experimental validation of a transport-
based imaging method in highly scattering environments,
Inverse Problems, 23, 2527-2539, 2007.
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CP3

PDE-Contrained Optimization in Nuclear Reactor
Designs.

In this study we will demonstrate how to use PDE-
constrained optimization for nuclear reactor design. The
problem is how to optimize the heat source such that the
wall (clad) temperature will not exceed the melting tem-
perature. Hence, it is inequality constrained optimization.
Two approaches are proposed, i.e. inverse source and ex-
terior penalty functional. Then, we compare the methods
to each other. Our conclusion is that the two techniques
are similar in terms of the optimized heat sources and the

temperatures.
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CP4

Solution of Integer Bilevel Linear Programming
Problems

Input your abstract, including TeX commands, here. The
abstract should be no longer than 75 words. Only input
the abstract text. Don’t include title or author information
here.
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CP4

An Optimization Approach to Radio Resource
Management.

In this talk we consider a radio cellular system in which
each cell manages the radio resources for its own users
and services. The radio resources are orthogonal within
each cell, e.g. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Ac-
cess (OFDMA). However, inter-cell interference is an issue
if nearby cells use the same resorce simultaneously. The
scheduling problem of the system is posed as a mathemat-
ical optimization problem. Various problem formulations
and different solution methods will be discussed.
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CP4

A Two-Phase Approach for a Tramper Ship
Scheduling Problem

We present two-phase approach for solving a tramper ship
scheduling problem in Japan. Firstly, a few transportation
orders are aggregated into one order. Secondly, we solve
routing problem by set partitioning approach. It involves
many columns so that column-generation method is ap-
plied. Because of the aggregation in the first-phase, the
subproblems become time-dependent shortest path prob-
lems and are easily solved by labeling algorithm. Our nu-
merical results show that the proposed algorithm is effec-
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tive.
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CP4

Discrete Bilevel Programming: Applications and
Solution

A bilevel programming problem consists of an upper level
optimization problem whose set of feasible solutions de-
pends on the set of optimal solutions of a lower level prob-
lem. Our focus is on discrete bilevel programming prob-
lems where the lower and/or the upper level problems have
binary variables. We propose to reformulate the discrete
problem and solve it using a global optimization approach.
Numerical results on a biofuel production application will
be presented.
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CP5

Applications of Semidefinite Programs with Log-
Determinant Terms

The Tsuchiya-Xia’s primal-dual path-following interior-
point algorithm for SDPs with weighted log-determinant
was implemented in the SDPA. These problems often ap-
pear in statistics related problems. We review the basic
features of Tsuchiya-Xia’s algorithm, and we present ap-
plications in quantum tomography and data assimilation
where we need to solve several small SDPs or a very large
SDP with weighted log-determinant.
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CP5

Large Scale Semidefinite Programming Arising
from Chemistry

The electronic structure of ground state of atoms and
molecules are very important in chemistry and physics.
The basic equation is Schroedinger equation, but it be-
comes very hard to solve when the system becomes larger.
We use the second-order reduced density matrix (2-RDM)
as basic variable which is simpler, instead of complicated
wave function. This method is formulated as semidefinite
programming of arbitrary size. In this session, we present

some recent results of this method.
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New Sdp Relaxations for Quadratic Assignment
Problems Based on Matrix Splitting

QAPs are known to be among the hardest discrete opti-
mization problems. In this talk we propose new SDP re-
laxations for QAPs based on matrix splitting technique.
Our new SDP relaxation has a smaller size compared with
other SDP relaxations in the literature and can be solved
efficiently by most open source SDP solvers. Experiments
show that rather strong bounds can be obtained for large
scale QAP instances up to n=150. Further simplification
and improvement of our new model based on the data
structure in the underlying QAP will be discussed as well.
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CP5

Matrix Convex Functions and Optimization

In this talk, we discuss various differentiation rules for gen-
eral smooth matrix-valued functions, and for the class of
matrix convex (or concave) functions first introduced by
Löwner and Kraus in the 1930s. For a matrix monotone
function, we present formulas for its derivatives of any or-
der in an integral form. Moreover, for a general smooth
primary matrix function, we derive a formula for all of its
derivatives by means of the divided differences of the orig-
inal function. As applications, we use these differentiation
rules and the matrix concave function logX to study a new
notion of weighted centers for Semidefinite Programming
(SDP). We show that, with this definition, some known
properties of weighted centers for linear programming can
be extended to SDP. We also show how the derivative for-
mulas can be used in the implementation of barrier meth-
ods for optimization problems involving nonlinear but con-
vex matrix functions. This talk is based on a joint paper
with Jan Brinkhuis and Tom Luo.
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Minimum Area Enclosing Ellipsoidal Cylinder
Problem

Given an arbitrary set A ∈ Rn and an integer k : 0 ≤
k ≤ n, we are interested in finding an ellipsoidal cylin-
der, centered at the origin, such that its intersection with
the subspace {y ∈ Rn : yk+1 = . . . = yn = 0} has mini-
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mum area. This problem is referred to as the Minimum-
Area Enclosing Ellipsoidal Cylinder (MAEC) problem. We
show that MAEC and its dual can be written as convex
problems, and present a Frank-Wolfe type algorithm with
away steps. This algorithm finds an ε−approximate solu-
tion in O(k(log k+ log logm+ ε−1)) iterations under some
assumptions where |A| = m. We present some computa-
tional results and discuss local convergence properties of
the algorithm.
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Dual Problems of Extremal Volume Ellipsoids

The minimum (maximum) volume ellipsoid containing
(contained in) a convex body in Rn is an important prob-
lem having applications in optimization, statistics, data
mining and control theory, among others. As the numerical
computation of these ellipsoids is needed in all the appli-
cations mentioned, the study of the dual problems become
crucial. In this talk, we focus on the duals of the extremal
volume ellipsoids utilizing semi-infinite programming dual-
ity.
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A Simple Variant of the MTY-PC Algorithm and
Its Objective-Function-Free Polynomial-Time Con-
vergence for Bounded LPs

We analyze a simple variant of the Mizuno-Todd-Ye
predictor-corrector (MTY-PC) algorithm for LP. The mod-
ified algorithm utilizes a scaling-invariant two-layered least
squares step which naturally arises when a scaling-invariant
finite termination procedure is considered. Under the as-
sumption that the feasible region is bounded, we prove
polynomial-time complexity of the algorithm that does
not depend on the objective function. Our result yields
a practical strongly polynomial-time complexity algorithm
for the feasibility problem of combinatorial LPs.
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A Cutting Plane Method for Semi-Infinite Linear
Programming

We present a cutting plane algorithm for semi-infinite lin-
ear programming. At each iteration a relaxation of the
original problem is formed that contains a finite number
of constraints. A point in the vicinity of the central path
of this problem is computed and violating constraints are
identified at this point. Then the relaxation is updated by
adding the new constraints and the barrier parameter is si-
multaneously reduced. We show that after a finite number

of iterations an ε-optimal solution is obtained.
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Smoothed Monte Carlo in Robustness Optimisa-
tion

Robustness is seen as the probability mass of a design de-
pendent set. An alternative for Monte Carlo is Smoothed
Monte Carlo (SMC) estimation. The idea is to add a
smoothing term to the MC estimation function resulting
into continuity in interesting design points. It is proven
that the resulting estimate function is continuous in such
points, arbitrarily close to the MC estimator and facilitates
the use of standard optimisation algorithms. The whole is
illustrated numerically.
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A New Methodology for Evacuation Modelling
Analysis Using Numerical Optimisation Tech-
niques

This work intends to demonstrate how optimization tech-
niques can be applied to evacuation analysis to determine
optimal configurational layout. In particular we present
a methodology that combines the numerical techniques of
Design of Experiments, Response Surface Models and nu-
merical optimization with the buildingEXODUS evacua-
tion simulation tool. The proposed methodology is demon-
strated through an example involving a square room with
two exits. The methodology is applied to this problem and
the optimal exit configuration is determined.
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Pattern Search Algorithms for Circuit Design Op-
timization

This research work presents three Pattern Search Algo-
rithms, Mesh Adaptive Direct Search, Generalized Pattern
Search and Particle Swarm Pattern Search, on two circuit
design optimization problems: the parameter extraction of
an inductor circuit model and the problem of device sizing
of an Operational Transconductance Amplifier. We com-
pared these optimization algorithms in terms of quality and
robustness of the solutions and in terms of the computa-
tional effort needed to compute them.
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Maximin Latin Hypercube Designs

Latin hypercube designs (LHDs) play an important role
in approximating computer simulation models. To ob-
tain good space-filling properties, the maximin criterion
is used, i.e., the objective is to obtain an LHD of n points
in k dimensions with maximum separation (minimal) dis-
tance. We give bounds for the separation distance of LHDs
and give construction methods for approximate maximin
LHDs. These results among others use mixed integer pro-
gramming, a graph covering problem, and orthogonal ar-
rays.
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A Method for Simulation Based Optimization Us-
ing Radial Basis Functions

We propose an algorithm for the global optimization of
expensive and noisy black box functions using response
surfaces based on radial basis functions (RBFs). To han-
dle noise, a method for RBF-based approximation is intro-
duced. New points are selected to minimize the total model
uncertainty weighted against the surrogate function value.
We present an extension of the algorithm to multiple ob-
jectives. Numerical results on analytical test functions and
simulations show promise.
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Computing Optimal Trajectories for Low-Energy
Spacecraft Transfers

The number of spacecraft missions in which low-thrust
propulsion systems are applied for orbit transfer and inter-
planetary travel has been rapidly growing in recent years,
because this technology has proven to enable missions that
would otherwise not be feasible. The author will present
a number of examples of large trajectory problems related
to low-energy and low-thrust transfers that have been op-

timized with NLP solvers.
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Optimal Control of Delay Systems with Con-
straints

We consider optimal control problems with constant de-
lays in state and control variables under mixed control-
state inequality constraints. First order necessary opti-
mality conditions are presented and as well as a numeri-
cal method based upon discretization techniques and non-
linear programming. The theory and the proposed nu-
merical method are illustrated by applications taken from
biomedicine and chemical engineering in order to apply the
proposed algorithm and to compare the computed results
with the theory.
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On a Special Constraint in Least-Time Path Prob-
lems.

We investigate a fairly general class of problems, that use
constraints related to prescribed speed. Related problems
arise naturally from considerations of conservation of en-
ergy, as in the brachistochrone. No such assumptions are
used here. The same equations for the parameter used to
describe the constraint, under a slight generalization, gives
that of curves of fixed rhumb. Based on similar ideas, we
try to provide the structure of a solution for the simplest
of such constraints on a simple surface. We show a trivial,
non-smooth solution, which might eventually be used in
the construction of a numerical solver.
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CP8

Optimal Multi-Drug Control of a Delay-Differential
Model of the Immune Response

Optimal control problems with time delays in state or con-
trol variables and control-state inequality constraints are
discussed in the foregoing talk by Goellmann et al. In
this talk, we apply the Minimum Principle and the nu-
merical methods to the optimal control model of the im-
mune response (R. Stengel et al., Optimal control of innate
immune response, OCAM 23, 91-104, 2002). Here, only
non-delayed equations are considered, therapeutic agents
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are treated separately and the objective function is as-
sumed to be quadratic in control. In this talk, we discuss
optimal multi-drug control protocols for non-delayed and
delayed equations and compare optimal solutions for ob-
jective functionals of L2 and L1 type. Furthermore, we
present state-constrained and time-optimal solutions. We
consider optimal control problems with control appearing
linearly. This class of control problems is well studied for
ordinary differential equations. Here, the optimal control
is found to be a combination of bang-bang and singular
subarcs, where the junctions points between subarcs are
determined by an associated switching function. The pur-
pose of this talk to present several control problems for
elliptic and parabolic equations which exhibit bang-bang
and singular controls and illustrate phenomena similar to
those in the ODE case.
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On Convergence of Regularization Methods for
Parabolic Optimal Control Problems with Point-
wise Control and State Constraints

Pointwise state constraints present a challenge for the anal-
ysis as well as the numerical treatment of optimal con-
trol problems, since associated Lagrange multipliers can
generally only be expected to exist in the space of regu-
lar Borel measures. In the past, different regularization
strategies have been developed in order to avoid this dif-
ficulty. They have, however, mainly been considered for
pure state constraints or unilateral control and state con-
straints. Here, we focus on semilinear parabolic optimal
control problems governed by bilateral pointwise state and
control constraints. Exemplarily, we apply Lavrentiev reg-
ularization and present some difficulties associated with the
given constraints. We rely on an additional assumption on
the structure of the problem, namely a separation condition
on the active sets, and show convergence for vanishing reg-
ularization parameter as well as a local uniqueness result
for local optima based on second order sufficient conditions.
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CP9

Practical Methods for Constrained Oilfield Opti-
mization

Oilfield optimization problems are expensive to compute
and typically have constraints, possibly nonlinear, on the
control parameters. Such complex problems might not
have derivatives of the objective function available, because
they are impossible to obtain analytically or too expensive
to evaluate numerically. Unfortunately, most derivative-
free optimization algorithms treat unconstrained problems.
In this study, we discuss the efficient use of penalty and
lexicographic comparison based methods to optimize oil

production under nonlinear physical constraints.
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CP9

Systems of Systems Optimization Formulations
with Application to Aircraft Selection and Design

We examine optimization issues for systems of systems;
these include the tradeoff of degree of central authority
vs. component autonomy, and predictive modeling of com-
ponents input-output responses. We illustrate these opti-
mization concepts on the problem of simultaneous product
design and fleet mix optimization problem. Results will be
given for an aircraft selection exercise, including extension
to determining the best aircraft family, and to problems
having a mix of continuous and categorical variables.
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CP9

Improving the Method of Seed Generation for a
Route Optimization Software Package

Quantm provides software for road and rail infrastructure
planning. A service Quantm provides is unseeded opti-
mization, whereby 50 routes are produced from scratch,
requiring the generation of 50 different seed routes from a
continuous space. The method for the generation of the
seeds by constructing a network over the land surface and
using shortest path algorithms is presented, along with two
different attempts to improve the quality of results pro-
duced by this method.

Liam Merlot, Peter Gipps
Quantm Ltd
liam.merlot@quantm.net, peter.gipps@quantm.net

CP9

Optimization of Satellite Coverage

This project is concerned with satellite-based environmen-
tal observation. For an effective monitoring of environmen-
tal activities by a satellite, it is the main goal to achieve
maximum coverage throughout a short period of time. Due
to technical restrictions of the satellite hardware, it is only
possible to use the camera for a limited time period per
orbit, while rotating around the Earth. The main goal is
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to determine the time intervals for witch the coverage with
respect to given target areas is maximized and the restric-
tions such as contact to ground stations are satisfied. To
achieve a continuous objective function for the sequential
quadratic programming method, the coverage is modelled
by polygons integrated on a sphere. For acceptable com-
puting times, special investigations had to be made in order
to achieve fast gradient computations.

Jan M. Tietjen, Christof Büskens, Matthias Knauer
Researchgroup Optimization and Optimal Control
Center of Industrial Mathematics in Bremen
jtietjen@math.uni-bremen.de, bueskens@math.uni-
bremen.de, knauer@math.uni-bremen.de

CP9

Forward Swept Wing Optimization by Using the
Genetic Algorithm

This work is about forward swept wing (FSW) design prob-
lem for reducing the optimization time and cost. Dynamic
mesh technique was used in the design of a transonic FSW
by coupling it with Genetic Algorithm. It is observed that
the drag coefficient can be reduced by 15 percent while
the lift coefficient close to the design value determined at
the beginning as a design constraint. The results are also
compared to backward swept results.

Erguven Vatandas
Assist.Prof.Dr.
e.vatandas@hho.edu.tr

CP10

Complexity Reduction of Calibration Problems in
Numerical Finance

The pricing of derivatives has gained considerable impor-
tance in the finance industry and leads to challenging prob-
lems in numerical optimization. We focus on the numerical
solution of a stochastic model for option prices. In partic-
ular, we are concerned with the calibration of these models
to real data, which leads to large scale optimization prob-
lems. We consider the numerical solution of these opti-
mization problems and give some indication how to reduce
the complexity of these problems.

Christoph Kaebe
Universitaet Trier, Germany
kaebe@uni-trier.de

CP10

Models and Algorithms for Stackelberg Games
with Incomplete Information

Stackelberg games, where one player, the leader, selects its
action first and the second player decides its optimal strat-
egy knowing the actions of the leader is a natural problem
for various security domains. This framework however as-
sumes the leader has an accurate model of the adversary.
In this work we have developed efficient mixed-integer pro-
grams and algorithms to solve situations where there is im-
perfect information about the adversary, its reward struc-
ture, or decision process.

Fernando Ordonez
USC, Industrial and Systems Engineering
fordon@usc.edu

CP10

A Numerical Method for Stochastic Control with
Applications to Finance

We solve a series of stochastic control problems on a dif-
fusion process using a combination of Ito calculus, martin-
gale theory and linear programming. With sparse matrix
techniques, a manageable number of constraints and using
the MOSEK solver embedded into Matlab, our methodol-
ogy provides for a quick and easy way to solve this type
of stochastic control problem. We apply the numerical
methodology to a series of problems in corporate finance,
yielding some interesting results.

Arnav Sheth
UC Berkeley
arnavsheth@gmail.com

Larry Shepp
Rutgers University
shepp@stat.rutgers.edu

Oded Palmon
Rutgers Business School
palmon@rbs.rutgers.edu

CP10

Information Relaxations and Duality in Stochastic
Dynamic Programs

We describe a dual approach to stochastic dynamic pro-
gramming: we relax the constraint that the chosen pol-
icy must be temporally feasible and impose a penalty that
punishes violations of temporal feasibility. We describe the
theory underlying this dual approach and demonstrate its
use in inventory models and option pricing models.

Peng Sun, David Brown, James Smith
Duke University
psun@duke.edu, dbbrown@duke.edu, jes9@duke.edu

CP10

Index Policies for Discounted Bandit Problems
with Availability Constraints

We study a generalization of the multi-armed bandit prob-
lem where arms are not always available. We prove the
non-existence of an optimal index policy and propose the
so-called Whittle index policy by formulating the problem
as a restless bandit problem. The index policy cannot be
dominated uniformly by any other index policy over the
entire class of bandit problems considered here, and is nu-
merically shown to be near-optimal.

Kazutoshi Yamazaki, Savas Dayanik, Warren Powell
Princeton University
kyamazak@gmail.com, sdayanik@princeton.edu,
powell@princeton.edu

CP11

Globalization of Primal-Dual Methods for Nonlin-
ear Programming

We propose a new globalization strategy for primal-dual
methods in nonlinear programming. Our technique relaxes
the usual requirement of solving the barrier problem with
a precision of the same order as the barrier parameter.
We show that the full Newton step is asymptotically ac-
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cepted and that linear or superlinear convergence occurs
when the barrier parameter goes to zero linearly or super-
linearly. Numerical experiments are presented.

Paul Armand
Université de Limoges
Laboratoire XLIM
paul.armand@unilim.fr

Joel Benoist
Université de Limoges
joel.benoist@unilim.fr

Dominique Orban
cole Polytechnique de Montréal
Department of Mathematics and Industrial Engineering
dominique.orban@polymtl.ca

CP11

A Graph-Based Decomposition Method for
Quadratic Separable Programs

A graph is derived based on the QSP model. KKT comple-
mentarity conditions are used in order to decide how the
graph has to be traversed in the solution process. Also,
a decomposition strategy is applied in order to divide the
problem into subproblems by ”weakening” the links which
connect the variables. This has the effect to take into ac-
count those links to complete their gradient but are disre-
garded in the propagation to solve the system.

Jaime Cerda Jacobo, David De Roure
School of Electronics and Computer Science
University of Southampton
jcj03r@ecs.soton.ac.uk, dder@ecs.soton.ac.uk

CP11

Null-Space Primal-Dual Interior-Point Methods
for Nonlinear Programs with Strong Convergence
Properties

We consider a class of primal-dual interior-point methods
for solving nonlinear optimization problems with general
inequality and equality constraints. The methods approx-
imately solve a sequence of equality constrained barrier
subproblems by computing a range-space step and a null-
space step in every iteration. The �2 penalty function is
taken as the merit function. Under very mild conditions
on range-space steps and approximate Hessians, without
assuming any regularity, it is proved that either all limit
points of the iterate sequence are Karush-Kuhn-Tucker
points of the barrier subproblem and the penalty parame-
ter remains bounded, or there exists a limit point that is
either an infeasible stationary point of minimizing the �2
norm of violations of constraints of the original problem
or a Fritz-John point of the original problem. Locally, we
prove that by suitably controlling the exactness of range-
space steps, selecting the barrier parameter and Hessian
approximation, the methods generate a superlinearly or
quadratically convergent step.

Xin-Wei Liu
Department of Applied Mathematics,
Hebei University of Technology
mathlxw@hebut.edu.cn

Ya-Xiang Yuan
Chinese Academy of Sciences
Inst of Comp Math & Sci/Eng, AMSS

yyx@lsec.cc.ac.cn

CP11

Solving Continuous Nonlinear Optimization Via
Constraint Partitioning

We present a novel constraint-partitioning approach for
nonlinear optimization. In contrast to previous work, our
approach is based on a new exact penalty theory and can
handle global constraints. We employ a hyper-graph par-
titioning method to recognize the problem structure. We
prove global convergence under assumptions that are much
more relaxed than previous work and solve problems as
large as 40,000 variables that other solvers such as IPOPT
cannot solve.

You Xu, Yixin Chen
Washington University in Saint Louis
youxu@wustl.edu, chen@cse.wustl.edu

CP12

On Automatic Differentiaton for Optimization

Automatic problem setup, e.g., by a modeling language,
helps promote use of optimization algorithms. For some
nonlinear optimization algorithms, accurate derivative
computations are essential. This talk reviews use of auto-
matic differentiation as an ingredient in optimization prob-
lem setup, touching on implementation techniques, gradi-
ent and Hessian-vector products, and experience both with
facilities connected with the AMPL modeling language and
with Sacado, a Sandia package for automatic differentiation
of C++ codes.

David M. Gay
Sandia National Labs
dmgay@sandia.gov

CP12

Globally Convergent Three Term Conjugate Gra-
dient Methods for Large-Scale Unconstrained Op-
timization Problems

In this talk, we deal with a new three term conjugate gra-
dient method for solving large-scale unconstrained opti-
mization problems. It always generates sufficient descent
direction independently of line searches. We consider a suf-
ficient condition for the global convergence of the proposed
method within the line search strategy. Moreover, we pro-
pose a new method within this strategy, and establish its
global convergence. Finally, some numerical results of the
proposed method are given.

Yasushi Narushima, Hiroshi Yabe
Tokyo University of Science
Department of Mathematical Information Science
narusima@rs.kagu.tus.ac.jp, yabe@rs.kagu.tus.ac.jp

John A. Ford
University of Essex
fordj@essex.ac.uk

CP12

A Class of Methods Combining L-BFGS and Trun-
cated Newton

We present a class of methods which is a combination of
the limited memory BFGS method and the truncated New-
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ton method. Each member of the class is defined by the
(possibly dynamic) number of vector pairs of the L-BFGS
method and a dynamic forcing sequence of the truncated
Newton method. We exemplify with a scheme which makes
the hybrid method perform like the L-BFGS method far
from the solution, and like the truncated Newton method
close to the solution. Numerical results indicate that the
hybrid method usually performs well if one of its parent
methods performs well.

Trond Steihaug, Lennart Frimannslund
University of Bergen
Department of Informatics
trond@ii.uib.no, lennart@ii.uib.no

CP12

Limited Memory Bfgs Updating in a Trust-Region
Framework for Large-Scale Unconstrained Problem

In this talk we show that the limited memory updates to
the Hessian approximations can also be applied in the con-
text of a trust-region algorithm. At each iteration, an ex-
plicit quasi-Newton step is computed. If it is rejected, then
we compute the solutions for trust-region subproblem with
the trust-region radius smaller than the length of quasi-
Newton step. The key to this observation is the compact
form of the limited memory updates derived by Byrd, No-
cedal, and Schnabel. Numerical results will be discussed.

Liang Xu, James V. Burke
University of Washington
lxu@math.washington.edu, burke@math.washington.edu

Andreas Wiegmann
Fraunhofer Institute for Industrial Mathematics
andreas@vicmasoft.com

CP12

Nonlinear Conjugate Gradient Methods with
Structured Secant Condition for Nonlinear Least
Squares Problems

In this talk, we deal with conjugate gradient methods
for solving nonlinear least squares problems. By combin-
ing the idea of Dai-Liao’s conjugate gradient method and
the structured secant condition used in structured quasi-
Newton methods, we propose conjugate gradient methods
that make use of the structure of the Hessian of the ob-
jective function. The present methods are shown to be
globally convergent under some assumptions. Finally, nu-
merical results are reported.

Hiroshi Yabe
Tokyo University of Science
Department of Mathematical Information Science
yabe@rs.kagu.tus.ac.jp

Michiya Kobayashi
Tokyo University of Science
Graduate School of Science
j1106609@ed.kagu.tus.ac.jp

Yasushi Narushima
Tokyo University of Science
Department of Mathematical Information Science
narusima@rs.kagu.tus.ac.jp

CP13

Sensitivity to Observations in Model-Constrained
Optimization

The sensitivity of the least-squares state estimation to ob-
servational data is considered in the context of nonlinear
model-constrained optimization. The sensitivity equations
are derived from the first order optimality conditions and
a second order adjoint model is used to provide Hessian
matrix information. Practical implementation for large-
scale systems and order reduction are discussed. Numer-
ical results and sensitivity to time-space distributed data
are presented with a two-dimensional shallow-water model.

Dacian N. Daescu
Portland State University
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
daescu@pdx.edu

CP13

A Convex Output Least-Squares for the Elliptic In-
verse Problems

The coefficients in a variety of linear elliptic partial differ-
ential equations can be estimated from interior measure-
ments of the solution. This talk will focus on the estimation
of the coefficients in an abstract variational equation. The
main motivation behind the study of this inverse problem
is to identify Lamé coefficients in the system of linear elas-
ticity. Recently, interesting applications, such as elasticity
imaging, have sparked a new interest in this problem. More
specifically, it is possible, using ultrasound, to measure in-
terior displacements in human tissue (for example, breast
tissue). Since cancerous tumors differ markedly in their
elastic properties from healthy tissue, it may be possible to
discover and locate tumors by solving an inverse problem
for the Lamé parameters. Recently, we introduced a new
modified output least-squares formulation in an abstract
setting and proved its convexity. This circumvents a seri-
ous deficiency of classical output least-squares functional
of being nonconvex in general. The abstract formulation is
general enough to be able to recover the main features of
the total variation regularization. (The use of total vari-
ation regularization allows the identification of discontin-
uous coefficients.) The main emphasis of the talk will be
on the stability issues for the modified output least-squares
functional. Two kinds of stability results will be presented.
The first approach relies on a certain embedding properties
of the spaces involved along with some functional analytic
manipulation of the functional. The second approach will
make use of some abstract results from optimization the-
ory. Several numerical examples will presented to show the
feasibility of the approach.

Akhtar A. Khan
Northern Michigan University
akhan@nmu.edu

Mark Gockenbach
Michigan Technological University
msgocken@mtu.edu

Baasansuren Jadamba
N/A
jadamba@mtu.edu

CP13

Constrained Orthogonal Distance Regression to
Compute Parameters in a Lotka-Volterra System
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of Differential Equations

We present an application which is modeled as a system
of differential equations. A finite number of values for the
curves that solve the system are available. The target is
to compute parameters on the system in order to obtain
curves that are as close as possible to the observed data.
Since the observed data may have noise in the primal vari-
able, we propose an orthogonal distance regression scheme
to compute such parameters.

Zeferino Parada
Instituto Tecnologico Autonomo de Mexico
Col San Juan Xalpa
zeferino@gauss.rhon.itam.mx

Daniela Bravo
Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
danielabravo@hotmail.com

Georgina Pulido
Universidad Autónomo Metropolitana-Azcapotzalco
gpr@correo.azc.uam.mx

Maŕia Trigueros
Instituto Tecnológico Autónomo de México
trigue@itam.mx

CP13

Parameter Identification with a Blood Pressure,
Blood Flow Model

We present a compartmental model for blood pressure and
blood flow in the human body. The resulting ODE system
contains many physiological parameters specific to the sub-
ject that are difficult to measure directly. We apply cutting
edge optimization techniques to identify parameter values
that cause the ODE solution to fit data collected nonin-
vasively. Care is taken to determine the subset of model
parameters that can be identified reliably.

Scott R. Pope
North Carolina State University
srpope@ncsu.edu

Tim Kelley
North Carolina State Univ
Department of Mathematics
tim kelley@ncsu.edu

Mette Olufsen
North Carolina State University
Department of Mathematics
msolufse@ncsu.edu

Laura M. Ellwein, Cheryl Zapata
North Carolina State University
lmellwei@ncsu.edu, clzapata@ncsu.edu

CP14

Algorithms for Robust Shortest Path Problem

In the context of robust discrete optimization where data
uncertainty is modeled by values belonging to closed in-
tervals, the Bertsimas and Sim approach and the minimax
regret model are the main known methodologies. We im-
plemented algorithms for solving robust shortest path in
networks instances using the two methodologies mentioned.

Interesting results were obtained when we analyzed exact
and approximate solutions and the possible comparison for
these models.

Eduardo A. Alvarez-Miranda
Universidad de Talca, Merced 437
eduardo.alvmir@gmail.com

Alfredo Candia-Véjar, Julio Mardones
Universidad de Talca, Merced 437
Curicó, Chile
acandia@utalca.cl, jmardonescco@hotmail.com

CP14

Throughput Optimization in Mobile Backbone
Networks

This work develops techniques for throughput optimization
in a hierarchical distributed sensing architecture known as
a mobile backbone network. We develop a novel technique
based on mixed integer linear programming, which leads to
a dramatic reduction in computation time compared to ex-
isting optimal algorithms. Furthermore, we describe a new
polynomial-time approximate solution to this problem. We
also formulate natural extensions to the mobile backbone
network problem and describe exact and approximate so-
lutions for these extensions.

Emily Craparo
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
emilyc@mit.edu

Jonathan P. How
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Aerospace Controls Laboratory
jhow@mit.edu

Eytan Modiano
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
modiano@mit.edu

CP14

Fully Polynomial Time Approximation Schemes
for Time-Cost Tradeoff Problems in Series-Parallel
Project Networks

We consider the deadline problem and budget problem of
the nonlinear time-cost tradeoff project scheduling model
in a series-parallel activity network. We develop fully poly-
nomial time approximation schemes for both problems us-
ing K-approximation sets and functions, together with se-
ries and parallel reductions.

Chung-Lun Li
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
lgtclli@polyu.edu.hk

Nir Halman
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
halman@mit.edu

CP14

Separable Spanning Trees Optimization for Com-
munication Networks Reliability

This paper presents a class of iterative parametric dynamic
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programming models devoted to networks reliability. Mul-
tiobjective optimization is invoked as a separation strategy
and the optimal solution is obtained by a multilevel strat-
egy. Lower level weighted power Lagrangian problem is
solved using dynamic programming. Upper level adjusts
the value of the weighting vector in the weighted power
Lagrangian problem. The solution process is iterated until
the optimal solution of the reliability optimization problem
is found.

Alexandru Murgu
IIAS
murgu@btinternet.com

CP14

Integer Programming for Optimization of a Large
Transportation Network

Given a set of processing centers, flows of resources, and
the existing multimodal transport network, we aim to op-
timize the resource delivery in the terms of time, cost, and
the number of transshipping. The restrictions may concern
times of delivery, predefine delivery routes and vehicles to
be used. We describe an integer programming approach
to this problem and present some techniques for size re-
duction. Computation on the transportation network of
Russia will be reported.

Sergey A. Yurkevich, Igor Isametdinov, Alexey
Martyushev
Ramax International
sergey.yurkevich@ramax.ru, igor.isametdinov@ramax.ru,
alexey.martyushev@ramax.ru

CP15

A New Conic Solver for a Class of Structured Con-
vex Problems

We present a new conic solver based on interior-point meth-
ods that can solve a large class of convex problems, in par-
ticular convex problems involving powers, exponentials and
logarithms, and report numerical results. We also present
a preliminary modelling environment suitable for formu-
lating and feeding problems to this solver. A given convex
problem is transformed - if possible - into a structured conic
format based on the one-parameter family of power cones
(including its limit).

Robert Chares
Universite catholique de Louvain
CORE
robert.chares@uclouvain.be

CP15

A Symmetric Primal-Dual Algorithm for Conic
Optimization Based on the Power Cone

The power cones form a family of convex cones that al-
low the formulation of a large class of convex problems
(including linear, quadratic, entropy, sum-of-norm and ge-
ometric optimization) into a unified structured conic for-
mat. We introduce a primal-dual interior-point algorithm
for the this class of problems, which focuses on preserving
the perfect symmetry between the primal and dual sides
of the problem (arising from the self-duality of the power
cone).

Francois Glineur
Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL)

Center for Operations Research and Econometrics
(CORE)
francois.glineur@uclouvain.be

CP15

Fine Tuning Nesterov’s Optimal Descent Method

Each iteration of Nesterov’s algorithm for minimizing a
convex C1 function starts by computing a constant αk de-
pendent on a Lipschitz constant L for f ′(·). Then a point
yk is computed, from which a steepest descent step deter-
mines the next iterate xk+1. We modify the process by first
computing yk and xk+1 independent of L, and then an “op-
timal” value of αk. The complexity obtained by Nesterov
is kept and the performance improves in test problems.

Clovis C. Gonzaga
Federal Univ of Sta Catarina
clovis@mtm.ufsc.br

Elizabeth Karas
Federal Univ. of Paraná, Brazil
Dep. Matemática - UFPR
karas@mat.ufpr.br

CP15

An Improved VU-Algorithm for Partly Smooth
Minimization

A recent VU-algorithm for mininimizing convex functions
implictly exploits any underlying partly smooth function
structure. It follows a ”primal-dual track” superlinearly,
by alternating U-Newton-predictor-steps with V-corrector-
steps. A prox-parameter-dependent bundle subroutine
constructs a V-model of the function using past subgra-
dients in order to generate the required U-gradients. This
talk describes an improved version that preserves global
convergence while incorporating a new strategy for prox-
parameter variation which allows this parameter to grow
without bound. Results of numerical experiments are pre-
sented for validation.

Robert Mifflin
Washington State University
mifflin@math.wsu.edu

Claudia A. Sagastizabal
IMPA
sagastiz@impa.br

CP15

Distance Function and Infeasible-Start Interior-
Point Method

We formulate the convex program into a unconstrained
problem and solve by an infeasible-start interior-point
method. The method can be started from any interior-
point. We give a new distance function which can be used
to study complexity of the method for feasible and infeasi-
ble cases. We also give rounding error analysis and design
an accurate numerical method for the method. Numerical
examples are provides.

Yurii Nesterov
CORE
Universite catholique de Louvain
yurii.nesterov@uclouvain.be
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Yu Xia
School of Mathematics
University of Birmingham
xiay@maths.bham.ac.uk

CP16

Variational Analysis of Robust Regularization

In continuous optimization, a solution can fail to be robust
due to inaccuracies in measurement and implementation.
To address robustness in a minimization problem, we con-
sider the maximum of a function over a bounded set and
its translations over the domain. This method has regu-
larizing properties, especially for semi-algebraic functions.
The relationship between calmness and Lipschitz continu-
ity in Variational Analysis generalizes robust regularization
to set-valued maps as well.

Chin How Jeffre Pang
Center for Applied Mathematics
Cornell University
cp229@cornell.edu

Adrian Lewis
Cornell University
Oper. Res. and Indust. Eng.
aslewis@orie.cornell.edu

CP16

Stability Assessment of Partially Identified System
Using LMI Optimization

Vinnicombe Generalized Stability Margin (GSM) provides
powerful tool for robustness assessment of control system
stability. However, it requires frequency response estima-
tion of both the plant and controller of the system. A
method is proposed for computation of GSM using only fre-
quency response of joint“plant-controller” or “controller-
plant” block. If the number of system inputs greatly exceed
the number of outputs or vice versa, the method allows to
reduce expenses spent on system identification.

Serge L. Shishkin
United Technologies Corp., Research Center
shishks@utrc.utc.com

CP16

Robust Optimization and Problem Robustness

Robust Optimization has been an important approach in
recent years, with several emerging applications. Robust
solutions are protected from data variation, but the change
in the robust solution with respect to the nominal solution
is related to the robustness and well posedness of the model
itself. In this work we show some results relating both
concepts as well as some studies on simulated problem as
well as some real Supply Chain Management problems.

Jorge R. Vera
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
jvera@ing.puc.cl

CP17

Reliability Optimization of Communication Net-
works Using Genetic Algorithm

Evolutionary algorithms often have to solve optimization
problems in the presence of a wide range of uncertainties.

A new genetic model is considered to study the reliabil-
ity optimization in a linear consecutively connected sys-
tem(LMCCS) by allocating multi state elements. A LM-
CCS consists of (N+1) linear ordered positions. M statisti-
cally independent multi state elements with different char-
acteristics are to be allocated to the first N positions. Each
element can provide a connection between the position to
which it is allocated and next few positions. The system is
reliable if the first position (source) is connected with the
(N+1)th position (sink) by means of suitable allocation of
the multi state elements in various in between positions
(workstations). This means that the signal can be trans-
mitted with out interruption from the source to the sink.
As further extension in the proposed genetic model, relia-
bility optimization is attempted in LMCCS by allocating
Multi-state Elements in various workstations by consider-
ing the adverse effects of noise in signal transmission. The
reliability of LMCCS is obtained using Universal Generat-
ing Function technique. The optimal allocation is obtained
by means of Genetic Algorithm. For the one-to-one allo-
cation problem, when the permutation crossover is used, it
reduces the complexity of the problem and also yield better
result compared to all the existing results.

Arulmozhi Ganapathy
Department of Mathematics & Computer application,
PSG College of Technology
arul nithya2000@yahoo.com

CP17

Optimization Population-Based Algorithms for
High-Performance Analog Circuits

This paper tackles the Integrated Circuit (IC) design by
population-based algorithms. The following real-life cir-
cuits, RF Low Noise Amplifier, Leapfrog Filter, and Ultra
Wideband LNA, were selected as test bed. The proposed
algorithms, Advaced-NSGAII and optIA, were shown to
produce acceptable and robust solutions in the tested ap-
plications, where state-of-art algorithms, circuit designers
and commercial techniques failed. The results show signif-
icant improvement in all the chosen IC design problems.

Giuseppe Nicosia
University of Catania
Department of Mathematics & Computer Science
nicosia@dmi.unict.it

Salvatore Rinaudo
ST Microelectronics
CAD Group
salvatore.rinaudo@st.com

CP17

Automatic Layout Optimization of Power Mosfets
Using An Effective Population-Based Algorithm

The robustness of high-voltage discrete power MOSFETs
strictly depends on the topology of the layout device; the
optimization task is to minimize the maximum tempera-
ture reached by the device. A complete exploration of the
solution space is impossible due the huge number of con-
figurations. The designed population-based algorithm is
able to find sub-optimal topologies, that improves the per-
formance of the device of 27% respect the one proposed
by designers and significantly outperforms state-of-art op-
timization algorithms.

Giuseppe Nicosia
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University of Catania
Department of Mathematics & Computer Science
nicosia@dmi.unict.it

Franco Fiorante, Giuseppe Greco
ST Microelectronics
franco.fiorante@st.com, giuseppe-cad.greco@st.com

Salvatore Rinaudo
ST Microelectronics
CAD Group
salvatore.rinaudo@st.com

Giovanni Stracquadanio
University of Catania
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
stracquadanio@dmi.unict.it

CP17

Heuristically Evolving Populations Broaden Prob-
lem Understanding

Population–based evolutionary heuristics can seek “decent
solutions” to challenging constrained optimization prob-
lems when standard techniques do not yield optimal re-
sults. Such problems are often only tentatively formulated.
All candidate solutions we examine, feasible or not, become
an innovative database of (biased) samples. Looking be-
yond merely finding a solution, database queries aid con-
straint reconsideration, active learning, Pareto frontiers,
statistical properties, etc. We also present metrics for com-
paring populations and tracking their evolutions.

David H. Wood
Computer Science Department
University of Delaware
wood@cis.udel.edu

Steven Kimbrough
Operations and Information Management Department
The Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania
kimbrough@wharton.upenn.edu

Balaji Padmanabhan
Information Systems and Decision Sciences
University of South Flordia
bpadmana@coba.usf.edu ¡bpadmana@coba.usf.edu

CP18

Sensitivity Analysis of Asset Flow Optimization
Forecast Algorithm

Asset flow differential equations (AFDE) have been de-
veloped and analyzed asymptotically by Caginalp and his
collaborators since 1989. We study an inverse problem in-
volving a semi-unconstrained parameter optimization for
a dynamical system of nonlinear AFDE from a challeng-
ing financial application on investor population dynamics.
We present the sensitivity analysis of AFDE and the cor-
responding asset flow optimization forecast algorithm and
the empirical results for a number of closed-end funds trad-
ing in US markets.

Ahmet Duran
University of Michigan - Ann Arbor
durana@umich.edu

Gunduz Caginalp

University of Pittsburgh
Department of Mathematics
caginalp@pitt.edu

CP18

Set-Valued Measures of Risk

For optimization problems in Mathematical Finance one
of the objectives is often to minimize the risk of some fi-
nancial position. If the investor acts on several markets,
under some circumstances risks on different markets can
not be aggregated. Then the use of set-valued measures of
risk is appropriate. In this paper a complete theory of set-
valued risk measures (including primal and dual descrip-
tions) along the lines of the real-valued case is developped.
The dual description is based on a new duality theory for
set-valued maps, introduced recently by one of the authors.

Andreas H. Hamel
Department of Operations Research and Financial
Engineering, Princeton University
ahamel@princeton.edu

Frank Heyde, Markus Höhne
University of Halle-Wittenberg
Institute of Mathematics
frank,heyde@mathematik.uni-halle.de,
markushoehne1981@web.de

CP18

Risk Optimization Using p-Order Conic Con-
straints: A Linear Programming Approach

We discuss a class of risk-reward optimization models that
reduce to convex programming problems with p-order conic
constraints. As an illustration, a portfolio optimization
case study is considered. We develop polyhedral approxi-
mation schemes and decomposition algorithms that allow
for efficient implementation of the formulated p-order conic
programming models as linear programming problems.

Pavlo Krokhmal
University of Iowa
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
pavlo-krokhmal@uiowa.edu

CP18

Optimal Portfolio Execution Strategies and Sensi-
tivity to Price Impact Parameters

When liquidating a portfolio of large blocks of risky assets,
an institutional investor wants to minimize the cost as well
as the risk of execution. An optimal execution strategy
minimizes a weighted combination of the expected value
and the variance of the execution cost, where the weight is
given by a nonnegative risk aversion parameter. The execu-
tion cost is determined from a price impact function. Par-
ticularly, a linear price impact model is defined by the tem-
porary impact matrix H and the permanent impact matrix
Γ, which represent the expected price depression caused by
trading assets at a unit rate. In this paper, we analyze the
sensitivity of the optimal execution strategy to estimation
errors in the impact matrices under a linear price impact
model. We show that, instead of depending on H and Γ
individually, the optimal execution strategy is determined
by the combined impact matrix Θ = 1

τ

(
H +HT

)
− Γ,

where τ is the time length between consecutive trades. We
prove that the minimum expected execution cost strategy
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is the naive execution strategy, independent of perturba-
tions, when the permanent impact matrix is symmetric and
the combined impact matrix is positive definite. We pro-
vide upper bounds on the size of change in the optimal ex-
ecution strategy in a general setting. These upper bounds
are in terms of the changes in the impact matrices, the
eigenvalues of a block tridiagonal matrix defined by the
combined impact matrix, the risk aversion parameter, and
the covariance matrix. These upper bounds indicate that,
when the covariance matrix is positive definite, a large risk
aversion parameter reduces the sensitivity of the optimal
execution strategy. Moreover, when Γ and its perturbation
are symmetric, the optimal execution strategy is asymptot-
ically not sensitive to estimation errors when the minimum
eigenvalue of either the covariance matrix or the combined
impact matrix is large. In addition, our computational re-
sults confirm that the sensitivity of the optimal execution
strategy to the perturbations decreases, when the perma-
nent impact matrix and its perturbation are symmetric.
Moreover, the change in the efficient frontier increases as
the risk aversion parameter decreases for asymmetric per-
turbations. We consistently observe that imposing short
selling constraints can reduce the sensitivity of the optimal
execution strategy and the efficient frontier.

Somayeh Moazeni
School of Computer Science
University of Waterloo
smoazeni@uwaterloo.ca

Thomas Coleman
Dept of Combinatorics and Optimization
University of Waterloo
tfcoleman@uwaterloo.ca

Yuying Li
School of Computer Science
University of Waterloo
yuying@uwaterloo.ca

CP18

Quantile-Based Deviation Measures

Quantile-based deviation measures as a class of general de-
viation measures, defined by Rockafellar et al., have been
shown to include all lower semicontinuous law-invariant de-
viation measures on atomless probability spaces and have
been established to be consistent with concave ordering.
The latter fact has been used to generalize Rao-Blackwell
theorem and to develop an approach for reducing minimiza-
tion of quantile-based deviation measures to minimization
of the measures on subsets of undominated random vari-
ables with respect to concave ordering. This approach
has been applied for constructing Chebyshev’s and Kol-
mogorov’s inequalities with quantile-based deviation mea-
sures. As an illustration, Chebyshev’s and Kolmogorov’s
inequalities have been derived for mean absolute devia-
tion, lower semideviation and conditional value-at-risk de-
viation. Also, an example illustrating advantage of Kol-
mogorov’s inequality with certain deviation measures in
estimating the probability in question has been presented.

Michael Zabarankin, Bogdan Grechuk, Anton Molyboha
Stevens Institute of Technology
mzabaran@stevens.edu, bgrechuk@stevens.edu, amoly-
boh@stevens.edu

CP19

An Approach for the Robust Optimization of a Bio-
logical Objective in Intensity Modulated Radiation
Therapy

Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) is an ef-
fective method for delivering precise radiation doses to tu-
mors, while reducing the radiation exposure to surrounding
organs-at-risk and normal tissue. We propose a biolog-
ically based convex objective function for the utilization
in treatment plan optimization models. Given clinically
representable criteria, we show that the resulting convex
model yields robust treatment plans under possible uncer-
tainties in problem data, and illustrate its use on several
test cases.

Christoffer Cromvik
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Chalmers University of Technology
christoffer.cromvik@chalmers.se

Karl-Axel Johansson
Department of Therapeutic Radiation Physics
Sahlgrenska University Hospital
karl-axel.johansson@vgregion.se

Caroline Olsson
Department of Radiation Physics
Sahlgrenska University Hospital
caroline.olsson@vgregion.se

Michael Patriksson
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Chalmers University of Technology
mipat@math.chalmers.se

CP19

A Minimal Surface in Molecular Dynamics Simu-
lation of Discoidal High Density Lipoprotein Par-
ticles

In a recently concluded work molecular dynamics sim-
ulation was used to model the morphology of high density
lipoprotein (HDL) particles composed of an apolipoprotein
A-1 ring bounding a palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine
(POPC) bi-lipid membrane under incremental removal of
POPC. The study reports the formation of a minimal sur-
face at the interface between two leaflets for one class of
HDL particles. We formulate an energy functional for the
experiment, consisting of the bending energy of a free rib-
bon and the surface energy of a membrane and present a
gradient descent algorithm for minimizing the functional.
The minimal surface obtained as the minimizer of the en-
ergy functional with the algorithm is compared to that ob-
tained from the molecular dynamics simulation.

Mandar S. Kulkarni, Gilbert Weinstein
Department of Mathematics
University of Alabama at Birmingham
mandar@uab.edu, weinstei@math.uab.edu

CP19

Sequential Methods for Generating
Multi-Dimensional Convex Pareto Frontiers

In this presentation, I will discuss a number of new se-
quential methods for generating multi-dimensional con-
vex Pareto frontiers. Our main motivation for developing
these methods is Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy
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(IMRT). All discussed methods are applicable to higher-
dimensional problems. Some of the methods can cover the
complete Pareto frontier. We also give quality guarantees
for the approximation quality of the found Pareto frontier
to the real Pareto frontier.

Gijs Rennen
Econometrics and Operations Research, Tilburg
University
g.rennen@uvt.nl

Dick Den Hertog
Tilburg University
Faculty of Economics and Business Administration
D.denHertog@uvt.nl

Edwin R. Van Dam
Tilburg University
Dept. Econometrics and Operations Research
Edwin.vanDam@uvt.nl

Aswin Hoffmann
Radiotherapy Physics Group,
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre
a.hoffmann@rther.umcn.nl

CP19

A Stable Geometric Buildup Algorithm for the So-
lution of the Distance Geometry Problem Using
Least-Squares Approximation

We propose a geometric buildup algorithm to solve the
distance geometry problem in protein modeling, which can
prevent accumulation of rounding errors in calculations,
tolerate errors in given distances. In this algorithm, we
determine each unknown atom by using least-squares ap-
proximation instead of exact solution to the system of dis-
tance equations. We describe the algorithm, present the
test results to determine a set of protein structures with
varying degrees of availability and accuracy of distances.

Atilla Sit
Iowa State University
Department of Mathematics
atilla@iastate.edu

Zhijun Wu
Iowa State University
Dept of Math
zhijun@iastate.edu

Yaxiang Yuan
Laboratory of Scientific and Engineering Computing
Chinese Academy of Science
yyx@lsec.cc.ac.cn

CP19

Clustered Geometric Buildup

A new method is proposed to solve exact sparse distance
geometry problem in 3D space. To avoid numerical error
accumulation within incremental geometric buildup algo-
rithm, the following approach is used: a structure is par-
titioned into overlapping clusters in which the points are
computed in no more than a predefined number of incre-
mental buildup generations. The clusters are aligned using
least squares method. Results for protein structures with

artificially generated distance data are presented.

Vlad Sukhoy
Iowa State University
Department of Mathematics
sukhoy@iastate.edu

Zhijun Wu
Iowa State University
Dept of Math
zhijun@iastate.edu

CP20

On the Behrens-Fisher Problem: a Globally Con-
vergent Algorithm and a Finite-Sample Study of
the Wald, Lr and Lm Tests

In this paper we provide the first provably convergent al-
gorithm for the multivariate Gaussian Maximum Likeli-
hood version of the Behrens-Fisher problem. Moreover,
we establish a systematic algebraic relation between the
Wald, Likelihood Ratio and Lagrangian Multiplier Test
(W ≥ LR ≥ LM) in the context of the Behrens-Fisher
problem. The algorithm allows to computationally investi-
gate the properties of these tests capturing the role of high
dimensionality on the actual size and power of the tests for
finite samples.

Alexandre Belloni
Duke University
Fuqua School of Business
abn5@duke.edu

Gustavo Didier
Tulane University
Mathematics Department
gdidier@tulade.edu

CP20

Construction of Biorthogonal B-Spline Type
Wavelet Sequences with Optimal Regularities

In this paper we study the optimal condition for the
refinement coefficients of B-spline type scaling functions
such that the corresponding scaling functions are in L2.
Then the B-spline type wavelet sequences possessing the
largest possible regularities and required vanishing mo-
ments are characterized, and an optimization algorithm
to find such symmetric or antisymmetric B-spline type
wavelet sequences is designed.

Tian-Xiao He
Illinois Wesleyan University
the@iwu.edu

CP20

Variable Selection via Bridge Regression

Bridge regression searches a family of lp ”norm” penal-
ized regressions to chose regression coefficients based on
a given model selection criteria. Ridge and lasso regres-
sion are special cases of Bridge regression with p = 2 and
p = 1,respectively. Lasso is an effective method for vari-
able selection because it reduces the number of nonzero
regression coefficients. When 0 < p < 1, even more coef-
ficients are forced to zero enhancing the variable selection
properties of the method. However, when 0 < p < 1 the
resulting optimization problem is not only non-convex, it
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is non-Lipschitzian. In this talk we propose methods for
solving these non-Lipschitzian optimization problem. Joint
work with James Burke.

Qiuying Lin
University of Washington
qiuying@u.washington.edu

James V. Burke
University of Washington
Department of Mathematics
burke@math.washington.edu

CP21

An Object-Oriented Approach to the Implementa-
tion of Optimization Algorithms as Abstract Nu-
merical Algorithms

Many different optimization algorithms can be expressed
in a very abstract form just in terms of basic linear opera-
tors, vector operations, scalar products, and linear solves.
We have coined the term Abstract Numerical Algorithms
(ANAs) to describe such algorithms. This presentation will
describe the Thyra package and Trilinos object-oriented in-
frastructure for the development of such algorithms rang-
ing from iterative linear solvers all the way to transient
optimization. These algorithms have been implemented
independent of the computing model but have been run
on production applications on some of our largest parallel
machines.

Roscoe A. Bartlett
Sandia National Laboratories
rabartl@sandia.gov

CP21

Preconditioning for Bound Constrained Quadratic
Programming Problems

Recently proposed MPRGP algorithm for the solution
of strictly convex quadratic programming problems was
proved to enjoy R-linear convergence in bounds on the
spectrum. In this talk we consider two methods of pre-
conditioning that improved the theoretical rate of conver-
gence including nonlinear steps, namely preconditioning by
a conjugate projector and edge averaging for the varia-
tional inequalities discretized by FETI-DP domain decom-
position. Theoretical results are confirmed by numerical
experiments.

Marta Domoradova, Zdenek Dostal
VSB-TU Ostrava
Departement of Applied Mathematics
marta.domoradova@vsb.cz, zadenek.dostal@vsb.cz

CP21

Optimal Algorithms for Quadratic Programming
Problems

We review our results in development of algorithms for
bound and/or equality constrained quadratic programming
problems. Their unique feature is the rate of convergence in
terms of bounds on the spectrum of the Hessian, indepen-
dent of representation of the constraints. When applied to
the class of convex problems with the spectrum in a given
positive interval and sparse Hessians, the algorithms en-
joys optimal complexity. The optimality is demonstrated

on the solution of discretized variational inequalities.

Zdenek Dostal
VSB-Technical University Ostrava
zdenek.dostal@vsb.cz

CP21

On Convergence of a Rescaled Lagrangian Method
To Decompose Structured Convex Programs

In this paper, we propose a new decomposition method for
solving structured optimization problems. The proposed
scheme combines the recent decomposition algorithm in-
troduced by Hamdi et al. with the nonlinear re-scaling
principle of Polyak. The resulting algorithm uses the re-
cently developed non-quadratic multiplier methods based
on entropy-like proximal methods, to obtain a family of
augmented lagrangian methods which are twice continu-
ously differentiable as opposed to the classical quadratic
one. Under mild appropriate assumptions, we show that
the method generates convergent primal-dual sequences.

Abdelouahed Hamdi
Kuwait University
whamdi99@yahoo.fr

CP21

On Convergence Rate of An Algorithm for Mini-
mizing Quadratic Functions with Separable Convex
Constraints

A new active set algorithm for minimizing quadratic func-
tions with separable convex constraints is proposed by com-
bining the conjugate gradient method with gradient pro-
jections. It generalizes recently developed algorithms of
quadratic programming constrained by simple bounds. A
linear convergence rate in terms of the Hessian spectral
condition number is proven. Numerical experiments in-
cluding frictional 3D contact problems of linear elasticity
illustrate the computational performance.

Radek Kucera
VSB-TU Ostrava
Dept. of Mathematics and Descriptive Geometry
radek.kucera@vsb.cz

CP22

An Algorithmic Framework for a Class of Non-
Convex Minlp Problems

Solving non-convex Mixed Integer Nonlinear Program-
ming (MINLP) problems with general global-optimization
solvers is usually very computationally expensive. To some
extent this is related to the decomposition of all functions
into elementary ones. We present an algorithmic frame-
work, based on repeated/refined reformulation and approx-
imation, targeted at univariate non-convexity, that works
in a geometry that is closer to the original formulation.
Computational results are presented.

Claudia D’Ambrosio
DEIS - University of Bologna
c.dambrosio@unibo.it

Jon Lee, Andreas Waechter
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
jonlee@us.ibm.com, andreasw@us.ibm.com
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CP22

A Branch-and-Cut Method for Mixed-0-1 Second-
Order Cone Programming

We present a branch-and-cut method for mixed 0-1 second-
order cone programming problems. To solve the problems
in the nodes of the branch-and-bound tree, we use a primal-
dual interior point method, that converges also for infea-
sible starting points. We use different techniques for the
generation of linear and convex quadratic cuts. The qual-
ity of the cuts and their impact on the branch-and-bound
procedure are investigated. Computational results for test
problems and real world applications are given.

Sarah Drewes
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Department of
Mathematics
Research Group Nonlinear Optimization
drewes@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt, Department of
Mathematics
Research Group Nonlinear Optimization
ulbrich @ mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

CP22

Decomposition Strategies for Mixed Discrete Non-
Linear Programming

The proposed paper contributes to the development of the
field of Alternating Optimisation for general Mixed Inte-
ger Non-Linear Programming (MINLP), by introducing a
new decomposition approach based on the Augmented La-
grangian Multipliers method. In the proposed algorithm,
the problem has been decomposed to two units, where each
set of variables can be optimised by an efficient solver. Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization method is used for optimising
continuous variables, while a Genetic Algorithm is applied
for optimising the discrete variables.

Salam Nema, John Yannis Goulermas
University of Liverpool
Department of Electrical Engineering and Electronics.
salam75@liverpool.ac.uk, j.y.goulermas@liv.ac.uk

CP22

A Method for Optimal Lift Gas Allocation

An optimal allocation procedure and methodology for the
Gas-Lift optimization problem is presented. In the oil in-
dustry, natural gas is often injected into the wellbore to
assist fluid production in low producing wells and also to
compensate sub-surface pressure decline. As the lift gas is
constrained and the response to gas injection is non-linear,
an optimal allocation is necessary for production maxi-
mization. The approach reported is several-fold more effi-
cient than traditional approaches for comparable results.

Kashif Rashid
Schlumberger-Doll Research
krashid@slb.com

CP22

Computing Safe Dike Heights at Minimal Costs

Safe dike heights are crucial for protecting life in the
Netherlands and many other regions of the world. We

discuss issues that arise when modeling the probability
of floods, the expected damage and measures to prevent
floods. Our aim is to minimize the sum of future investing
costs and expected damage over a long period (of about
300 years). We present some MINLP optimization mod-
els and a dynamic programming model, as well as some
computational results.

Kees Roos
Delft University of Technology
c.roos@tudelft.nl

Dick Hertog, Den
University of Tilburg
The Netherlands
d.denhertog@uvt.nl

CP23

A Trust-region Filter-SQP Method for Mathemat-
ical Programs with Linear Complementarity Con-
straints

A trust-region filter-SQP method for mathematical pro-
grams with linear complementarity constraints (MPLCC)
is proposed. We solve a sequence of the relaxed problems
with some parameter driven to zero and use the filter tech-
nique presented by Fletcher and Leyffer [Math. Program.,
Ser. A, 91: 239-269 (2002)] to promote the global conver-
gence. Under mild assumptions, it is proved that every ac-
cumulation point of the generated iterates is either a strong
stationary point or an infeasible stationary point of the
MPLCC. Our test problems are originated from the QPEC-
gen generator and include the programs with quadratic and
non-quadratic objective functions. Some numerical results
are reported, which show that the presented method is very
effective.

Chun-Lin Hao, Xin-Wei Liu
Department of Applied Mathematics,
Hebei University of Technology
chunlin.hao@gmail.com, mathlxw@hebut.edu.cn

CP23

LPCC Approach to Nonconvex Quadratic Pro-
grams

This talk presents a novel approach to general nonconvex
quadratic programs by reformulating them as linear pro-
grams with linear complementarity constraints (LPCC).
The cornerstone of the approach is a parameter-free mini-
max integer program formulation of the LPCC, which leads
to a finite Benders-type algorithm that involves solving
satisfiability subproblems. Computational results are re-
ported on randomly generated problems with two types of
constraints: box constraints and general linear constraints,
including problems with unbounded feasible regions.

Jing Hu
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
jasmine.hu@gmail.com

Jong-Shi Pang
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
jspang@uiuc.edu
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Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
110, 8th Street, Troy, NY, 12180
mitchj@rpi.edu
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CP23

Optimal Control of Elliptic Complementarity
Problems in Function Space: C-Stationarity and
a Multigrid-Based Solution Scheme

We consider mathematical programs with complementar-
ity constraints (MPCC) in function space. Typical model
problems are related to optimal control of variational in-
equalities (VIs) or parameter identification in VIs. Based
on a smoothed penalization technique C-stationarity is
achieved. The proposed algorithm is numerically real-
ized using a semismooth Newton-based full approximation
scheme in a multigrid framework. The results are com-
pared to those of an alternative relaxation-method and a
report on numerical tests is given.

Ian Kopacka
University of Graz,
START-Project Interfaces and Free Boundaries
ian.kopacka@uni-graz.at

Michael Hintermueller
University of Sussex, United Kingdom
Department of Mathematics
michael.hintermueller@uni-graz.at

CP23

An �1 Elastic Method for Mathematical Programs
with Equilibrium Constraints and Degenerate Pro-
grams

We extend an �1-elastic framework to the context of
MPECs. The resulting smooth equality-constrained sub-
problems satisfy the MFCQ and are solved using a pre-
conditioned interior-point method. Under reasonable as-
sumptions, we establish global convergence to a strongly
stationary point provided the penalty parameter remains
bounded. We present an implementation of the elastic
framework for MPECs and preliminary numerical results.
We emphasize how the approach also applies to other types
of mathematical programs failing to satisfy the MFCQ.

Dominique Orban
Dept. Mathematics and Industrial Engineering
Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal
Dominique.Orban@polymtl.ca

Zoumana Coulibaly
GERAD and Ecole Polytechnique de Montreal
zoumana.coulibaly@gerad.ca

CP23

Structural Topology Optimization Problems For-
mulated As Mathematical Programs with Equilib-
rium Constraints

We consider the technological very important problem of
finding minimal weight designs for structural topology op-
timization problems with local stress constraints. The
problems are formulated as Mathematical Programs with
Vanishing Constraints (MPVC) and as Mathematical Pro-
grams with Complementarity Constraints. Some of the
theoretical advantages and disadvantages are discussed.
We also report several numerical experiments that sub-
stantiate the conclusion that MPVCs give a more compu-
tational efficient representation for this class of structural
topology optimization problems.

Marie-Louise H. Rasmussen

Department of Mathematics
Technical University of Denmark
m.l.h.rasmussen@mat.dtu.dk
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University of Dortmund
Germany
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Department of Mathematics
Technical University of Denmark
M.Stolpe@mat.dtu.dk

CP24

Randomized Algorithms for Nonlinear Optimiza-
tion over
Bipartite Matchings and Matroid Intersections

We consider a broad generalization of the standard lin-
ear combinatorial problem which includes a d-dimensional
weight vector for each element and a functional on d-
dimensional space. We compute the objective value apply-
ing the functional on the feasible solution weight vector, i.e.
the sum of the weight vectors in the corresponding solution.
While the problem is generally intractable, we provide ran-
domized algorithms, polynomial for fixed d, for optimizing
arbitrary objectives over bipartite matchings and matroid
intersections.

Yael Berstein
Technion – Israel Institute of Technology
yaelber@technion.ac.il

Shmuel Onn
Technion - Israel Institute of Technology
onn@ie.technion.ac.il

CP24

The Graph Embedding and Its Application to QAP

We introduce a technique for 0-1 integer programming
that exploits hypergraph partitioning constraints to pro-
duce tight semidefinite program relaxations. We applied
the method to quadratic assignment problems and tested
on 22 QAP benchmark problems. The method produced
SDP bounds within 5% of optimal on average and gen-
erated optimal solutions in 10 cases (5 provably optimal).
This is the first polynomial time algorithm to achieve prov-
ably optimal solutions on any of the benchmark problems.

Changhui Choi
University of Colorado, Denver
Changhui.Choi@cudenver.edu

Stephen Billups
University of Colorado at Denver
stephen.billups@cudenver.edu

CP24

Path-Based Lp Model of the Set Partitioning Prob-
lem

In this talk, we will present a new, graph-based model-
ing approach and a polynomial-sized linear programming
(LP) formulation of the Set Partitioning Problem (SPP).
The approach will be illustrated with a numerical example.
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Computational testing and results will be discussed.

Moustapha Diaby
University of Connecticut
moustapha.diaby@business.uconn.edu

CP24

The 2-Dimensional Probabilistic Bin Packing Prob-
lem

In the probabilistic two-dimensional Bin Packing problem
(2D-PBPP), one is asked to pack a random number of rect-
angular items, without overlap and any rotation, into the
minimum number of identical square bins. In this paper we
consider the two procedures used for solving probabilistic
combinatorial optimization problems : The re-optimization
procedure and the a priori one and we focused in their
asymptotic behavior through simulations. According to
computational results we show that under precise condi-
tions, the best a priori procedure which is a simple method
generates results near those given by the re-optimization
strategy which is impossible to carried out.

Leila Horchani
Laboratoire Cristal , Pôle GRIFT, Tunisia
leila.horchani@gmail.com

Monia Bellalouna
ENSI Campus Universitaire de la Manouba Tunisia
monia.bellalouna@ensi.rnu.tn

CP25

Optimizing Stability For Polynomial Families

Given a family of polynomials {p}x whose coefficients de-
pend smoothly on the parameter x ∈ Rk, we seek x∗ to
minimize the maximum real part of the roots of the corre-
sponding polynomial px∗ . This problem is non-smooth,
non-convex, and has important applications in stability
theory. I consider an approach based on the Routh-
Hurwitz conditions, and give some properties of the epi-
graph of the feasible set.

Jonathan A. Cross
University of Washington
jacross@math.washington.edu

CP25

Variational Analysis of Functions of the Roots of
Polynomials

In 2001 Burke and Overton showed that the abscissa map-
ping on polynomials is subdifferentially regular on the
monic polynomials of degree n in the linear space of polyno-
mials of degree n. This result is significant for its impact
on problems involving optimal stability. In this talk we
discuss extensions of this result to a more general class of
functions of the roots of polynomials which includes both
the abscissa and radius mappings for polynomials.

Julia Eaton, James V. Burke
University of Washington
Department of Mathematics
jreaton@u.washington.edu, burke@math.washington.edu

CP25

Advances on the Bessis-Moussa-Villani Trace Con-
jecture

A long-standing conjecture asserts that the polynomial

p(t) = Tr[(A+ tB)m]

has nonnegative coefficients whenever m is a positive inte-
ger and A and B are any two n × n positive semidefinite
Hermitian matrices. The conjecture arises from a question
raised by Bessis, Moussa, and Villani (1975) in connection
with a problem in theoretical physics. Their conjecture, as
shown recently by Lieb and Seiringer, is equivalent to the
trace positivity statement above. In this paper, we derive
a fundamental set of equations satisfied by A and B that
minimize or maximize a coefficient of p(t). Applied to the
Bessis-Moussa-Villani (BMV) conjecture, these equations
provide several reductions. In particular, we prove that it
is enough to show that (1) it is true for infinitely many m,
(2) a nonzero (matrix) coefficient of (A+ tB)m always has
at least one positive eigenvalue, or (3) the result holds for
singular positive semidefinite matrices. Moreover, we prove
that if the conjecture is false for some m, then it is false for
all larger m. Finally, we outline a general program to settle
the BMV conjecture that has had some recent success.

Christopher J. Hillar
Texas A&M University
Dept. Mathematics
chillar@math.tamu.edu

CP25

Disjunctive Cuts for Non-Convex Mixed Integer
Quadratically Constrained Programs

This paper addresses the problem of generating strong
convex relaxations of Mixed Integer Quadratically Con-
strained Quadratic Programs (MIQQP). MIQQP is a
very difficult class of problems because it combines two
kinds of non-convexities: integer variables and non-convex
quadratic constraints. To produce strong relaxations of
MIQQP we use techniques from disjunctive programming
and lift-and-project. In particular we propose new meth-
ods for generating valid inequalities by using the equation
Y = xxT . We use the concave constraint Y - xxT ¡ 0
to derive disjunctions of two types. The first ones are di-
rectly derived from the eigenvectors of the matrix Y - xxT
with positive eigenvalues, the second type of disjunctions
are obtained by combining several eigenvectors in order to
minimize the width of the disjunction. We also use the con-
vex SDP constraint Y - xxT ¿ 0 to derive convex quadratic
cuts and combine both approaches in a cutting plane algo-
rithm. We present series of computational experiments on
box-QPs of moderate size.

Anureet Saxena
Carnegie Mellon University
anureet@cmu.edu

Pierre Bonami
Aix-Marseille Université - CNRS
pierre.bonami@gmail.com

Jon Lee
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
jonlee@us.ibm.com

CP26

Scalar Versus Vector Optimization Problems In-
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volving Risk Functions

Many risk functions were recently introduced (coherent risk
measures, generalized deviations, etc.) and many financial
problems were revisited. The use of new risk functions
is well justified by the rapid evolution of financial mar-
kets and products, but final results often depend on the
concrete risk function one draws on. We consider vector
optimization problems involving several risk functions and
study if the involved objectives may be reduced to a single
one capturing every required property.

Alejandro Balbas, Beatriz Balbas
University Carlos III of Madrid
balbas@mathstat.concordia.ca, beatriz.balbas@uc3m.es

CP26

Conic Scalarization in Finite-Dimensional Vector
Optimization

Scalarization approaches to solving vector optimization
problems for Pareto optimal points are reviewed and modi-
fied for the generation of solutions that are non-dominated
with respect to convex cones. The corresponding scalar-
valued optimization problems are formulated, classified as
linear or nonlinear cone programs, and solved using recent
techniques from conic optimization. Based on preliminary
computational results, the relevance and implications of
using general cones for trade-off or preference modeling in
multi-objective programming and decision-making are ad-
dressed.

Alexander Engau
University of Waterloo
Department of Management Sciences
aengau@uwaterloo.ca

CP26

Interior Point Warmstarts Applied to Stochastic
Programming

We describe a method of generating a crash-start point
for interior point methods in the context of stochastic pro-
gramming. We construct a small-scale version of the prob-
lem corresponding to a reduced event tree and use its so-
lution to generate an advanced starting point for the com-
plete problem. The reduced tree is constructed by sce-
nario aggregation in order to capture information from the
scenario space while keeping the dimension of the corre-
sponding (reduced) deterministic equivalent small. Inte-
rior point methods struggle in general to take advantage
of such information. We derive conditions on the reduced
tree that guarantee a successful interior point warm-start
for the complete problem. We present numerical results on
a range of test problems which shows remarkable advan-
tages of this approach.

Andreas Grothey
School of Mathematics
University of Edinburgh
A.Grothey@ed.ac.uk

Marco Colombo
University of Edinburgh
m.colombo@ed.ac.uk

Jacek Gondzio
The University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom
J.Gondzio@ed.ac.uk

CP26

Multi-Objective Design of a Combinatorial Struc-
ture

A problem of configuring a population of trucks is ad-
dressed. The resulting model is a multi-objective optimiza-
tion problem. We formulate a (single objective) optimiza-
tion problem to find the best representation of the Pareto
optimal set under the constraint that the configurations
are built up by common parts. The solution process is also
extended to the case when the underlying objective func-
tions are expensive. Results when applying the model to a
small industrial example are reported.

Peter Lindroth
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Chalmers University of Technology / Volvo 3P
peter.lindroth@math.chalmers.se

Michael Patriksson
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Chalmers University of Technology
mipat@math.chalmers.se

Ann-Brith Stromberg
Fraunhofer-Chalmers Centre for Industrial Mathematics
annbrith@fcc.chalmers.se

CP27

A Grid-Based Adaptive Simulated Annealing
Method for Global Optimization

A grid-based hybrid method is built that is essentially
based on simulated annealing technique. However, this al-
gorithm processes and stores information in several lists as
the optimization method tabu does. This technique contin-
uously adjusts the step sizes for different parameters suit-
ably and builds an appropriate annealing schedule in an
adaptive manner. The method is implemented on different
test functions; comparison centered on accuracy and effi-
ciency is performed with a variant of simulated annealing
method.

Urmi Ghosh-Dastidar
New York City College of Technology (CUNY)
ughosh-dastidar@citytech.cuny.edu

CP27

Optimization of Parallel Codes on Cluster of Com-
puters

Genetic Algorithms are known to be robust and suitable
to parallel processing, becoming an attractive approach in
the field of numerical optimization. In the research area
of aerodynamic optimization, using Computational Fluid
Dynamics, the computational efficiency is a major concern.
Assuming that a parallel algorithm consists of consecutive
stages, a Genetic Algorithm is proposed to find the opti-
mum number of processors and data distribution method
to be used for each stage of the parallel algorithm.

Marcel Ilie
Carleton University
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
milie@connect.carleton.ca

CP27

A New Interval Partitioningapproach for Con-
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strained Optimization

This paper is concerned with solving the continuous Con-
strained Optimization Problems (COP) with general con-
straints and objective function. We propose an efficient
interval partitioning method (IP) where a new subdivision
direction method and an adaptive tree search approach are
defined. In the adaptive tree search, nodes are explored us-
ing a restricted hybrid depth-first and best-first branching
strategy, whereas the new parallel subdivision direction se-
lection rule targets directly the uncertainty degrees of con-
straints (with respect to feasibility) and the uncertainty
degree of the objective function (with respect to optimal-
ity). Reducing these uncertainties as such results in the
early detection of infeasible and sub-optimal boxes that are
discarded reliably. The effectiveness of the proposed IP is
illustrated on COP benchmarks and compared with com-
mercial global and local solvers. Key Words: Constrained
global optimization, interval partitioning with local search,
adaptive search tree management, subdivision direction se-
lection rules

Chandra Sekhar Pedamallu
New England Biolabs Inc
pedamallu@neb.com

Linet Ozdamar
Yeditepe University, Department of Systems Engineering
Kayisdagi, Istanbul, Turkey.
linetozdamar@lycos.com

Janos Posfai
New England Biolabs, Inc.
240 County Road, Ipswich, MA 01938, USA.
posfai@neb.com

CP27

A Multistart Approach for Continuous Global Op-
timization Using a Pseudo-Convexity Criterion

We develop a novel multistart approach for continuous
global optimization of expensive functions. In this method,
we cluster previously evaluated points such that the data
points corresponding to each cluster belong to the graph of
a pseudo-convex function. Then, we start a local optimiza-
tion solver from each cluster. After obtaining new local
optimization trajectories, we evaluate additional points in
unexplored regions, update the clusters, and then, iterate
the procedure. We shall present some numerical results.

Rommel G. Regis
Saint Joseph’s University
rregis@sju.edu

Shane Henderson
Cornell University
School of Operations Research and Industrial Engineering
sgh9@cornell.edu

Christine Shoemaker
Cornell University
cas12@cornell.edu

CP27

Low Discrepancy Point Sets Used in Interval Algo-
rithms for Global Optimization

Low discrepancy point sets and low discrepancy sequences
are widely used in simulation and estimation algorithms in

science, engineering, finance, industry, and statistical in-
ference. Their application to global optimization is mostly
limited to the so-called quasirandom search methods. This
talk discusses various usages of them in the framework of
interval algorithms for global optimization. Preliminary
numerical test results will show what usages are effective
and what are not.

Min Sun
Univ. of Alabama
Math Dept
msun@gp.as.ua.edu

CP28

Sensitivity Analysis for Decentralized Process Con-
trol Problems

In this presentation we focus on decentralization of large-
scale process control problems. Starting with the Inter-
action Prediction Principle, we focus on sensitivity issues
related to the IPP algorithm and stress that the sensitivity
of the overall problem is strongly related to the sub-units.
The main result is that different decompositions schemes
can lead, under appropriate assumptions, to different sen-
sitivity results for the overall problem.

Anes Dallagi
University of Alberta
dallagi@ualberta.ca

Fraser Forbes
University of Alberta
Dept of Chemical & Materials Engineering
fraser.forbes@ualberta.ca

CP28

Structured Fixed-Order H-infinity Controller De-
sign

Built upon methods for non-smooth optimization, Hifoo
attempts to compute optimal, reduced-order controllers for
linear systems. We present extensions to Hifoo allowing
the user to input plants with non-trivial feedthrough as
well as specify structure on the controller. Finally, Hi-
foo is applied to try to solve problems in simultaneous
stabilization, a known undecidable problem. Numerical
experiments are provided for realistic systems, including
the control of an industrial web-winding system and struc-
tured, static-output-feedback control of an F-16.

Marc Millstone
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
millstone@cims.nyu.edu

Michael L. Overton
New York University
Courant Instit. of Math. Sci.
overton@cs.nyu.edu

CP28

On Logarithmic Smoothing and Strongly Stable
Stationary Points

We consider the problem (P) of minimizing a function over
a feasible set M . By using a logarithmic barrier function,
we construct a family Mγ of interior point approximations
of M where Mγ is described by a single smooth inequal-
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ity constraint. Under the assumption that all stationary
points of (P) are strongly stable we show that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the stationary points
of (P) and those of (Pγ) where the latter problem is ob-
tained from (P) by substituting M by Mγ . Furthermore,
corresponding stationary points of (P) and (Pγ) have the
same stationary index. The lecture is based on a joint pa-
per with Hubertus Th. Jongen.

Jan-J. Ruckmann
The University of Birmingham, United Kingdom
ruckmanj@maths.bham.ac.uk

CP28

Minimization of Costs in Supply Networks with
Transportation and Decision-Making Delays

Due to delays in product transportation and decision-
making, supply network dynamics is governed by infi-
nite dimensional differential equations, stability of which
is non-trivial to analyze. A unique map revealing stabil-
ity/instability behavior of the supply network is obtained
in the parameter space of the delays, first. Next, an op-
timization scheme is proposed to choose stabilizing trans-
portation delays that minimize a cost function related to
transportation costs and excessive oscillations in invento-
ries. A case study is provided.

Rifat Sipahi, Ilker Delice
Department of Mechanical and Industrial Engineering
Northeastern University
rifat@coe.neu.edu, delicei@coe.neu.edu

Tucker Marion
School of Technological Entrepreneurship
Northeastern University
t.marion@neu.edu

CP28

Optimal Grid Synthesis in Control Problems of
Prescribed Duration.

Optimal control problems are considered under assump-
tions that dynamics are nonlinear and running terminal-
integral costs are minimized along trajectories on given
time intervals. Data are assumed to be Lipschitz con-
tinuous relative phase variables. A numerical method is
suggested to construct optimal grid synthesis. It is based
on a backward procedure of integrating Hamiltonian differ-
ential inclusions, and on results of the theory of minimax
/ viscosity solutions of the Bellman equation. Results of
simulations are exposed.

Nina N. Subbotina
Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics
Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences
subb@uran.ru

Timofey B. Tokmantsev
Institute of Mathematics and Mechanics,
Ural Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
tokmantsev@imm.uran.ru

CP29

Design of Electron Devices Using 3D Simulation
Codes and Computer Optimization

Computer optimization can explore a larger parameter

space than practical with manual design, particularly for
3D geometries. This allows rapid, economical development
of higher performance devices. The proliferation of para-
metric solid modeling programs allows optimization of both
geometry and operating parameters. This presentation will
describe computer optimization in the 3D trajectory code
Beam Optics Analysis (BOA). In particular, using (BOA)
software, we design and model a sheet-beam electron gun,
which has the advantage of lower operating voltage, im-
proved efficiency, and greater bandwidth. The physical pa-
rameters of the electron gun are then optimized for several
different physical goals using parametric modeling software
and various sampling based optimization algorithms. Re-
sults are presented along with a detailed treatment of the
optimization methodology.

Adam Attarian
NC State University
arattari@unity.ncsu.edu

Hien T. Tran
North Carolina State Univ
Department of Mathematics
tran@math.ncsu.edu

Lawrence Ives, Thuc Bui
Calabazas Creek Research, Inc.
rli@calcreek.com, bui@calcreek.com

CP29

From a Fast Optimization Scheme for the Estima-
tion of Velocity Fields to Image Data Assimilation

We consider the assimilation of satellite images, within
the framework of data assimilation in geophysical systems.
Based on the constant brightness assumption, we define a
nonlinear functional measuring the difference between two
consecutive images, the first one being transported to the
second one by the unknown velocity. By considering a
multiscale approach and a Gauss-Newton minimization al-
gorithm, we can estimate the entire velocity fields at a high
frame rate and then assimilate these pseudo-observations.

Didier Auroux, Jérôme Fehrenbach
University of Toulouse
auroux@mip.ups-tlse.fr, fehren@mip.ups-tlse.fr

CP29

Convex Iteration for Constraining Cardinality and
Rank with Application to Compressive Sampling

We present a numerical technique, called convex iteration,
originally conceived for constraining rank in semidefinite
programming. The technique possesses an analog for con-
straining cardinality. Recent results from compressed sens-
ing (a.k.a, compressive sampling) theory establish cardi-
nality as a lower bound on number of measurements re-
quired to obtain perfect reconstruction. We present exam-
ples, from signal processing and particularly Magnetic Res-
onance Imaging (MRI), achieving that lower bound while
retaining perfect reconstruction. We demonstrate robust-
ness of the algorithm in presence of noise.

Jon Dattorro
convexoptimization.com
dattorro@stanford.edu
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CP29

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization and Underap-
proximation

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) is a compres-
sion technique which allows interpretation of nonnegative
data, with applications in image processing, text mining,
etc. We study an extension called Nonnegative Factoriza-
tion (NF) consisting in finding the best approximation of
a not-necessarily nonnegative matrix by a product of two
low-rank nonnegative matrices and use it within a new un-
derapproximation technique (NMU) particularly efficient
at achieving sparse solutions for NMF. We also show NP-
hardness of both (NF) and (NMU).

Nicolas B. Gillis
Université catholique de Louvain
Center for Operation Research and Econometrics
nicolas.gillis@uclouvain.be

Franois Glineur
Université catholique de Louvain
Center for Operations Research and Econometrics
francois.glineur@uclouvain.be

CP29

Optimization Methods for Improving Video Field
of View

The field of view of modern digital video cameras can be
significantly increased by optically superimposing different
regions of a scene and then computationally disambiguat-
ing the superimposed frames. The aim of this process is to
generate a high resolution, wide field of view video with-
out a large and potentially expensive detector array. In
this talk, we present computational methods for solving
the disambiguation problem associated with such a system.
Building upon existing optimization methods for solving
the �2 − �1 minimization problem associated with static
compressed sensing, we develop a fast approach designed
to exploit the dynamics of the video setting. Simulation
and experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
this approach over non-dynamic approaches.

Roummel F. Marcia
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering
Duke University
roummel@ee.duke.edu

Rebecca Willett
Electrical and Computer Engineering
Duke University
willett@duke.edu

CP30

Resource-Constrained Scheduling in Computer
Games

This paper studies a resource-constrained project schedul-
ing problem. Consider a set of tasks each of which is as-
sociated with three parameters: the amount of required
resources, the amount of returned resources and the pro-
cessing time. Given an initial resource level, we want to de-
termine a feasible mission sequence such that we can meet
the target resource level in the earliest time. In this paper,
we design and analyze several approximation algorithms.

Bertrand Lin
Department of Information and Finance Management

National Chiao Tung University (TAIWAN)
bmtlin@mail.nctu.edu.tw

Kueitang Fang
Institute of Information Management
National Chiao Tung University (TAIWAN)
jacky0831@gmail.com

CP30

Design of Fixed-Order Robust Controllers via Non-
smooth Optimization

HIFOO (H-infinity fixed-order optimization) is a MATLAB
package for fixed-order controller design using nonsmooth,
nonconvex optimization. We discuss the practical appli-
cation of HIFOO to solve real-world problems from the
engineering literature. We also introduce a new version
of HIFOO that is designed to find controllers that, in ad-
dition to achieving good performance and robustness, are
also strongly stable. Benchmarks on real-world problems
are presented.

Suat Gumussoy
The MathWorks Inc.
suat.gumussoy@mathworks.com

Marc Millstone
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
millstone@cims.nyu.edu

Michael L. Overton
New York University
Courant Instit. of Math. Sci.
overton@cs.nyu.edu

CP30

Hybrid Optimization Techniques for Hydrody-
namic Stability Control

We propose a numerical scheme for the solution of prob-
lems of hydrodynamic stability control. In that context
we consider shape optimization problems in flow control
where the stability issues are represented by eigenvalue
constraints. We investigate approaches based on a combi-
nation of derivative-free and gradient-based methods with
focus on an adequate treatment of the eigenvalue function.
Moreover, techniques relying on high-performance comput-
ing are used to solve the resulting large highly nonlinear
systems.

Vincent Heuveline, Frank Strauss
University of Karlsruhe
vincent.heuveline@rz.uni-karlsruhe.de,
frank.strauss@rz.uni-karlsruhe.de

CP30

Convex Conic Formulation of Upper Bound Ele-
ment Techniques in Metal Forging

The upper bound element technique (UBET) is an alterna-
tive to finite element methods for engineering problems in
applied plasticity. UBET requires solving sequences of non-
smooth optimization problems that reflect the dynamic ge-
ometry of the workpiece and the need to evaluate compet-
ing manufacturing designs. We show that, in the context
of metal forging, UBET problems can be reformulated in
terms of sparse convex conic optimization. We also present
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some preliminary computational results.

Stephen E. Wright
Miami University
Dept of Math & Statistics
wrightse@muohio.edu

MS1

Nonsmooth Algorithms for Nonlinear Semidefinite
Programming

Applications to automatic control have been among the
driving forces to develop methods for nonlinear semidefi-
nite programming (NL-SDP). For instance, the Kalman-
Yakubovic-Popov Lemma leads to programs subject to bi-
linear matrix inequality (BMI) constraints. These BMIs
are hard to solve due to a strong disparity between the
unknown controller gains and the Lyapunov variables. For
sizeable systems, the best results are to date obtained by
nonsmooth optimization methodes [1]. For H infinity syn-
thesis a new line was proposed in [2], where the use of
Lyapunov variables can be avoided. In this presentation
we develop these ideas further and address several inter-
esting applications, like parametric robustness [3] or mixed
(multi-objective) control [4]. [1] P. Apkarian, D. Noll, O.
Prot. A trust region spectral bundle method for noncon-
vex eigenvalue optimization. 2007. [2] P. Apkarian, D.
Noll. Nonsmooth H infinity control. IEEE Trans. Au-
tom. Control. 51, no. 1, 2006, 71-86. [3] P. Apkarian,
D. Noll, O. Prot. Nonsmooth methods for control design
with IQCs. 2007. [4] P. Apkarian, D. Noll, A. Rondepierre.
Mixed H2/H infinity control via nonsmooth optimization.
2007.
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MS1

A New First Order Method for Non-Linear
Semidefinite Programming

A new method for the efficient solution of nonlinear op-
timization problems with matrix variables is introduced.
The method is based on the sequential convex program-
ming concept. The main idea is to approximate nonlinear
functions defined in matrix variables by sequences of block
separable, convex functions. The resulting subproblems
are convex semidefinite programs with a favorable struc-
ture, which can be efficiently solved by the code PENNON.
Convergence results as well as numerical experiments are
presented. Finally it is shown how the method can be gen-
eralized for the solution of standard nonlinear semidefinite
programs.

Michael Stingl
Institut für Angewandte Mathematik
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
stingl@am.uni-erlangen.de

MS1

A Derivative Free Method for Nonlinear SDPs

At the moment, most available algorithms for SDPs aim at
the efficient solution of (high dimensional) linear, maybe
even nonlinear, problems. Most methods therefore rely
on first or even second-order information. In contrast to
this, we will focus on a completely derivative-free method
for nonlinear SDPs. We will highlight both theoretical
and practical aspects of the algorithm, which actually is
the derivative-free version of the penalty-barrier-multiplier
method used for example in pennon.

Ralf Werner
Hypo Real Estate Holding AG
werner ralf@gmx.net

MS1

Primal-Dual Interior Point Methods for Nonlinear
SDP Problem

In this talk, a class of primal-dual interior point meth-
ods for nonlinear SDP problems will be presented. It will
be shown that globally convergent primal-dual algorithms
which are similar to methods for usual nonconvex NLP
problems can be developed for nonconvex NLSDP prob-
lems. Various possibilities for search strategy including
line search and trust region methods, for merit function se-
lection including primal funtion and primal-dual function,
along with our numerical experiment will be presented.

Hiroshi Yamashita
Mathematical Systems Inc.
hy@msi.co.jp

MS2

A Class of Inexact Null Space Iterations in PDE-
Constrained Optimization

Based on linearly convergent iterative solvers for the state
and the adjoint equation, respectively, a preconditioned it-
erative scheme for the KKT-system of class of discretized
PDE-constrained minimization problems is proposed. Ev-
ery step of the outer loop may be interpreted as a SQP-
type step. The inner loop consists essentially of two parts:
approximate feasibility restoration and a step towards op-
timality. The globalization is based on a �1 line search. A
convergence analysis of the method is provided and numer-
ical results are presented.

Michael Hintermueller
University of Sussex, United Kingdom
Department of Mathematics
michael.hintermueller@uni-graz.at

Volker Schulz
University of Trier
Department of Mathematics
Volker.Schulz@uni-trier.de

MS2

An Adjoint Approach to Shape Optimization in
Computational Fluid Dynamics

We consider shape optimization problems governed by the
stationary incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. In con-
trast to fully discrete methods the shape derivatives are
computed analytically by using a continuous adjoint-based
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approach. For the stationary problem we use pseudo-time
marching in connection with preconditioning and suitable
time stepping schemes that can be applied in parallel for
the state and adjoint equation. Numerical results will be
presented.

Florian Lindemann
Technical University of Munich
Germany
lindemann@ma.tum.de

Christian Brandenburg
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Germany
brandenburg@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
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Chair of Mathematical Optimization
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Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS2

Numerical results with a Multilevel Trust-Region
Method in Infinity Norm

We present a multilevel trust-region method in infinity
norm for both unconstrained and bound constrained opti-
mization. The main feature of the new method is to allow
the exploitation, in a trust-region framework, of the fact
that many large-scale optimization problems have a hier-
archy of different descriptions, possibly involving different
number of variables. The important features and parame-
ters of the algorithm are described. Extensive umerical re-
sults are presented on a set of problem arising in PDE based
optimization. The general behaviour of the algorithm is
analysed first as a function of its parameters. Comparison
with other optimization algorithms is also provided.

Melodie Mouffe
CERFACS
France
melodie.mouffe@cerfacs.fr

Serge Gratton
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Toulouse, France
serge.gratton@cerfacs.fr
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The University of Namur
Department of Mathematics
philippe.toint@fundp.ac.be
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FUNDP
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MS2

A Posteriori Error Estimators Based on Weighted
KKT-Residuals for Adaptive Control Constrained

Optimization with PDEs

We introduce a concept for reliable a posteriori error esti-
mators for a class of control constrained optimization prob-
lems with PDEs (including elliptic or parabolic problems).
We show that an appropriate weighted residual (in func-
tion space) of the KKT-conditions, which is motivated by
interior point methods, yields a reliable error estimator for
approximate solutions of the optimality system. For finite
element discretizations this residual can be estimated ele-
mentwise by using standard error estimators, which results
in a reliable error estimator for adaptive mesh refinement.
Numerical results are presented.

Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS3

Error Estimates in the Approximation of Optimal
Control Problems Governed by Quasilinear Elliptic
Equations

In this talk we consider an optimal control problem gov-
erned by the quasi-linear elliptic equation

−div[a(x, y(x))∇y(x)] + f(x, y(x)) = u(x) in Ω, (1)

y(x) = 0 on Γ (2)

where a(x, y) ≥ α > 0 and f is monotone non-decreasing
with respect to the second variable. The goal is to carry
out the numerical analysis of the control problem providing
some error estimates of the approximations. Though the
state equation is well posed, the uniqueness of a solution
of the discrete state equation is an open problem. In the
analysis the following steps are performed:

• The discrete state equations are locally well posed and
we obtain error estimates for the approximations.

• We prove that strict local minima of the control prob-
lem can be approximated by local minima of the dis-
crete problems.

• By assuming that a local minimum satisfies the suffi-
cient second order optimality condition, we get error
estimates for the discrete approximations.

Eduardo Casas
Universidad de Cantabria
ETSI Ind y de Telecomm
eduardo.casas@unican.es

Fredi Troeltzsch
Tech Univ of Berlin
Department of Mathematics
troeltz@math.tu-berlin.de

MS3

A Moreau-Yosida Based Regularization Scheme for
Pointwise State Constraints in PDE-Constrained
Optimization

The generalized Moreau-Yosida regularization of the char-
acteristic function of several classes of pointwise state con-
straints in optimal control of PDEs is considered. Its flex-
ibility allows to treat different constraint types (such as
distributed or boundary constraints) within one unifying
framework. Under a mild assumption we derive existence
of Lagrange multipliers as well as the convergence of the
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regularization scheme. A function space based solution
method is introduced and its convergence is analysed. The
talk ends by a report on numerical tests.

Michael Hintermueller
University of Sussex, United Kingdom
Department of Mathematics
michael.hintermueller@uni-graz.at

MS3

Neuman and Dirichlet Boundary Control - Optimal
Convergence Rates and Numerical Implementation

We discuss tailored discretization concepts for elliptic Neu-
mann and Dirichlet boundary control problems and prove
optimal error bounds on the control variables. We present
numerical examples which confirm our analytical findings.

Michael Hinze
Universität Hamburg
Department Mathematik
hinze@math.uni-hamburg.de

MS3

The Goal Oriented Dual Weighted Approach for
Control and State Constrained Elliptic Optimal
Control Problems

We consider primal-dual weighted goal oriented a poste-
riori error estimates for pointwise control and state con-
strained optimal control problems associated with second
order elliptic partial differential equations. The estimators
are derived within the framework of the goal oriented dual
weighted approach. They consist of primal-dual residu-
als, primal-dual weighted error terms representing the mis-
match in the complementarity system due to discretization,
and data oscillations. In case of sufficiently regular active
(or coincidence) sets and problem data, a further decom-
position of the multiplier into a regular L2-part on the ac-
tive set and a singular part concentrated on the boundary
between active and inactive set allows a further character-
ization of the mismatch error. Numerical results are given
to illustrate the performance of the error estimators.

Ronald Hoppe
University of Houston
University of Augsburg
rohop@math.uh.edu

Michael Hintermueller
University of Sussex, United Kingdom
Department of Mathematics
michael.hintermueller@uni-graz.at

MS4

An Outer-Approximation Approach to Maximum
Entropy Sampling with Quadratic Constraints

This work presents an outer-approximation algorithm for
maximum entropy sampling with quadratic constraints. A
new mixed-integer semidefinite program formulation that
employs binary variables to indicate the selection of a sam-
pling point, and exploits the linear equivalent form of a bi-
linear term involving binary variables to ensure convexity.
An outer-approximation algorithm that obtains the opti-
mal solution by solving a sequence of mixed-integer linear
programs is developed. Numerical experiments verify the

computational effectiveness of the proposed method.

Han-Lim Choi
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Aerospace Controls Laboratory
hanlimc@mit.edu

Jonathan P. How
Aerospace Controls Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Department of Chemical Engineering
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MS4

Pump-Based Heuristics for Mixed-Integer Nonlin-
ear Programming

Abhishek Kumar
Lehigh University
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
kua3@Lehigh.EDU

MS4

A Lifted Linear Programming Branch-and-Bound
Algorithm for Mixed Integer Conic Quadratic Pro-
grams

We develop a linear programming based branch-and-bound
algorithm for mixed integer conic quadratic programs,
which is based on a higher dimensional or lifted polyhe-
dral relaxation of conic quadratic constraints introduced
by Ben-Tal and Nemirovski. We present results of compu-
tational experiments on a series of portfolio optimization
problems and show that the algorithm significantly outper-
forms commercial and open source solvers based on both
linear and nonlinear relaxations.

Juan Pablo Vielma, Shabbir Ahmed, George Nemhauser
H. Milton Stewart School of Industrial & Systems
Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
jvielma@isye.gatech.edu, sahmed@isye.gatech.edu,
george.nemhauser@isye.gatech.edu

MS5

Polynomial Optimization Techniques for Second
Order PDEs and Optimal Control Problems

To solve a partial differential equation (PDE) numeri-
cally, we formulate it as a polynomial optimization problem
(POP) by discretizing it via a finite difference approxima-
tion. The resulting POP satisfies a structured sparsity,
which we exploit by applying the sparse SDP relaxation of
Waki et al. to obtain an approximate solution of the PDE.
Moreover, we take into account the particular structure of
POP’s feasible set, determined by equality constraints, to
reduce the size of the sparse SDP relaxation.

Martin Mevissen
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Department of Mathematical and Computing Sciences
mevissen.m.aa@m.titech.ac.jp
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Masakazu Kojima
Tokyo Institute of Technology
kojima@is.titech.ac.jp

Nobuki Takayama
Kobe University
takayama@math.kobe-u.ac.jp

MS5

Semidefinite (SDP) Representation of Convex Sets

A set S ⊂ Rn is called SDP representable if S equals the
projection of a set in Rn+N describable by some LMI.
Clearly, the necessary conditions are S must be convex
and semialgebraic. This talk discusses sufficient conditions
and necessary conditions for SDP representability. We will
prove: (1) Suppose S = {x : g1(x) ≥ 0, ..., gm(x) ≥ 0}
is a compact convex set defined by polynomials. Then
S is SDP representable if each gi(x) is sos-concave, i.e.,
−∇2gi(x) = W (x)TW (x) for some possibly nonsquare ma-
trix polynomial W (x). (2) For a general compact convex
semialgebraic set S, we prove the sufficient condition: the
boundary of S is positively curved, and the necessary con-
dition: the boundary of S has nonnegative curvature at
smooth points and on nondegenerate corners. A sufficient
condition bypassing the gaps is when some defining poly-
nomials are sos-concave.

Jiawang Nie
University of California, San Diego
njw@math.ucsd.edu

J. William Helton
Math. Dept
UC San Diego
helton@math.ucsd.edu

MS5

Optimization with Polynomials

Optimization problems involving multivariate polynomials
are ubiquitous in many areas of engineering and applied
mathematics. Although these problems can sometimes
(but not always) be approached using the traditional ideas
of nonlinear optimization, in recent years there has been
much interest in new techniques, that exploit their intrin-
sic algebraic features, to provide global solutions and/or
more efficient algorithms. In this talk we survey the ba-
sic features of these algebraic approaches, involving sum of
squares (SOS) and semidefinite programming, emphasiz-
ing the geometric aspects and a few selected applications
in dynamical systems and game theory.

Pablo A. Parrilo
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
parrilo@MIT.EDU

MS5

Perfect Point Configurations

We study a problem of Lovasz as to when a real point con-
figuration has the property that all linear polynomials that
are non-negative over the points are also sums of squares
of linear polynomials modulo a radical zero-dimensional
ideal whose variety has exactly these given points as the
real points in it. This leads to a generalization of Lovasz’z
theta body for a graph to all polytopes which is a semidef-

inite relaxation of the polytope.

Rekha Thomas, Joao Gouveia
University of Washington
thomas@math.washington.edu,
jgouveia@math.washington.edu

Pablo A. Parrilo
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
parrilo@MIT.EDU

MS6

A Variant of the Augmented Lagrangian Method
with Faster Dual Convergence

In this talk we discuss a variant of the augmented La-
grangian method in which a different update rule is used
to generate the sequence of dual Lagrange multipliers.
Arithmetic-complexity results are derived for two stopping
rules in the context of a special but broad class of convex
programs. Specializations of these results are also derived
in the context of the cone programming problem.

Guanghui Lan
School of ISyE
Georgia Tech
glan@isye.gatech.edu

MS6

A Primal-Dual First-Order Method for Linear
Cone Programming

We first reformulate a linear cone programming into a
primal-dual smooth convex minimization problem over a
manifold. Then we discuss Nesterov’s smooth method
for solving them, and the associated iteration-complexity
bound is discussed. The proposed method is finally applied
to solve some large-scale linear cone programming prob-
lems arising from compressed sensing. The computational
results show that this method substantially outpeforms in-
terior point methods, and is very promising to solve this
class of large-scale problems.

Zhaosong Lu
Dept. of Mathematics
Simon Fraser
zhaosong@cs.sfu.ca

MS6

Arithmetic-Complexity of Augmented Lagrangian
Algorithms.

In this talk, we discuss arithmetic-complexity results for a
classical optimization algorithm, namely: the augumented
Lagrangian method, in the context of a special but broad
class of convex programs. In particular, we present spe-
cialization of these complexity results in the context of the
conic programming problem.

Renato C. Monteiro
Georgia Institute of Technology
School of ISyE
monteiro@isye.gatech.edu

MS6

An ACCPM Algorithm for Support Vector Ma-
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chine Classification with Indefinite Kernels.

In this paper, we propose a method for support vector ma-
chine classification using indefinite kernels. Instead of di-
rectly minimizing or stabilizing a nonconvex loss function,
our method simultaneously finds the support vectors and a
proxy kernel matrix used in computing the loss. This can
be interpreted as a robust classification problem where the
indefinite kernel matrix is treated as a noisy observation
of the true positive semidefinite kernel. Our formulation
keeps the problem convex and relatively large problems can
be solved efficiently using the analytic center cutting plane
method. We compare the performance of our technique
with other methods on several data sets.

Ronny Luss
Princeton University
rluss@princeton.edu

Alexandre d’Aspremont
ORFE, Princeton University
aspremon@Princeton.EDU

MS7

Title TBD

Charles Audet
cole Polytechnique de Montréal - GERAD
Charles.Audet@gerad.ca

MS7

Title TBD

Luis N. Vicente
University of Coimbra
lnv@mat.uc.pt

MS8

Robust Optimization to the Rescue of Chance Con-
straints

We study conic optimization problems affected by stochas-
tic uncertainty under partial information on the underly-
ing probability distribution functions. In the Chance Con-
straints (CC) approach feasibility is required to hold with
at least a given probability. Such problems are notoriously
difficult. We show that the Robust Optimization method-
ology can offer safe and tractable approximations to these
CC problems.

Aharon Bental
School of Industrial Engineering and Management
Technion, Israel
abental@ie.technion.ac.il

MS8

Robust Discrete Optimization

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Dimitris Bertsimas
Massachusetts Insitute of Technology
dbertsim@mit.edu

MS8

Less is More: Robustness and Sparsity in Multi-
variate Statistics

We describe applications of robust optimization in the con-
text of machine learning, with a focus on classification
and regression, principal component analysis and fitting
of graphical models. In these tasks, sparsity of the solu-
tion is often desired as it provides ways to interpret the
result. In a classification problem for example, the spar-
sity pattern of the classifier vector allows to identify the
features that are most discriminative. We will explore the
connections between sparsity and robustness and illustrate
these connections in the context of genomic data, as well
as social data, such as voting records and online news.

El G. Laurent
EECS, U.C. Berkeley
elghaoui@eecs.berkeley.edu

MS8

Robust Optimization in Multi-Period Problems

We discuss computational tractability of Affinely Ad-
justable Robust Counterpart of an uncertain Linear Pro-
gramming problem, with emphasis on a generic applica-
tion, specifically, on computationally efficient design of
affine control rules for an uncertainty-affected linear dy-
namical system ensuring that the state-control trajectory
on a given finite horizon satisfies in a robust fashion a sys-
tem of linear inequalities.

Arkadi Nemirovski
School of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Georgia Tech
nemirovs@isye.gatech.edu

MS9

Active-Set Approaches to Basis Pursuit Denoising

Many imaging and compressed sensing applications seek
sparse solutions to large under-determined least-squares
problems. The basis pursuit (BP) approach minimizes the
1-norm of the solution, and the BP denoising (BPDN) ap-
proach balances it against the least-squares fit. The duals
of the BP and BPDN problems are conventional linear and
quadratic programs. We explore the effectiveness of active-
set approaches for solving large-scale BP and BPDN prob-
lems.

Michael P. Friedlander
Dept of Computer Science
University of British Columbia
mpf@cs.ubc.cca

Michael Saunders
Systems Optimization Laboratory (SOL)
Dept of Management Sci and Eng, Stanford
saunders@stanford.edu

MS9

Iterative Signal Recovery From Incomplete and In-
accurate Measurements

Compressive Sampling (CoSa) offers a new paradigm for
acquiring signals that are compressible with respect to an
orthobasis. The major algorithmic challenge in CoSa is
to approximate a compressible signal from noisy samples.
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Until recently, all provably correct reconstruction tech-
niques have relied on large-scale optimization, which tends
to be computationally burdensome. This talk describes a
new iterative, greedy recovery algorithm, called CoSaMP
that delivers the same guarantees as the best optimization-
based approaches. Moreover, this algorithm offers rigorous
bounds on computational cost and storage. It is likely to
be extremely efficient for practical problems because it re-
quires only matrix–vector multiplies with the sampling ma-
trix. For many cases of interest, the running time is just
O(N ∗ logp(N)), where N is the length of the signal and p
is a small integer.

Joel Tropp
Applied and Computational Mathematics
Caltech
jtropp@acm.caltech.edu

Deanna Needell
Mathematics, UC Davis
dneedell@math.ucdavis.edu

Roman Vershynin
Mathematics
University of California at Davis
vershynin@math.ucdavis.edu

MS9

Sparse Reconstruction via Separable Approxima-
tion

Finding sparse approximate solutions to large underdeter-
mined linear systems of equations is a common problem in
signal/image processing and statistics. One standard ap-
proach is to minimize the sum of a quadratic error term
and a sparsity-inducing (usually �1) regularization term.
We propose iterative methods in which each step is ob-
tained from an optimization subproblem involving a sep-
arable quadratic term plus the original sparsity-inducing
term. Our approach handles group-separable regularizers
in addition to the standard �1 regularizer.

Stephen J. Wright
University of Wisconsin
Dept. of Computer Sciences
swright@cs.wisc.edu

Robert Nowak
University of Wisconsin
Electrical and Computer Engineering
nowak@ece.wisc.edu

Mario T. Figueiredo
Instituto Superior Tecnico
Instituto de Telecomunicacoes
mario.a.t.figueiredo@gmail.com

MS9

First-Order Methods for Constrained and Uncon-
strained �1-Minimization Problems

We propose simple and efficient methods for solving the
problems minu μ‖u‖1+‖Au−f‖2/2 and minu{‖u‖1 : Au =
f}, respectively, which are used in compressed sensing.
Our method for the unconstrained problem is based on
operator splitting and continuation. We show that this
method obtains the support and signs of the optimal solu-
tion in a finite number steps, and achieves a q-linear global

convergence speed. Our method for the constrained prob-
lem is based on Bregman iterative regularization and yeilds
an exact solution after solving only a very small number of
instances of the unconstrained problem above for f = fk

given. We show analytically that this iterative approach
is equivalent to the method of multipliers. Both methods
are especially useful for many compressed sensing appli-
cations where matrix-vector operations involving A and A′

can be computed by fast transforms. We were able to solve
huge instances of compressed sensing problems quickly on
a standard PC.

Wotao Yin
Rice University
wotao.yin@rice.edu

Elaine Hale
CAAM
Rice University
ehale@rice.edu

Yin Zhang
Rice University
Dept of Comp and Applied Math
yzhang@caam.rice.edu

Stanley J. Osher
University of California
Department of Mathematics
sjo@math.ucla.edu

Donald Goldfarb
Columbia University
goldfarb@columbia.edu

Jerome Darbon
Mathematics
UCLA
jerome@math.ucla.edu

MS10

Optimizing the Probe Placement for Radio-
Frequency Ablation

The focus of this talk will be on the RF ablation of liver
tumors with mono- or bipolar systems. To achieve a com-
plete destruction of the lesion, one has to consider a num-
ber of various effects as for example the cooling influence of
blood vessels and the patient individual tissue properties.
In this talk different approaches towards an optimization of
the RF probe placement (as e.g. an optimization with an
analytic approximation of the electric potential, a multi-
scale optimization, and a stochastic optimization taking
the uncertainty in the tissue parameters into account) will
be discussed. Moreover, applications of the optimization
to artificial test scenarios as well as to a real RF ablation
will be presented.

Inga Altrogge

Center of Complex Systems and Visualization (CeVis)
University of Bremen, Germany
altrogge@cevis.uni-bremen.de

MS10

Identification of Tissue Properties for Thermal Ab-
lation

We focus on the identification of thermal and electrical
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conductivities for thermal ablation, e.g. radio-frequency
ablation. From measurement data of the temperature dis-
tribution the parameters are reconstructed by formulating
the inverse problem as an optimal control problem. Thus,
we solve a minimization problem with the heat equation
and the potential equation as constraints, and where those
two equations are coupled through source terms of the heat
equation. We use a finite element method to solve the con-
straining PDE system. Various examples demonstrate the
performance of our approach.

Carmeliza L. Navasca
Rochester Institute of Technology
cnavasca@gmail.com

Hanne Tiesler
Center of Complex Systems and Visualization (CeVis)
University of Bremen
hanne.tiesler@cevis.uni-bremen.de

MS10

Identification of Perfusion and Antenna Profiles in
Regional Hyperthermia

In the cancer therapy regional hyperthermia, the most
prominent modeling errors stem from the highly individ-
ual perfusion arising in the bio-heat transfer equation. The
talks presents identification of the perfusion based on MR
thermography data, aiming at both, quality assessment
and online reoptimization. A second area affected by sev-
eral sources of model errors is the computation of specific
absorption rates. A possibility to improve the SAR model
again using MR thermography will be discussed.

Martin Weiser
Zuse Institute (ZIB)
Berlin, Germany
weiser@zib.de

MS11

A Fast Method for Finding the Global Solution
of the Regularized Structured Total Least Squares
Problem for Image Deblurring

Given a linear system Ax ≈ b where both the structured
matrix A and the vector b are subject to noise, the struc-
tured total least squares(STLS) problem seeks to find a
correction matrix and a correction righthand side vector of
minimal norm which makes the linear system feasible while
maintaining the structure of A. To avoid ill-posedness, a
regularization term is added to the objective function; this
leads to the so-called regularized STLS (RSTLS) problem.
In general this problem is nonconvex and hence difficult
to solve. However, we show that problem can be globally
and efficiently solved for structures arising from image de-
blurring applications under reflexive or periodic boundary
conditions. The devised method is based on decomposing
the problem into single variable problems and then trans-
forming them into 1D unimodal real-valued minimization
problems which can be globally solved. Based on unique-
ness and attainment properties of the RSTLS solution we
show that a constrained version of the problem possess a
strong duality result and can thus be solved via a sequence
of RSTLS problems.

Amir Beck
Faculty of Industrial Engineering and Management
TECHNION - Israel Institute of technology
becka@ie.technion.ac.il

Aharon Ben-Tal
Technion - Israel Institue of Technology
Israel
abental@ie.technion.ac.il

Christian Kanzow
University of Wuerzburg
kanzow@mathematik.uni-wuerzburg.de

MS11

Augmented Primal-Dual Method for Linear Conic
Programs

We propose a new iterative approach for solving linear pro-
grams over convex cones. Assuming that Slater’s condi-
tion is satisfied, the conic problem is transformed to the
minimization of a certain convex differentiable function.
The evaluation of the function and its derivative is cheap
if the projection of a given point onto the cone can be
computed cheaply, and if the projection of a given point
onto the affine subspace defining the primal problem can
be computed cheaply. For the special case of a semidef-
inite program, a certain regularization of this function is
analyzed. Numerical examples illustrate the potential of
the approach.

Florian Jarre
Mathematisches Institut
Universitaet Duesseldorf, Germany
jarre@opt.uni-duesseldorf.de

Franz Rendl
Universitaet Klagenfurt
rendl@uni-klu.ac.at

Thomas Davi
Universitaet Duesseldorf, Germany
Mathematisches Institut
davi@opt.uni-duesseldorf.de

MS11

Robust Limit Analysis of Steel Structures

We study the problem of limit analysis of elastic structures,
i.e., problem of finding the maximal multiplier of a given
load, such that the new load can still be supported by the
structure. This is measured by the von Mises failure cri-
terion. The problem can be formulated as an SOCP. We
will assume that the loads are not exact, rather perturbed
by small perturbation loads lying in an ellipsoid. The ro-
bust counterpart to our SOCP is then a linear SDP. We
will compare solutions of this SDP with solutions of ap-
proximate robust counterparts due to Bertsimas and Sim
and to Goldfarg and Iyengar. We will show that, for this
particular problem, the exact robust counterpart is far su-
perior to the approximate ones. We will further show that
the so-called shake-down analysis due to G. Maier is a spe-
cial approximate robust counterpart of the standard limit
analysis problem.

Michal Kocvara
School of Mathematics
University of Birmingham
kocvara@penopt.com

Christos Bisbos
Department of Civil Engineering
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki
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MS11

Matrix Convex Functions and Optimization

In this talk, we discuss various differentiation rules for gen-
eral smooth matrix-valued functions, and for the class of
matrix convex (or concave) functions first introduced by
Löwner and Kraus in the 1930s. For a matrix monotone
function, we present formulas for its derivatives of any or-
der in an integral form. Moreover, for a general smooth
primary matrix function, we derive a formula for all of its
derivatives by means of the divided differences of the orig-
inal function. As applications, we use these differentiation
rules and the matrix concave function logX to study a new
notion of weighted centers for Semidefinite Programming
(SDP). We show that, with this definition, some known
properties of weighted centers for linear programming can
be extended to SDP. We also show how the derivative for-
mulas can be used in the implementation of barrier meth-
ods for optimization problems involving nonlinear but con-
vex matrix functions. This talk is based on a joint paper
with Jan Brinkhuis and Tom Luo.

Shuzhong Zhang
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, Hong Kong
zhang@se.cuhk.edu.hk

MS12

A Multilevel Algorithm for Inverse Problems with
Elliptic PDE Constraints

We propose a multilevel algorithm for the solution
Tikhonov-regularized first-kind Fredholm equations. We
consider a source identification problem in which the for-
ward problem is an elliptic partial differential equation.
Our method assumes the availability of an approximate
Hessian operator for which, first, the spectral decomposi-
tion is known, and second, there exists a fast algorithm that
can perform the spectral transform. Based on this decom-
position we propose a Conjugate Gradients solver which we
precondition with a multilevel subspace projection scheme.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method with the
2D-Neumann Poisson problem with variable coefficients
and partial observations.

George Biros
University of Pennsylvania
biros@seas.upenn.edu

Gunay Dogan
School of Engineering and Applied Science
University of Pennsylvania
gdogan@seas.upenn.edu

MS12

Shape Optimization Governed by the Linear Elas-
ticity Equations

Using sheet metal forming a wide variety of different pro-
files can be manufactured. We apply shape optimization
to help find the optimal design for a given application.
We present an efficient multilevel SQP-method for the
non-convex geometry optimization of sheet metal profiles,
which is also suited for other design problems. We use
detailed PDE-based models, e.g., 3D linear elasticity for
stiffness optimization, which is the focus of this talk, or

the heat equation. Numerical results are presented.

Wolfgang Hess, Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
whess@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de,
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS12

Numerical Methods for Experimental Design of Ill-
Posed Problems

In this talk we present a method for the design of experi-
ments in the context of parameter identification problems.
We develop a new methodology based on empirical risk
minimization, that enable us to use modern PDE optimiza-
tion methods for the design of such experiments.

Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu

Lior Horesh
Emory University
lhoresh@emory.edu

MS12

Computing Hessian Approximations for Partially
Separable Unconstrained Optimization

In Newton-like methods, computing Hessian, or some dense
approximation, represents a serious obstacle to solve large-
scale unconstrained optimization problems because of the
still limited computation resources and memory capacities.
Fortunately, these problems often have a partially separa-
ble structure. We present and compare several ways to
aproximate Hessian taking advantage of this property with-
out requiring more than function and gradient evaluations.
Some numerical experiences inside a recursive multilevel
trust-region algorithm are also presented. A better inte-
gration in this framework is currently under investigation
by trying to use information from approximate invariant
subspaces and multisecant equations.

Vincent Malmedy
University of Namur
Belgium
vincent.malmedy@fundp.ac.be

MS13

Interface Evolution: A Control Problem with H1-
and H−1-Norms in the Cost Functional

Interface evolution with mass conservation can be mod-
elled by the Cahn-Hilliard equation, which is a variational
inequality of fourth order. Discretizing in time the corre-
sponding gradient flow equation results into a control prob-
lem with control constraints and with a cost functional in-
cluding the H1-semi-norm as well as the norm of the dual
space H−1. Hence, we face problems similar to control
problems with state constraints. First we present shortly
the existence results for the control. As main focus of this
talk we discuss the application of the primal-dual active
set method, analyse its convergence behaviour and present
numerical results. One further aspect is the efficient so-
lution of the resulting linear systems having saddle point
structure. This freedom of choosing a linear algebra solver
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is one advantages of using the primal-dual method instead
of other simulation approaches. A further advantage is the
enourmos reduction of the dimension due to small inactive
sets. A short outlook on interface evolution without mass
conservation with the Allen-Cahn variational inequality is
given at the end.

Luise Blank
NWF I - Mathematik
Universität Regensburg
luise.blank@mathematik.uni-regensburg.de

MS13

Structure Exploiting A-Priori and A-Posteriori
Discretization Concepts for Elliptic Optimal Con-
trol Problems in the Presence of Gradient Con-
straints

We consider optimal control problems subject to an elliptic
(possibly nonlinear) partial differential equation with con-
straints on the gradient of the state. We introduce a tay-
lored appropriate discretization concept. The state equa-
tion is discretized with the help of lowest order Raviart
Thomas mixed finite elements to cope with possible dis-
continuities for the control and the adjoint state. In order
to solve the discretized problems efficiently structure ex-
ploiting numerical solution algorithms are discussed. Fur-
thermore optimal error estimates for the numerical finite
element solution are presented. In the context of goal-
oriented adaptivity the DWR concept proposed by Becker
and Rannacher for PDE-constrained optimization is ex-
tended to our framework. With the help of an error repre-
sentation in the objective local error indicators are defined.
Their performance properties are investigated by means of
numerical examples.

Andreas Günther
University of Hamburg, Germany
andreas.guenther@math.uni-hamburg.de

Klaus Deckelnick
Otto-von-Guericke-University Magdeburg
klaus.deckelnick@mathematik.uni-magdeburg.de

Michael Hinze
Universität Hamburg
Department Mathematik
hinze@math.uni-hamburg.de

MS13

Balancing Regularization and Discretization Er-
ror in the Virtual Control Concept for State-
Constrained Optimal Control Problems with
Boundary Control

We consider a linear quadratic optimal control problem
with pointwise state constraints and cont rol constraints,
where the control acts at the boundary. It is well known
that problems with pointwise state constr aints inhibit a
lot of difficulties since the Lagrange multipliers are in gen-
eral only Borel measures. Therefore, d ifferent regulariza-
tion concepts are developed in the last years. However, a
direct extension of the Lavrentiev reg ularization concept
is not possible since the control is not defined in the do-
main where the state constraints are given. We will use
the concept of a virtual distributed control in the domain
Ω. Thus the Lavrentiev regularization is applicable. The
effect of regularization is influenced by different parameter
functions depending on a regulari zation parameter ε > 0.

Furthermore, the problem is discretized by finite elements.
We derive an error es timate of the optimal solution of
the original problem to the corresponding discretized and
regularized one. Since the regularization error and the dis-
cretization error appears simultaneously, we have to bal-
ance the regularization parameter and the mesh size in an
appropriate manner.

Klaus Krumbiegel, Arnd Roesch
University Duisburg-Essen
klaus.krumbiegel@uni-due.de, arnd.roesch@uni-due.de

Christian Meyer
WIAS, Berlin
meyer@wias-berlin.de

MS13

Feedback Stabilization of the Navier-Stokes Equa-
tions by a Boundary Control of Finite Dimension

We are interested in the stabilization of the Navier-Stokes
equations in a neighbourhood of an unstable stationnary
solution. When the Reynolds number becomes large
enough the discretization of the equations requires a high
number of degree of freedom. In that case the numerical so-
lution of the Riccati equation needed to define a feedback
control cannot be calculated. In this talk we shall show
that a control of finite dimension is sufficient to stabilize
(locally) the full nonlinear equation. This kind of result
has been already obtained in the case of a distributed con-
trol, but in our knowledge is new in the case of a boundary
control.

Laetitia Serin
Universite Paul Sabatier, Toulouse
serin@mip.ups-tlse.fr

MS14

Acyclic and Star Coloiring Algorithms for Hessian
Computation

The following four-step procedure makes the computation
of a sparse Hessian H using automatic differentiation effi-
cient: determine the sparsity pattern of H; using an appro-
priate graph coloring, obtain a seed matrix S; compute the
compressed Hessian B ≡ HS; recover the values of the en-
tries of H from B. We discuss novel algorithms developed
within CSCAPES for each of these steps, with emphasis
on the coloring step. We also sketch a framework for par-
allelizing greedy coloring algorithms.

Assefaw Gebremedhin
Old Dominion University
Compter Science Department
assefaw@cs.odu.edu

MS14

Pattern Graphs for Sparse Matrices

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Shahadat Hossain
Department of Mathematics and Computer Science
University of Lethbridge
shahadat.hossain@uleth.ca
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MS14

Coloring Hierachical Derivative Matrices

Discretizing PDEs on a regular grid induces a hierarchy
of two types of sparsity patterns on a Jacobian matrix,
one due to the stencil being used and one due to the de-
pendence among individual degrees of freedom within that
stencil. Goldfarb and Toint demonstrated how to exploit
the sparsity structure induced by the stencil, but exploit-
ing the unstructured sparsity within the stencil must rely
upon more general techniques. We present a two stage
coloring strategy: Goldfarb-Toint coloring followed by op-
timal intra-stencil coloring. We demonstrate that optimal
coloring at both stages is suboptimal in general. Nonethe-
less, savings of 50% or more over Goldfarb-Toint alone are
possible.

Paul D. Hovland
Argonne National Laboratory
MCS Division, 221/C236
hovland@mcs.anl.gov

MS14

Sparsity Detection for Jacobians and Hessians in
ADOL-C

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Andre Walther
Institute of Scientific Computing
Technical University Dresden
andrea.walther@tu-dresden.de

MS15

Overview of the Minisymposium, and Recent Re-
sults on the Application of Semidefinite Program-
ming to Characterize Satisfiability

This presentation will first provide a brief overview of the
minisymposium. Second, a new semidefinite programming
relaxation for the satisfiability problem will be presented.
This relaxation is an extension of previous relaxations aris-
ing from the paradigm of partial semidefinite liftings for
0/1 optimization problems. It is shown that the relaxation
is exact for Tseitin instances with no restrictions on their
structure, meaning that the instance is unsatisfiable if and
only if the corresponding semidefinite relaxation is infeasi-
ble.

Miguel F. Anjos
Department of Management Sciences
University of Waterloo
anjos@stanfordalumni.org

MS15

Solving Minimum k-Partition Problems Using
Semidefinite Programming

The minimum k-partition (MkP) problem is the problem
of partitioning the set of vertices of a graph into k disjoint
subsets so as to minimize the total weight of the edges
joining vertices in the same partition. Our main contribu-
tion is the design and implementation of a branch-and-cut
algorithm based on semidefinite programming (SBC) for
the MkP problem. The two key ingredients for this algo-
rithm are: the combination of semidefinite programming
with polyhedral results; and a novel iterative clustering
heuristic (ICH) that finds feasible solutions for the MkP
problem. The SBC algorithm computes globally optimal

solutions for dense graphs with up to 60 vertices, for grid
graphs with up to 100 vertices, and for different values of
k, providing the best exact approach to date for k ≥ 3.

Bissan Ghaddar
Department of Management Sciences
University of Waterloo
b3ghadda@engmail.uwaterloo.ca

Miguel F. Anjos
Department of Management Sciences
University of Waterloo
anjos@stanfordalumni.org

Frauke Liers
Institut für Informatik
Universität zu Köln
liers@informatik.uni-koeln.de

MS15

Solving Quadratic 0-1 and Max-Cut Problems by
Semidefinite Programming

In this talk we present a method for finding exact solutions
of the Max-Cut problem (MC), an NP-hard combinatorial
optimization problem. This method is based on a relax-
ation of MC using Semidefinite Programming (SDP) com-
bined with a polyhedral relaxation by incorporating the
so-called triangle inequalities. We use a branch and bound
framework, applying this relaxation as upper bound. The
computation of this upper bound is done by a dynamic
version of the bundle method. This algorithm has been
introduced as Biq Mac - a solver for Binary Quadratic and
Max-Cut problems. Besides explaining in detail the algo-
rithm, we also present many numerical results, collected as
Biq Mac Library. Furthermore, we review other solution
approaches and compare the numerical results with our
method. The experiments show, that our method nearly
always outperforms all other approaches. In particular,
where Linear Programming based methods fail (i.e. dense
graphs) our method performs very well. Exact solutions
are obtained in reasonable time for any instance of size up
to n=100 vertices, no matter what density. Various test
problems that have been considered in the literature for
years, were solved by Biq Mac for the first time.

Franz Rendl
Universitat Klagenfurt
Institut fur Mathematik
franz.rendl@uni-klu.ac.at

Giovanni Rinaldi
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MS15

Local Branching with Semidefinite Relaxations

We investigate the application of semidefinite relaxations
to the Local Branching scheme that was recently intro-
duced for integer programming problems. Our motivation
is two-fold: First, we aim to improve the Local Branching
framework through higher-quality starting solutions and
stronger relaxations. Second, we aim to develop search
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heuristics to efficiently apply semidefinite relaxations to
combinatorial problems. We demonstrate our findings ex-
perimentally on different problem domains, including sta-
ble set and max-2sat problems.

Willem-Jan van Hoeve
Tepper School of Business, Carnegie
vanhoeve@andrew.cmu.edu

Andrea Lodi
DEIS, University of Bologna
andrea.lodi@unibo.it

MS16

T -Algebras and Linear Optimization Over Sym-
metric Cones

The first target-following algorithm was given by Shinji
Mizuno in 1992 for linear complementarity problems, us-
ing the notion of delta sequences. The delta sequence is a
sequence of targets that lead the primal-dual solutions to-
wards optimality. This target-following paradigm was suc-
cessfully generalized to semidefinite programming by the
speaker in a recent work. In this talk, the target-following
framework is further generalized to symmetric cone pro-
gramming via T -algebra.

Chek Beng Chua
Nanyang Technological University
cbchua@math.uwaterloo.ca

MS16

Invariance Properties of Extremal Ellipsoids of a
Convex Body

Let K be a convex body in a finite dimensional Euclidean
space. The minimum volume ellipsoid circumscribing K
and the maximum volume ellipsoid inscribed in K are two
of the best known ellipsoids associated with K. The el-
lipsoids inherit any symmetry properties of the underlying
body K. In this talk, we concentrate on the symmetry prop-
erties of these ellipsoids (and some others). Among others,
we are interested in (a) investigation of how the symmetries
of a body K influences some of its geometric characteris-
tics, (b) explicit computation of the ellipsoids for classes of
convex bodies K which have special symmetry properties,
(c) classification of convex bodies with special symmetry
properties, (d) using all these results to develop efficient
algorithm for optimization problems.

Osman Guler
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
guler@math.umbc.edu

MS17

Optimization of Model and Computational Param-
eters in Expensive Engineering Simulations

This talk describes our efforts to reduce computational
time in optimization problems that require expensive engi-
neering simulations. It is motivated by a class of problems
in which each function evaluation requires both a Navier-
Stokes hydrodynamic simulation process and an image reg-
istration process to recover from a reference image of a fluid
certain unknown model parameter values. In the suggested
approach, computational parameters, such as the grid size
of the underlying simulation are treated as variables so
that the fidelity of the simulation can be relaxed during

the optimization process, thus saving computational time.
Surrogate functions are formed both on function values and
on computational times and used in a way that pushes the
optimization process to less expensive regions of the do-
main. Numerical results show that this approach has great
potential for handling these types of problems.

Mark Abramson
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MS17

Some New Results in Derivative Free Optimization

I am hoping they are new so I don’t know what they are
yet!

Andrew Conn
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center
arconn@us.ibm.edu

MS17

Towards Multi-Objective Optimization Using Di-
rect Search

This talk presents a direct search algorithm for multi-
objective optimization that finds a Pareto set solution for
problems that are either unconstrained or subject to linear
constraints. A Pareto solution set gives a number of solu-
tion alternatives that aim to represent the relative trade-
off between several objectives. We also show that the ap-
proach is well suited for parallelization. We give numerical
results for this method on a small set of problems.

Rakesh Kumar
The MathWorks, Inc.
Rakesh.Kumar@mathworks.com

MS17

Issues of Polynomial Regression and Noisy Func-
tions in Derivative Free Optimization

Derivative free optimization methods are known to be rea-
sonably successful in dealing with noisy black box func-
tions. However, most of the theory of derivative free opti-
mization so far was developed in the absence of noise. We
will discuss theoretical issues that arise from considering
noisy function. In particular, we will discuss how the con-
ditions on sampling sets change when one uses polynomial
regression rather than interpolation.

Katya Scheinberg
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MS18

Rational Learning in Networks

We study a model of rational learning for self-interested
agents embedded in an arbitrary network topology. We as-
sume that there is an unknown state of the world, which the
agents are trying to learn based on their private informa-
tion about the state and their observations of the actions
of their neighbors. We provide an explicit characterization
of the perfect Bayesian equilibria of this dynamic game.
We establish conditions on network topologies and private
information structures under which agents can asymptoti-
cally learn the state of the world.

Asu Ozdaglar, Ilan Lobel, Daron Acemoglu, Munther
Dahleh
MIT
asuman@mit.edu, lobel@mit.edu, daron@mit.edu,
dahleh@mit.edu

MS18

Distributed Algorithms for Generalized Nash
Games and Their Convergence

We describe a distributed algorithm for a Nash equilibrium
in a noncooperative game where each player’s objective
function and constraints both depend on the rival players’s
strategies.

Jong-Shi Pang
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
jspang@uiuc.edu

Chiaoxong Wang
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
wangc@rpi.edu

MS18

Pricing in Oligopoly Markets for Perishable Prod-
ucts: Learning and Loss of Efficiency

In this talk we present a model for dynamically pricing mul-
tiple perishable products that sellers need to sell over a fi-
nite time horizon (i.e. in this setting, each seller has a fixed
inventory of several products that he/she needs to sell over
a finite time horizon). We are considering an oligopolis-
tic market and assume that sellers compete through pric-
ing (Bertrand competition). Applications in mind include
pricing airline tickets in the face of competitor airlines, as
well as selling seasonal products in the retail industry in
the presence of competitors. The goal of this work is to
address the competitive aspect of the problem but also the
presence of demand uncertainty. In particular, we propose
a model that uses ideas from quasi-variational inequalities
(in order to address the aspect of competition), ideas from
robust optimization as well as MPECs (in order to address
”uncertainty” of the demand). Robust optimization allows
us to propose a model that is tractable and does not assume
any particular type of distribution for the uncertain param-
eters of demand. We consider open and closed loop policies
through adjustable robust optimization. Furthermore, we
consider a setting where sellers learn their demand price
function parameters. Sellers only know that their demand
belongs in a parametric class of demand functions. In this

setting there are two levels of learning: i) sellers learning
their demand through data and ii) trying to understand
their competitors? policies as they collect more data on
prices for them and their competitors as time progresses
and the selling horizon unfolds. We use ideas from MPECs
to study this enhanced model of joint pricing and demand
learning. (parts of this work are joint with S. Kachani, R.
Lobel, D. Nguyen, A. Sood, C. Simon)

Georgia Perakis
MIT
georgiap@mit.edu

MS18

Polynomial Stochastic Games Via Sum of Squares
Optimization

Stochastic games are an important class of games that gen-
eralize Markov decision processes to game theoretic scenar-
ios. We consider finite state two-player zero-sum stochastic
games over an infinite time horizon with discounted re-
wards. The players are assumed to have infinite strategy
spaces and the payoffs are assumed to be polynomials. In
this paper we restrict our attention to a very special class
of games for which the single-controller assumption holds.
It is shown that minimax equilibria and optimal strategies
for such games may be obtained via semidefinite program-
ming.

Parikshit Shah
MIT
pari@mit.edu

Pablo A. Parrilo
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
parrilo@MIT.EDU

MS19

Topology Optimization in Sheet Metal Design with
Mixed-Integer Programming

The design process of a multi-channel conduit involves a
topology optimization in the first place. The question is
how to arrange the different channels so that certain de-
sign goals such as minimum weight and/or maximum sta-
bility are met. We present different mixed-integer linear
programming formulations for this problem, theoretical re-
sults, and numerical solutions for some test instances.

Armin Fuegenschuh
TU Darmstadt
FB Mathematics
fuegenschuh@matheamtik.tu-darmstadt.de

Alexander Martin
TU Darmstadt
FB Mathematik
martin@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS19

Handling Manufacturing Constraints Using Dis-
crete Optimization

Given a topology of a sheet metal profile, how can it be
produced when taking manufacturing restrictions into ac-
count? We model the problem as a graph such that each
possible way of production corresponds to a Steiner tree.
The manufacturing restrictions can be modeled as addi-
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tional restrictions such as on the diameter or the degree of
the tree. We present a mixed-integer program including all
these constraints and develop new graph algorithms for its
solution.

Ute Guenther
TU Darmstadt
FB Mathematics
uguenther@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

Alexander Martin
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FB Mathematik
martin@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS19

New Forming Technologies for Sheet Metal

The processes linear flow splitting and linear bend splitting
enable the production of branched profiles in integral style
made of sheet metal without joining, lamination of material
or heating of the semi-finished product. This new forming
technologies provides the opportunity to design new prod-
uct classes with optimized mechanical properties. By a
following forming process new multi-chambered structures
and integral stringer construction can be realized with thin
walled cross-sections made from steel of higher strength.

Jens Ringler
TU Darmstadt
FB Mechanical Engineering
ringler@ptu.tu-darmstadt.de

Groche Peter, Vucic Dragoslov
TU-Darmstadt
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MS19

Product Properties as the Basis for Optimization

Product development can be seen as the optimization of in-
ternal properties (e.g. geometrical properties) to fulfil de-
sired external properties (e.g. deflection of a beam). This
approach needs precisely defined relations between exter-
nal and internal properties based e.g. on physical models.
These formalized interrelationships are used by subsequent
mathematical optimization processes to compute and eval-
uate new geometries. We demonstrate our method by de-
signing a multi-channel profile, which can for instance be
used as a conduit.

Martin Waeldele
TU Darmstadt
Product Development and Machine Elements (Mech.
Eng.)
waeldele@pmd.tu-darmstadt.de

Herbert Birkhofer
TU Darmstadt
birkhofer@pmd.tu-darmstadt.de

MS20

Optimum Active Pricing for Communication Net-
works with Multiple User Types and Information
Asymmetry

The talk will introduce a class of hierarchical games that
arises in pricing of services in communication networks

with a monopolistic service provider and a large population
of users of different types. The probability distribution on
different user types is common/public information, but the
precise type of a specific user is not necessarily known to all
parties. As such the game falls in the class of games with
incomplete information, and in our specific case what we
have is a problem of mechanism design within an uncertain
environment and with asymmetric information. The ser-
vice provider is a revenue maximizer, with his instrument
being the prices charged (for bandwidth) as a function of
the information available to him. The individual users are
utility maximizers, with bandwidth usage being their deci-
sion variable. The congestion cost in their utility functions
creates a coupling between different users’ objective func-
tions, which leads to a noncooperative game at the lower
(users) level for which we adopt Nash or Bayesian equilib-
rium. Solutions to these problems (at both the lower and
the upper levels) entail non-standard multi-level optimiza-
tion problems. Indirect approaches to these optimization
problems will be presented, and some asymptotics for large
agent-population models will be discussed. (This is based
on a joint work with Hongxia Shen.)

Tamer Basar
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
tbasar@control.csl.uiuc.edu

MS20

Game Theoretic Approaches for Wireless Spec-
trum Sharing

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Randy Berry
Dept of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Northwester University
rberry@ece.northwestern.edu

MS20

From Optimization Theory to High-Speed Internet
Access: An Overview of Power Control in Wireless
and DSL Networks

This is an overview talk about the mathematical chal-
lenges and practical implications of optimization problems
in interference-limited communication systems, including
power control in wireless cellular networks and spectrum
management in DSL broadband access networks. We will
organize the wide range of results over the last 15 years in
this area, illustrate the optimization-theoretic aspect of the
problems, discuss the open problems in operational net-
works today, and highlight the interactions between the
mathematics of convexity, algorithms, and games, and the
engineering for the grande challenge of delivering high-
speed communication access to as many users as possible.

Mung Chiang
Dept of Electrical Engineering
Princeton University
chiangm@princeton.edu

MS20

Optimization for Spectrum Management in Mul-
tiuser Communication

Optimal spectrum management in a communication sys-
tem with multiple interfering users and hostile jammers
is a major engineering design issue that has received con-
siderable attention in both the optimization and electrial
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engineering communities. From the optimization perspec-
tive, it provides a rich contemporary application context
for innovative optimization, game theoretic, and economic
modeling research as well as rigorous analysis. In this talk,
we present an introduction to this area, focussing on for-
mulation, complexity, asymptotic strong duality and poly-
nomial time approximation.

Zhi-Quan Luo
Univerisity of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
luozq@ece.umn.edu

MS21

Failure of Newton-Like Methods for Optimization

Global convergence analysis of unconstrained optimization
methods usually involves making sure the Hessian approx-
imation is bounded away from singularity. However, in
practice methods for regularizing Newton-like methods of-
ten do bother with this issue. Our investigations into the
behavior of Newton-like methods when the Hessian approx-
imation approaches singularity show that failure due to
singularity can occur only under very restricted circum-
stances. These results shed new light on several methods
including the regularized Newton’s method, the modified
Cholesky factorization, and the Gauss-Newton method.

Richard H. Byrd
University of Colorado
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MS21

Adaptive Cubic Regularisation Methods for Non-
linear Optimization with Convex Constraints

The adaptive cubic overestimation algorithm described in
Cartis, Gould and Toint (2007) is adapted to the problem
of minimizing a nonlinear, possibly nonconvex, smooth ob-
jective function over a convex domain. Convergence to
first-order critical points is shown under standard assump-
tions, but without any Lipschitz continuity requirement
on the Hessian of the objective. A worst-case complex-
ity result for the Lipschitz continuous case is derived for
a variant of the proposed method, which extends the best
known bound for general unconstrained problems to non-
linear problems with convex constraints. Some preliminary
numerical results are also presented.

Coralia Cartis
University of Edinburgh
Coralia.Cartis@ed.ac.uk
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MS21

Matrix-Free Methods for PDE-Constrained Opti-
mization

Very large-scale nonlinear programming applications re-
quire careful selection of the most efficient numerical tech-
niques. Prominent examples include problems where the
constraints are defined by a discretized system of partial
differential equations, such as shape optimization problems
in Navier-Stokes flows. In this talk we consider the po-
tential for the application of state-of-the-art optimization
techniques to problems of this type.

Frank E. Curtis
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
New York University
fecurt@gmail.com

MS21

Parallel Optimization and the Toolkit for Advanced
Optimization

We begin by presenting information on the design and im-
plementation of the Toolkit for Advanced Optimization
(TAO), and how the reuse of common optimization compo-
nents is facilitated within the framework. We then discuss
the some of the algorithms bundled with TAO for solving
complementarity and optimization problems. Results for
these methods are given along with an indication of their
parallel performance.

Todd S. Munson
Argonne National Laboratory
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MS22

Applications of MPECs for Dynamic Optimization
of Chemical Processes

Switching conditions and nonsmooth models in the dy-
namic optimization of chemical engineering systems can be
treated through the formulation of differential variational
inequalities. In this talk we apply a temporal discretization
to these dynamic systems and reformulate the variational
inequalities to complementarity conditions and solved with
NLP formulations for MPECs. Several chemical engineer-
ing examples are presented that illustrate these concepts.

Lorenz T. Biegler
Carnegie Mellon University
Pittsburgh, USA
biegler@cmu.edu

B. Baumrucker
Carnegie Mellon University
biegler@cmu.edu

MS22

Feedback Solutions for Nonlinear Optimal Control
Problems

Optimal closed-loop (feedback) controllers, like the classi-
cal Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR), are able to com-
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pensate perturbations appearing in reality. Unfortunately
these controllers are often designed for linear modells only
and hence are not optimal if the dynamical system ap-
pears nonlinearly. If these controllers are applied in a real
process, the possibility of further data disturbances force
recomputing the feedback control law in real-time to pre-
serve stability and optimality, at least approximately. For
this purpose, a new feedback method based on the para-
metric sensitivity analysis of NLP-problems is suggested.
The new optimal controller can be adapted within a few
nanoseconds on an typical personal computer.

Christof Bueskens
University of Bremen
Bremen, Germany
Bueskens@math.uni-bremen.de

MS22

Optimal Control of Large Power Generating Kite
Systems

We show how advanced dynamic optimization techniques
based on Bock’s direct multiple shooting method can be
used to treat a challenging application problem, namely
the periodic control of large, fast flying kite systems. After
an outline of the technological idea we first show how to
formulate the periodic optimal control problem for power
generating kites, and how to estimate realistic model pa-
rameters based on measurement data. Second, we discuss
several ways to control the kites in the presence of distur-
bances, among them a periodic linear control, and model
predictive control. This is joint work with Boris Houska,
Andreas Ilzhoefer, Kenny Evers, Bart Struyven.

Moritz Diehl
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MS22

Semi-Automatic Transition from Simulation to Op-
timization

The talk concerns the development of mathematical meth-
ods, algorithmic techniques and software tools for the tran-
sition from simulation to optimization. The methodology is
applicable to all areas of scientific computing, where large
scale governing equations involving discretized PDEs are
treated by custom made fixed point solvers. To exploit
the domain specific experience and expertise invested in
these simulation tools we propose to extend them in a semi-
automated fashion. First they are augmented with adjoint
solvers to obtain (reduced) derivatives and then this sensi-
tivity information is immediately used to determine opti-
mization corrections. In other words, rather than applying
an outer optimization loop we prefer the “one-shot” strat-
egy of pursuing optimality simultaneously with the goals
of primal and adjoint feasibility. First results for aerody-
namic shape optimization will be presented.

Nicolas R. Gauger
Humboldt University Berlin
Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences II
nicolas.gauger@dlr.de

MS23

Nested Approach for Solving Design Optimization
Problem

Our talk concerns a design optimization problem, where

the constraint is a state equation that can only be solved
by a typically rather slowly converging fixed point solver.
This process can be augmented by a corresponding adjoint
solver, and based on the resulting approximate reduced
derivatives, also an optimization iteration, which actually
changes the design. To coordinate the three iterative pro-
cesses, we consider an augmented Lagrangian function that
should be consistently reduced whatever combination of se-
quence of primal, dual and optimization steps one chooses.
This function depends on weighting coefficients which in-
volve the primal and dual residuals and on the Lagrangian.
The key question is the choice of the weighting coefficients
and the construction of the preconditioner in order to get
a reasonable convergence rate of the coupled iteration. In
this talk, we present theoretical results as well as some nu-
merical results done by considering the Bratu equation on
the 2D unit square.

Adel Hamdi, Andreas Griewank
HU Berlin
adel.hamdi@math.hu-berlin.de,
riewank@math.hu-berlin.de

MS23

An SQP Method for Semilinear Elliptic Opti-
mal Control Problems with Nonlinear Boundary
Control-State Constraints

In this talk we will consider a family of optimal control
problems governed by semilinear elliptic partial differential
equations (PDEs) with pointwise nonlinear control-state
inequality constraints. Problems with mixed control-state
constraints are important as Lavrentiev-type regulariza-
tions of pointwise state-constrained problems, but they are
also interesting in their own right. We will briefly review
the associated optimality conditions and regularity results
for Lagrange multipliers. Optimal control problems involv-
ing semilinear PDEs can be efficiently solved using the se-
quential quadratic programming (SQP) method, which is
equivalent to a generalized Newton’s method. The local
convergence behavior of this method relies essentially on
the strong regularity of the first-order optimality system,
i.e., on the Lipschitz continuous behavior of solutions to an
auxiliary linear-quadratic optimal control problem. Such
Lipschitz stability results and the local quadratic conver-
gence of the SQP method applied to the original problem
will be discussed. Numerical examples will be used to il-
lustrate our results.

Nataliya Metla
RICAM
nataliya.metla@oeaw.ac.at

MS23

An Inexact SQP Method for Optimizing of a Sim-
ulated Moving Bed Process

The Simulated Moving Bed process is an adsorption pro-
cess for the separation of dissolved chemicals. It consists
of several cyclically connected adsorption columns. By
means of periodical switching of inflow and outflow ports
between the columns, a counter-current movement of the
adsorbent is simulated. When operated over a longer time,
the process runs into a cyclic steady state (CSS). Desir-
able is a CSS which is optimal with respect to operational
costs and product specifications. This can be modelled
as a PDE constrained optimization problem with period-
icity constraint in time. An inexact SQP method is used
solve the discretized optimization problem. Inspired form
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so called Newton-Picard methods for calculation of the
CSS, only low-rank approximations of the periodicity con-
straint derivative are calculated, requiring only few direc-
tional derivatives. An orthogonal basis of an approxima-
tion to the eigenspace of the largest eigenvalues of the pe-
riodicity constraint jacobian is simultaneously updated by
a Subspace Iteration to yield the derivative directions.
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MS23

On a State-Constrained Optimal Control Problem
Involving Nonlocal Radiation Interface Conditions

A state-constrained optimal control problem arising in the
context of sublimation crystal growth is considered. The
nonlocal radiation interface conditions and the presence of
pointwise state-constraints constitute a major issue of this
problem. The goal of this talk is twofold: Firstly, the nec-
essary and sufficient optimality conditions associated with
the problem are discussed. Secondly, a Moreau-Yosida type
regularization is considered to cope with the weak regular-
ity of the Lagrange multipliers. Optimality conditions for
the regularized problem are presented and the convergence
of the regularized solutions is shown.

Irwin Yousept
TU-Berlin
yousept@math.tu-berlin.de

Christian Meyer
WIAS, Berlin
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MS24

A Backtracking Heuristic for Graph Coloring

The number of colors used by a greedy graph coloring al-
gorithm is to a large extent determined by the order in

which the vertices are colored. We present a backtrack-
ing correction algorithm that partially changes the effects
of the underlying vertex ordering by rearranging the map-
ping of the colors. The backtracking heuristic is used in
conjunction with a top level coloring algorithm to decrease
the number of colors in the graph.

Sanjukta Bhowmick
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
Pennsylvania State University
bhowmick@cse.psu.edu

MS24

Heuristics for the Linear Arrangement Problem

The linear arrangement minimization problem consists of
finding a labeling or arrangement of the vertices of a graph
that minimizes the sum of the absolute values of the differ-
ences between the labels of adjacent vertices. This is a well-
known NP-hard problem that presents a challenge to solu-
tion methods based on heuristic optimization. Many linear
arrangement reduction algorithms have recently been de-
veloped and applied to structural engineering, VLSI and
software testing. We undertake the development of dif-
ferent heuristic procedures with the goal of uncovering
the most effective designs to tackle this difficult but im-
portant problem. Specifically, we consider the adaptation
of constructive, local search, GRASP and Path Relinking
methods for the linear arrangement minimization. We per-
form computational experiments with previously reported
instances to first study the effects of changes in critical
search parameters and then to compare the efficiency of
our proposal with previous solution procedures.

Rafael Marti
University of Valencia
Valencia, Spain
rafael.marti@uv.es
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MS24

Minimal Arrangement of Clos Networks

Clos networks are switching matrices that are used in high
frequency transmissions. For a given matrix with N inputs
and M outputs, these matrices are arranged in three stages
each of which is build up by so-called switches. Whereas
the size and number of switches in the first and third stage
are basically determined by N and M the task is to find
the minimal number of switches in the middle stage. How
many of these switches are necessary to guarantee routabil-
ity is a long open question even for small sized matrices.
By applying techniques from integer and combinatorial op-
timization we are able to determine the minimal number
of switches for Clos networks with up to 32 inputs and
outputs.

Alexander Martin
TU Darmstadt
FB Mathematik
martin@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de
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MS24

0/1 Model for the Linear Arrangement Problem

The Linear Arrangement Problem consists of finding an
ordering of the nodes of a weighted graph on n nodes such
that the sum of the weighted edge lengths is minimized.
We report about the usefulness of a new modeling ap-
proach within a branch-and-cut algorithm for solving Lin-
ear Arrangement Problems to optimality. The key idea is
to introduce binary variables dijk for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n and
1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, where dijk = 1 if nodes i and j have dis-
tance k. We present different strategies how the number of
of variables within this model can be reduced.

Hanna Seitz
University of Heidelberg
Heidelberg, Germany
hanna.seitz@informatik.uni-heidelberg.de

MS25

On the Nullstellensatz Method for Combinatorial
Optimization

Unlike linear models, systems of multivariate polynomial
equations over the complex numbers can be easily used to
model combinatorial problems. In this way, a problem is
feasible (e.g. a graph is 3-colorable, Hamiltonian, etc.) if
and only if a certain system of polynomial equations has a
complex solution. In the work of M. Laurent, J. Lasserre
and P. Parrilo, Y.Nesterov, and others, optimization prob-
lems which are modeled by a zero dimensional radical ideal
have been shown to have a finite sequence of semidefinite
programs that converge to the optimal solution. But for
feasibility problems (e.g., is G Hamiltonian?) the (com-
plex) Hilbert Nullstellensatz gives a sequence of linear alge-
bra problems that eventually decides for sure the property.
In this talk we present theoretical and experimental results
about these sequences of linear algebra relaxations to the
combinatorial optimization problem. We show that the
size of the smallest Nullstellensatz linear algebra system
certifying that there is no stable set of size larger than the
stability number of the graph grows as fast as the stability
number of the graph. We also show discuss this method as
a practical way for detecting 3-colorability of graphs.

Jesus De Loera
University of California, Davis
deloera@math.ucdavis.edu

MS25

Finding Low-Rank Matrices by Convex Optimiza-
tion

In many applications, notions such as complexity or degree
of a model or design correspond to the rank of a matrix.
Choosing the “simplest” model often results in a matrix
rank minimization problem, which is NP-hard in general.
This talk discusses convex relaxations based on semidef-
inite programming, and covers recent results on guaran-
teed minimum rank solutions to linear equalities via nu-
clear norm minimization.

Maryam Fazel
University of Washington
maryam@cds.caltech.edu

MS25

Semidefinite Programming with Matrix Variables

The talk describes progress with algorithms which take ad-
vantage of matrix structure. They start symbolically with
noncommutative algebra and derive efficient expressions
for the linear subproblem. Then they proceed with iter-
ative numerical linear solvers.

William Helton
University of California, San Diego
helton@math.ucsd.edu

MS25

Semidefinite Programming Approach for Polyno-
mial Least Squares Problems

We consider solving polynomial least squares problems via
semidefinite programming relaxation. The degree of the
objective function, represented as a sum of positive and
even powers of polynomials, affects the computational ef-
ficiency. We propose the methods to transform polyno-
mial least squares problems to polynomial semidefinite pro-
grams to reduce degrees of the polynomials. The efficiency
of solving the original polynomial least squares problem
and the transformed polynomial semidefinite programs is
compared. Numerical results on selected polynomial least
squares problems show better performance of the trans-
formed polynomial semidefinite program.

Sunyoung Kim
Ewha W. University
skim1510@yahoo.com

Masakazu Kojima
Tokyo Institute of Technology
kojima@is.titech.ac.jp

MS26

Intriguing Analogies Between the Edge and Central
Paths

Linear optimization consists of maximizing, or minimizing,
a linear function over a domain defined by a set of linear
inequalities. Simplex methods, which follow an edge-path,
and the primal-dual interior point methods, which follow
the central path, are currently the most computationally
successful algorithms. In this talk we highlight intriguing
analogies between the edge and central paths, and between
the diameter of a polytope and the largest possible total
curvature of the associated central path.

Antone Deza
Dept. of Comp., Fac. of Engg., McMaster Univ. 1280
Main St.
West, Hamilton, Ontario L8S 4K1, CANADA
deza@mcmaster.ca

Tamas Terlaky, Feng Xie, Yuriy Zinchenko
McMaster University
terlaky@mcmaster, xief@mcmaster.ca,
zinchen@mcmaster.ca

MS26

A Comparative Study of Notions of Curvature of
Central Path in Linear Programming

The central path method is one of the most efficient in-
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terior point methods to solve linear programs. Recently,
several attempts have been made to study the geometry of
central path, particularly, the curvature of central path us-
ing different notions of curvature. In this paper we present
a comparative study of various notions of curvature of cen-
tral path in linear programming.

Masudur R. Quabili
University of Michigan, Dearborn
mrquabili@yahoo.com

MS26

Curvature of Central Path and Computational
Complexity of Linear Programming

In this paper we present some new results to develop
bounds on the curvature of the central path of a linear
program (LP), and use them to obtain upper and lower
bounds, in the form of curvature integral, on the iteration
complexity of LP path following algorithms.

Renato C. Monteiro
Sch. of Indus & System Engg.
Georgia Institute of Technology
monteiro@isye.gatech.edu

Jai N. Singh
Barry University
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Takashi Tsuchiya
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
tsuchiya@sun312.ism.ac.jp

MS26

An Infor-
mation Geometric Approach to Polynomial-Time
Interior-Point Algorithms: Complexity Bound Via
Curvature Integral

We study polynomial-time interior-point algorithms in
view of information geometry. We consider information
geometric structure for conic linear programs introduced
by self-concordant barrier funtions, and develop a precise
iteration-complexity estimate based on an integral of cur-
vature of the central trajectory in a rigorous differential
geometrical sense. The theory has a surprising link to the
existing results on geometrical structures of the central tra-
jectory for classical LP by Vavasis and Ye, and Monteiro
and Tsuchiya.

Takashi Tsuchiya
The Institute of Statistical Mathematics
tsuchiya@sun312.ism.ac.jp

Atsumi Ohara
Osaka University, Department of Systems Innovation
ohara@sys.es.osaka-u.ac.jp

MS27

Considerations in Evaluating Derivative-
Free Methods for Simulation-Based Optimization
Problems

Derivative-free methods have emerged as invaluable for
finding solutions to simulation-based optimization prob-
lems. However, one must consider that the goal in solv-
ing such problems may not be to merely find the classical

”best” solution (i.e. the point that results in the small-
est function value) but may also include finding a solution
which is robust with respect to the simulator. For exam-
ple, it may be the case that answer A gives a smaller ob-
jective function value, but that answer B is preferable in
real world situations. Moreover, efficiency is important be-
cause the optimization is guided solely by function values
which require the solution of a simulation. In this talk, we
will examine these and other considerations that must be
taken into account when optimization methods are evalu-
ated for their usefulness and effectiveness. We will also dis-
cuss appropriate metrics for making comparisons between
methods.

Genetha Gray
Sandia National Laboratories
gagray@sandia.gov
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Clarkson University
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MS27

Accelerating Active Set Methods and Extensions
to DFO.

In this talk we explore new strategies to accelerate active
set methods. We devote the second part of the talk to
discuss the implications for methods that do not make use
of derivatives.

Jose Luis Morales
Departamento de Matematicas. ITAM.
moreales@guinness.ece.northwestern

Jorge Nocedal
Northwestern University
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Giovanni Fasano
Universita di Roma
fasano@peano.dis.uniroma1.it

MS27

Benchmarking Algorithms for Derivative-Free Op-
timization

Performance profiles have proven to be a useful tool for
comparing algorithms on large sets of problems in the
derivative-based optimization setting. We introduce two
new complementary performance measures – relying only
on function values – which address the different com-
putational budgets and desired accuracy-levels found in
derivative-free optimization. We illustrate the use of
the new benchmarking procedures by comparing several
derivative-free optimization algorithms on a new set of test
problems.

Stefan M. Wild
Cornell University
School of Operations Research &
IE
smw58@cornell.edu
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Jorge J. Moré
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MS27

Testing, Testing, 1, 2, 3—Do We Really Know
How?

Many experts in areas ranging from system software to
direct marketing assert that testing is a science. If they
are correct, it is fair to ask whether experts in non-
derivative optimization are prepared to make definitive
statements about (i) which methods are the best choice
for various problem classes, and (ii) which implementa-
tions are the most effective and reliable. Since getting non-
controversial answers to these questions remains problem-
atic, this talk will examine our current knowledge about
the computational properties and practical performance
of non-derivative optimization methods, and also consider
whether we can define sensible metrics to enhance future
testing.

Margaret H. Wright
New York University
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences
mhw@cs.nyu.edu

MS28

An Adaptive Retrospective Trust-Region Algo-
rithm for Stochastic Programming

Bastin et al. have recently proposed a variant of the classi-
cal trust-region, called retrospective trust-region. Its main
ingredient is that the trust-region radius update is decided
based on the restropective ratio between the current it-
erate and the previous one. In this talk, we exploit this
idea inside the adaptive trust-region method developed by
Bastin, Cirillo and Toint for nonlinear stochastic program-
ming, also using this ratio when deciding the level of accu-
racy of sample average approximations.

Fabian Bastin
Universit de Montral
bastin@iro.umontreal.ca
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MS28

Decomposition Schemes for Stochastic DVIs

A recent paper by Pang and Stewart (2007) provides a
comprehensive introduction to differential variational in-
equalities(DVI). We consider a stochastic generalization of
such problems, looking specifically at uncertainty in the
control problem within the DVI framework. Decomposi-
tion schemes for such problems are discussed and some
preliminary algorithmic evidence is provided.

Maureen Doyle
Assistant Professor
Northern Kentucky University
doylem3@nku.edu

Uday Shanbhag
Department of Industrial and Enterprise Systems
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MS28

Stochastic Variational Inequalities: Models and Al-
gorithms

We consider the class of variational inequalities resulting
from coupled two-period stochastic Nash games and discuss
some motivating applications. Existence statements are
provided in a variety of settings. Furthermore, we provide
a discussion of chance-constrained VIs, a relatively new
class of stochastic equilibrium problems. Some preliminary
algorithmic efforts are discussed.

Uma Ravat
Graduate student, dept. of Math
UIUC
uravat1@yahoo.com

Uday Shanbhag
Department of Industrial and Enterprise Systems
Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
udaybag@uiuc.edu

MS28

Adaptive Precision Adjustment in Stochastic Non-
linear Programming

We consider nonlinear stochastic programs and present an
approach for adaptively determining efficient sample sizes
in sample average approximations. The approach uses rate
of convergence and sampling error estimates to determine
sample sizes for the next several iterations. The approach
balances computational cost of large sample sizes with ac-
curacy of the sample averages. The approach is imple-
mented using a rolling planning horizon and is illustrated
with applications from structural engineering design prob-
lems.

Johannes O. Royset
Asst. Prof.
Naval Postgraduate School
joroyset@nps.edu

MS29

Multigrid One-Shot Pseudo-Time Stepping
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Method for Aerodynamic Shape Optimization

This talk presents a numerical method for aerodynamic
shape optimization problems. It is based on simultane-
ous pseudo-time stepping in which stationary states are
obtained by solving the pseudo-stationary system of state,
co-state and design equations. The main advantages of
this method are that it blends in nicely with an existing
pseudo-time stepping method for the state and the co-state
equations, that it requires no additional globalization tech-
niques in the design space, and that a preconditioner can
be used for convergence acceleration which stems from the
reduced SQP methods. To accelerate the convergence of
the method further, ’optimization based’ multigrid strat-
egy can be implemented.

Subhendu Hazra
FB IV-Mathematics
University of Trier
hazra@uni-trier.de

MS29

Aerodynamic Shape Optimization of an Oblique
Flying Wing

Adjoint solvers for 3D computational fluid dynamics are ex-
tremely useful for performing aerodynamic shape optimiza-
tion of aircraft configurations. A new adjoint approach is
presented, where automatic differentiation is applied se-
lectively to compute the partial derivatives present in the
adjoint equations. This selective application of automatic
differentiation is the central idea behind the ADjoint (au-
tomatic differentiation adjoint) approach. An implementa-
tion of this approach is used to optimize an oblique flying
wing subject to trim constraints.

Joaquim Martins, Charles Mader
University of Toronto
martins@utias.utoronto.ca, martins@utias.utoronto.ca

MS29

Error Estimation and Sensitivity Analysis for Fluid
Flow Problems Involving Complex Geometries

The development of an adjoint method is presented for the
computation of discretization error estimates and shape
sensitivities of objective functions for aerodynamic design
problems. The adjoint method is implemented in con-
junction with an embedded-boundary Cartesian mesh ap-
proach. Several three-dimensional design examples, using
aircraft and spacecraft configurations, are used to demon-
strate the robustness and efficiency of the resulting opti-
mization framework.

Marian Nemec
ELORET Corp.
mnemec@mail.arc.nasa.gov

MS29

Toward Practical Application of Numerical Aero-
dynamic Optimization

An aerodynamic component, such as a wing, must function
effectively under a range of on- and off-design operating
conditions. Therefore, the associated aerodynamic opti-
mization problem has many competing objectives. In this
presentation, an automated approach to such problems is
described and demonstrated. The basic idea is to treat the
off-design operating requirements as constraints while the

on-design conditions are assigned weights based on their
relative importance. The resulting constrained multi-point
problem is solved using a gradient-based Newton-Krylov
algorithm based on the discrete-adjoint approach.

David W. Zingg
University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies
dwz@oddjob.utias.utoronto.edu

MS30

Optimal Control in Image Processing for Breast
Cancer Detection

Motivated by a problem in mammographic image process-
ing, we develop a natural model for smooth image inter-
polation. The model is based on a class of degenerate
parabolic PDEs as well as an optimal control problem asso-
ciated with the variable degeneracies. The control variable
enters the diffusion coefficients of the PDE and, implic-
itly, the solution space. We discuss spaces of discontinuous
functions adapted to the PDE and the optimization prob-
lem. We further demonstrate how a characterization in
terms of certain weighted and directional Sobolev spaces
can be found which in turn enables us to obtain existence
results for the simultaneous solution of the optimal control
problem and the PDE.

Kristian Bredies
Center for Industrial Mathematics
University of Bremen
kbredies@math.uni-bremen.de

MS30

Optimal Treatment Planning in Radiotherapy
Based on Boltzmann Transport

Most dose calculation algorithms in clinical use rely on
the Fermi-Eyges theory of radiation which is insufficient at
inhomogenities, e.g. void-like spaces like the lung. In con-
trast, this work is based on a Boltzmann transport model
for the radiation which accurately describes all physical
interactions. Starting with this model we develop a direct
optimization approach using adjoint equations. Several nu-
merical results are presented.

Martin Frank
TU Kaiserslautern
Department of Mathematics
frank@mathematik.uni-kl.de

MS30

Constructing Vascular Systems from Optimality
Criteria

We create realistic vascular systems based on optimality
principles of theoretical physiology. Our technique takes
as input the position and flow distribution of end points of
a vascular system. Optimization is driven by intravascular
volume minimization. Direct optimization of a vascular
system, including topological changes, is used instead of
simulating vessel growth. A good initial condition is found
by extracting key information from a previously optimized
model. This technique is used iteratively in a multi-level
approach to create a more globally optimized vascular sys-
tem. The generated models are similar to real data ac-
quired from corrosion casts of a human liver.

Manfred Georg
Washington University in St. Louis
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MS31

An Interior-Point Piecewise-Penalty Method for
Nonlinear Programming

We present an interior-point penalty method for nonlin-
ear programming (NLP), where the merit function consists
of a piecewise linear penalty function (PLPF) and an �2-
penalty function. The PLPF is defined by a set of penalty
parameters that correspond to break points of the PLPF
and are updated at every iteration. The step direction
is computed from an �2-regularized Newton system of the
first-order equations of the barrier problem. In line search,
a trial point is accepted if it provides a sufficient reduction
in either the PLPF or the �2-penalty function. We establish
strong global as well as fast local convergence properties of
the algorithm. Encouraging numerical results on CUTEr
test set will be reported.
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MS31

Infeasibility Detection in Nonlinear Programming

One of the central questions in optimization is to determine
if a problem is feasible. This question is important in its
own right since it may be difficult for a modeler to know
if the constraints imposed on a problem are compatible.
Feasibility detection also plays a key algorithmic role in
branch and bound algorithms for mixed integer nonlinear
optimization. In that context, the problem has a special
structure as it is known that only one constraint (or a group
of constraints) has been added to a problem that is known
to be feasible. In this talk we describe two new infeasibility
detection techniques for nonlinear optimization based on
penalty methods.

Jorge Nocedal
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MS31

An Adaptive Cubic Overestimation Funnel Algo-
rithm for Constrained Optimization

In two recent papers, the authors have explored a novel
adaptive cubic overstimation (ACO) algorithm for uncon-
strained optimization (with C. Cartis) and a non-standard
trust-funnel algorithm for equality constrained problems.
The first may be seen as a an alternative globalization tech-
nique, with strong links with trust-region methods. The
second uses two simultaneous trust-regions (in the range-
and null-spaces of the constraints, respectively) together
with a ”funnel” to enforce global convergence to first-order
stationary points. This talk will explore the natural cross-
breed between those two proposals, in which two distinct
cubic overestimators are adaptively computed in the range-
and null-spaces of the constraints, in conjunction with a
funnel and/or a filter.

Philippe L. Toint
The University of Namur
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MS31

Warm Starting Interior-Point Methods in Branch
and Bound

Interior-point methods are needed to solve continuous sub-
problems arising in large-scale, nonlinear mixed-integer
programming. We will propose a specialized penalty ap-
proach for warm-starting interior methods inside branch
and bound methods, where the continuous subproblems
change in a very structured way. We will outline our
penalty approach, present a theoretical summary of the
approach, and present numerical results on sample prob-
lems.

Richard Waltz
University of Southern California
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MS32

Application of Large Scale Parameter Estimation
in the Aerospace Industry

Abstract not available at time of publication.

John Betts
Technical Fellow
The Boeing Company
jbetts@thumper.rt.cs.boeing.com

MS32

Fast Online Computation for Linear and Nonlinear
Model Predictive Control in the kHz Range

The powerful feedback control technique of model predic-
tive control (MPC) is already widely applied in industries
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with slow complex processes, like chemicals, where the on-
line solution of optimal control problems is possible. With
more efficient computation, MPC promises to revolutionize
the way fast systems are controlled, e.g. in mechatronics
and automotive applications. In these industries, explicit
MPC approaches are until now popular, which precom-
pute all solutions and avoid online optimization, but suffer
severely from the curse of dimensionality and have a very
limited range of applicability. This talk focuses on the
question how the most efficient methods for nonlinear op-
timization in MPC, that have proven successful in chem-
ical engineering applications, can be transferred to milli
and microsecond applications. Several new issues pop up,
e.g. how to efficiently solve online QPs, how to work with
old system linearizations as long as possible, how to effi-
ciently shift problem data and matrix factorizations, etc.
Finally, we briefly present real-world and simulated MPC
applications from automotive, mechatronic, and power en-
gineering. This talk is based on joint work with Hans
Joachim Ferreau, Leonard Wirsching, Lieboud Van Den
Brouck, Andreas Ilzhoefer, Boris Houska.
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MS32

Feature-Based Sensitivity Analysis and Parameter
Estimation for Dynamical Systems

Methods for the sensitivity analysis of “features” of non-
linear dynamical systems are developed, in particular fea-
tures of oscillatory systems (period, amplitude and phase).
Then, the benefits of “feature-based” parameter estimation
will be demonstrated in the context of models from cell
and circadian biology. The resulting objective functions
are well behaved and the available experimental data lends
itself to the application of this technique. Finally, feature-
based sensitivity analysis is applied for post-optimality sen-
sitivity analysis.
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MS32

Frameworks for Direct Transcription

We discuss a general framework for the simultaneous col-
location method for the solution of dynamic optimization
problems. Problems in this class include parameter estima-
tion, optimal control, multistage optimization and even op-
timization with steady-state, distributed models. The talk
explores the role of fast NLP algorithms, problem decom-
positions, NLP sensitivity and formulations to deal with

discrete decisions.
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MS33

Large-Scale Parallel Algorithms for Inverse Prob-
lems in Electrocardiology

In this work, we consider an inverse problem for the es-
timation of the electrical properties of the heart tissue.
We solve for the tissue excitability, a scalar spatial field
that determines the propagation of the action potential
in the myocardium. The Fitz-Hugh Nagumo model is a
nonlinear, two species reaction-diffusion PDE that models
the cardiac electrical activity. The inverse problem is for-
mulated as a PDE-constrained optimization problem con-
strained by the Fitz-Hugh Nagumo model. We use an L2-
Tikhonov regularization for stability. We use a reduced
space approach and eliminate the state and the adjoint
variables, and iterate in the inversion parameter space us-
ing conjugate-gradient (CG) algorithm. We precondition
CG by a V-cycle multigrid scheme where the smoother
in the multigrid scheme is one application of a reduced
Hessian preconditioner constructed using a appropriately
selected Green’s function. We use operator splitting, a
pseudo-spectral discretization for diffusion, and a backward
Euler scheme to time-evolve the state and the adjoint equa-
tions. We present fixed size and iso-granular scalability re-
sults for problems with up to one billion variables on 1024
processors on a Cray XT3 at the Pittsburgh Supercomput-
ing Center.

George Biros
University of Pennsylvania
biros@seas.upenn.edu

MS33

Domain Decomposition and Model Reduction for
the Optimal Control of Systems with Local Non-
linearities

In several applications one is interested in the optimal con-
trol of systems in which nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) are posed on relatively small subdomains and
are coupled to linear PDEs on surrounding, larger subdo-
mains. The linear PDE solution on the surrounding subdo-
mains needs to be computed accurately enough to provide
acceptable boundary conditions for the nonlinear problem
on the ‘inner’ subdomain. Our approach for solving such
problems combine balanced truncation model reduction
and optimization-ased domain decomposition to derive re-
duced order models with guaranteed error bounds for these
PDE constrained optimization problems. Balanced trun-
cation is applied to the linear subproblems with inputs and
outputs determined by the original in- and outputs as well
as the interface conditions between the subproblems. Opti-
mization is applied to the reduced problems. The potential
of this approach is demonstrated for model problems mo-
tivated by flow control and design applications.

Matthias Heinkenschloss
Rice University
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MS33

The Smoothed Penalty Method for Inequality Con-
strained Optimal Control Problems

We present an infinite dimensional version of a smoothed–
penalty method for inequality constrained optimization
problems. The algorithm has been introduced by Spel-
lucci et. al. for finite–dimensional quadratic programming
problems. In finite dimensions it is based on smooth ap-
proximations to the exact l1-penalty function. We extend
it to the infinite–dimensional setting and derive estimates
on the control of smoothing and penalty parameter. Using
these estimates convergence of the sequence of iterates is
proven. We report numerical results for examples of opti-
mal control problems for partial differential equations with
pointwise state constraints.
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MS33

Solving State-Constrained Parabolic Optimal Con-
trol Problems by Level-Set Based Shape Optimiza-
tion Techniques

In the construction of algoritms for the numerical solution
of state constrained optimal control problems one usually
has to deal with the structural problem that multipliers are
singular measures which are concentrated on the boundary
of the active set of the constraint. Algorithms using ap-
proximations of the multiplier, e.g., by approximate delta
functions show a strong mesh depencence and can not eas-
ily be transferred into the infinite dimensional setting. Hin-
termueller and Ring used the idea of treating the active set
as an unknown in a geometric shape space which needs to
be identified in such a way that the optimality system is
satisfied. The identification problem was formulated as a
shape optimization problem and the optimal shape was
found using a level-set based technique, with a precondi-
tioned shape gradient acting as the driving force for the
shape variable. It turned out that the singular multiplier is
part of the obtainede driving force. It is incorpurated into
the speed function for the propagation of the level-set func-
tion by using a standard extension proceedure thus posing
no further numerical difficulties. This shape optimization
idea is now extended to the parabolic case. The active set
then becomes time-dependent and has to be identified in
each time-step. This means, the propagation of the level-
set function takes place in the space-time cylinder and the
direct and the adjoint equations have to be solved on non-
cylindrical domains. The approach is carried out tested
for the linear heat equation and for a non-linear coupled
thermistor equation.

Wolfgang Ring
Institut fuer Mathematik
Universitaet Graz
wolfgang.ring@kfunigraz.ac.at

MS34

Tuning Parameters for Prediction in Regularized
Kernel Estimation

The Regularized Kernel Estimation (RKE) framework was
introduced by Lu et al. (PNAS 2006) as a robust method
for estimating dissimilarity measures between objects from
noisy, incomplete, inconsistent and repetitious dissimilar-
ity data. The RKE framework is useful in settings where
object classification or clustering is desired but objects do
not easily admit description by fixed length feature vec-
tors. Instead, there is access to a source of noisy and in-
complete dissimilarity information between objects, usu-
ally described as a graph. RKE estimates a symmetric
positive semidefinite kernel matrix K which induces a real
squared distance admitting of an inner product. K is the
solution to an optimization problem with semidefinite con-
straints that trades-off fit to the observed dissimilarity data
and a penalty of the form Jλrke(K) on the complexity of
K, where λrke is a non-negative regularization parameter.
RKE uses the penalty Jλrke(K) = λrketr(K). We present
results on methods for choosing values of the regularization
parameter λrke in the RKE problem, in particular, when
the solution K is then used in a prediction task. We show
the CV2 method which selects regularization parameter
values in clustering and visualization applications. How-
ever, based on a empirical study using protein sequence
data, we make the observation that similar clustering per-
formance is achievable for a range of values of the RKE
regularization parameter, indicating that precise tuning in
these applications might not be required. Based on the
same empirical study we make the observation that predic-
tion performance, in contrast to clustering, may be highly
dependent on the RKE regularization parameter. We pro-
vide initial results on methods that jointly tune regulariza-
tion parameters in both the RKE and prediction optimiza-
tion problems.
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MS34

An Improved SDP-Based Distributed Algorithm
Forgraph Realization with Applications to Molec-
ular Conformation

We propose an algorithm for determining a protein
molecule structure given sparse and noisy short-range in-
teratom distances. Our divide-and-conquer algorithm re-
cursively partitions the atoms into overlapping groups; es-
timates via a semidefinite program and refines via gra-
dient descent groups with fewer than 300 atoms; finally
stitches overlapping groups to form the protein configu-
ration. The algorithm is tested on molecules taken from
the PDB database. A 13000-atom conformation problem
is solved in 3 hours with an RMSD of 1.0Å, given 30% of
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the distances less than 6Å.

Ngai-Hang Z. Leung
Dept of Mathematics
National University of Singapore
deutsixfive@gmail.com

Kim-Chuan Toh
Dept of Mathematics and Singapore-MIT Alliance
National University of Singapore
mattohkc@nus.edu.sg

MS34

Attacking the Nonconvexity of Graph Embedding
Directly, With Application to Molecular Confor-
mation

We discuss an approach to graph embedding that leads
to a matrix optimization problem with nonconvex rank
constraints. Rather than solve a convex semidefinite re-
laxation of the rank constraints we attack them directly
using straightforward nonlinear programming techniques.
Our approach has proven successful when applied to the
embedding problem in molecular biology. We discuss the
computational issues that arise, numerical experience with
the embedding problem, and alternative problem formula-
tions based on nonconvex duality principles.

Robert M. Lewis
College of William and Mary
rmlewi@wm.edu

MS34

A Brief History of Embedding

Graph embedding problems appear in many guises. In the
1950s and 1960s, psychometricians and statisticians devel-
oped multidimensional scaling, a collection of techniques
for visualizing proximity data in low-dimensional Euclidean
spaces. These techniques can be understood as algorithms
for minimizing some measure of discrepancy between a set
of Euclidean distance matrices and a set of dissimilarity
matrices. Modern applications of graph embedding, e.g.,
inferring 3-dimensional molecular structure from informa-
tion about interatomic distances, assigning locations to a
network of sensors, various techniques for manifold learn-
ing (nonlinear dimension reduction of multivariate data),
can be formulated in the same manner.

Michael W. Trosset
Department of Statistics, Indiana
mtrosset@indiana.edu

MS35

On the Road to Tractability: From Combinato-
rial Optimization Via Copositive Programming to
SDP-Based Approximation

Quite many combinatorial and some important non-convex
continuous optimization problems admit a copositive repre-
sentation, where the complexity of solving discrete, or non-
convex, programs is shifted towards the complexity of sheer
feasibility. Using characterizations of copositivity, one ar-
rives at various SDP-based approximations. However, not
all of these are tractable with current technology. This
talk addresses some approaches on which tractable SDP
approximations may be based, along with specific strate-
gies to generate interesting test instances of intermediate

complexity.

Immanuel Bomze
University of Vienna
immanuel.bomze@univie.ac.at

MS35

On Semidefinite Programming Relaxations of the
Travelling Salesman Problem

We review known results on semidefinite programming
(SDP) relaxations of the traveling salesman problem
(TSP). Subsequently, we introduce a new SDP relaxation
of TSP based on an SDP relaxation of the quadratic assign-
ment problem. We also present and analyse a randomized
rounding procedure that produces a tour from the optimal
SDP solution. The relaxation and rounding procedure will
be illustrated on numerical examples.

Etienne De Klerk, Renata Sotirov
Tilburg University
E.deKlerk@uvt.nl, r.sotirov@uvt.nl

MS35

Sensor Network Localization, Euclidean Distance
Matrix Completions, and Graph Realization

We study Semidefinite Programming, SDP, relaxations for
Sensor Network Localization, SNL, with anchors and with
noisy distance information. The main point of the paper
is to view SNL as a (nearest) Euclidean Distance Matrix,
EDM, completion problem and to show the advantages for
using this latter, well studied model. We first show that
the current popular SDP relaxation is equivalent to known
relaxations in the literature for EDM completions. The
existence of anchors in the problem is not special. The set
of anchors simply corresponds to a given fixed clique for the
graph of the EDM problem. We next propose a method
of projection when a large clique or a dense subgraph is
identified in the underlying graph. This projection reduces
the size, and improves the stability, of the relaxation.

Yichuan Ding
Management Science and Engineering
Stanford University
y7ding@stanford.edu

Nathan Krislock
Department of Combinatorics and Optimization
University of Waterloo
ngbkrislock@math.uwaterloo.ca

Jiawei Qian
Cornell University
jq35@cornell.edu

Henry Wolkowicz
Department of Combinatorics and Optimization
University of Waterloo
hwolkowicz@uwaterloo.ca

MS35

Strong Duality and Stability in Conic Convex Pro-
gramming

For nonlinear (minimization) optimization problems with
optimal value vP , weak duality holds in general, i.e. the op-
timal value of the Lagrangian dual provides a lower bound,
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vD ≤ vP . However, strong duality (i.e. vD = vP and vD is
attained) requires a constraint qualification, CQ, e.g. the
Slater (strict feasibility) CQ. In the absence of a CQ, the
dual optimal value vD may be unattained and/or there can
be a positive duality gap vP − vD > 0. In addition, the
(near) absence of a CQ results in numerical difficulties.
We study conditions that guarantee a finite positive du-
ality gap ∞ > vP − vD > 0. Necessary and sufficient
conditions for a finite nonzero duality gap are given, and it
is shown how these can be used to generate instances satis-
fying this property. Numerical tests are included. We then
present an algorithm that solves in an efficient and stable
way, feasible conic convex optimization problems, includ-
ing those for which the Slater constraint qualification fails.
In addition, we illustrate the close relation between strict
complementarity and duality gaps.

Simon Schurr
Dept of Comb and Opt
University of Waterloo
spschurr@math.uwaterloo.ca

Levent Tuncel
University of Waterloo
Dept. of Combinatorics and Optimization
ltuncel@math.uwaterloo.ca

Henry Wolkowicz
University of Waterloo
Dept of Combinatorics & Optim
hwolkowi@orion.math.uwaterloo.ca

MS36

Using Nonnegative Matrix and Tensor Factoriza-
tions for Topic Detection and Tracking

The automated identification of semantic features is an im-
portant goal for text mining applications. Through the use
of low-rank nonnegative matrix factorization (NNMF), one
can retain natural data nonnegativity and thereby elim-
inate the need for subtractive basis vector and encoding
calculations common to approaches such as principal com-
ponent analysis for semantic feature abstraction. With
appropriate extensions, nonnegative tensor factorization
(NNTF) can be used to exploit both temporal and semantic
proximity and enable tracking of text-based objects from
a variety of media. Exposing latent (unknown) commu-
nication patterns within social networking environments,
for example, would be possible with NNTF-based models.
Demonstrations of NNMF and NNTF algorithms for topic
(or discussion) detection and tracking using corpora such
as the Enron Email dataset will be presented.

Michael W. Berry
University of Tennessee
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science
berry@eecs.utk.edu

Brett W. Bader
Sandia National Laboratories
Computer Science and Informatics Department
bwbader@sandia.gov

MS36

Effective Initializations for NMF algorithms

Nonnegative Matrix Factorization approximates a nonneg-
ative matrix A ∈ �m×n, as A ≈WH, for two nonnegative

matrices W ∈ �m×k and H ∈ �k×n, and some k  n.
Existing algorithms typically start from random W and H
and iterate until convergence. This type of initialization
typically causes slow convergence, making the overall pro-
cess quite expensive. In this talk we present alternative,
typically more efficient, initialization techniques for NMF
and its one sided variants, where there is no restriction in
the sign of one of the two factors. This presentation is joint
work of C. Boutsidis (RPI) and E. Gallopoulos (U. Patras).

Efstratios Gallopoulos
Department of Computer Engineering & Informatics
University of Patras, Greece
stratis@ceid.upatras.gr

Christos Boutsidis
Computer Science Department
Rennselaer Polytechnic Institute
boutsc@cs.rpi.edu

MS36

Nonnegative Matrix Factorizations and Clustering

Variations of the Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
are discussed for their application to clustering. We show
how interpreting the objective function of K-means as that
of a lower rank approximation with special constraints al-
lows comparisons between various formulations of NMF
and K-means and provides the insight to design new clus-
tering algorithms. We discuss introduction of additional
constraints such as sparsity and orthogonality on the fac-
tors in the NMF objective function for the purpose of de-
signing clustering algorithms based on NMF. The exper-
imental results with synthetic and text data shows that
these constrained NMF algorithms not only provide an al-
ternative to K-means, but rather give much better and
consistent solutions to the clustering problem.

Haesun Park, Jingu Kim
Georgia Institute of Technology
hpark@cc.gatech.edu, jingu@cc.gatech.edu

MS36

Greedy Algorithms and Complexity for Nonnega-
tive Matrix Factorization

Nonnegative matrix factorization has become an important
tool in data mining. This talk will cover a class of algo-
rithms called ‘greedy downdating’ and will show that they
are effective for simple models of text databases. We will
also show that NMF is an NP-hard problem in general.

Stephen A. Vavasis
University of Waterloo
Dept of Combinatorics & Optimization
vavasis@math.uwaterloo.ca

Ali Ghodsi, Michael Biggs
University of Waterloo
aghodsib@uwaterloo.ca, mike@doubleplum.net

MS37

A Subclass of Generating Set Search with Second-
Order Convergence

We introduce a general subclass of generating set search
algorithms, in which approximate second derivative infor-
mation based only on previously sampled points is used to
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construct directions for the algorithm to use. Specifically,
if we have an approximate Hessian at each iteration, we
choose as directions its orthonormal eigenvectors and their
negatives. We show that if the sequence of approximate
Hessians converges to the true Hessian in the limit, con-
vergence to second-order stationary points can be achieved.
We then discuss specific implementations for approximat-
ing the Hessian in a way that can satisfy the hypotheses of
the convergence theory. We conclude by presenting some
numerical results that verify our approach.

Lennart Frimannslund
University of Bergen
Department of Informatics
lennart@ii.uib.no

Mark Abramson
AFIT
mark.abramson@afit.edu

Trond Steihaug
Institutt for Informatikk
Universitetet i Bergen
Trond.Steihaug@ii.uib.no

MS37

Advancements in the Development of HOPSPACK

HOPSPACK facilitates hybrid optimization using native
source code of existing software. Two levels of parallelism
are supported; both function evaluations and individual
optimizers may run asynchronously in parallel using a com-
munal function value cache. Load balance is exploited to
create efficient hybrids that share information, improving
overall robustness. A simple interface allows users to dy-
namically build custom combinations of supported opti-
mizers. We will provide numerical results to demonstrate
the overall effectiveness of parallel hybrid optimization.

Josh Griffin
Sandia National Laboratories
Computational Science and Mathematics Research
Recent developments in generating set search for n

Tamara G. Kolda
Sandia National Laboratories
tgkolda@sandia.gov

MS37

Sequential Penalty Approaches for Nonlinear Con-
strained Optimization Without Derivatives

We consider the problem of minimizing a continuously
differentiable function subject to smooth nonlinear con-
straints. We assume that the first order derivatives of the
objective function and of the constraints are not available.
In this work we propose new globally convergent pattern
search and linsearch methods which are based on smooth
sequential penalty functions. Numerical results on stan-
dard test problems and the computational experience on a
practical problem show that the approach is viable.

Giampaolo Liuzzi
Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche CNR
Istituto di Analisi dei Sistemi e Informatica IASI
liuzzi@dis.uniroma1.it

Stefano Lucidi
University of Rome

lucidi@dis.uniroma1.it

Marco Sciandrone
Università degli Studi di Firenze
sciandro@dsi.unifi.it

MS37

Recent Developments in Generating Set Search for
Nonlinear Programming

Recent experiments with generating set search (GSS) have
made clear that careful implementation choices can have
an appreciable impact on the performance of GSS meth-
ods, in terms of both reducing the number of function and
constraint evaluations required to find improvement and
keeping the computational overhead of the algorithm at a
minimum. Furthermore, analysis provides useful insights
when making such choices. In this talk we will discuss
further developments along this front.

Robert Michael Lewis
College of William and Mary
buckaroo@math.wm.edu

Virginia J. Torczon
College of William & Mary
Department of Computer Science
va@cs.wm.edu

MS38

Sampling and Integer Programming for Chance-
Constrained Problems

Various applications in reliability and risk management
give rise to optimization problems with constraints involv-
ing random parameters which are required to be satisfied
with a pre-specified probability threshold. There are two
main difficulties with such chance-constrained problems.
First, checking feasibility of a given candidate solution ex-
actly is, in general, impossible since this requires evalu-
ating quantiles of random functions. Second, the feasible
region induced by chance constraints is, in general, non-
convex leading to severe optimization challenges. We ad-
dress the first difficulty by solving approximate problems
based on Monte Carlo samples of the random data. We
demonstrate that this scheme can be used to yield both
feasible solutions and statistical optimality bounds using
modest sample sizes. Computational testing of the sam-
pling approach indicates that it can be used to yield good
feasible solutions and reasonable bounds on their quality.
We address the second difficulty via integer programming.
We perform a detailed polyhedral study of the convex hull
of the set of feasible solutions of such problems, and de-
velop families of strong valid inequalities. These inequali-
ties, when used within a branch-and-cut scheme, serve to
significantly improve relaxation bounds, and expedite con-
vergence, hence allowing instances that are considerably
larger than have been considered before to be solved to
optimality. (Based on joint work with James Luedtke and
George L. Nemhauser)

Shabbir Ahmed
H. Milton Stewart School of Industrial & Systems
Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology
sahmed@isye.gatech.edu
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MS38

Optimization Problems with Multivariate Stochas-
tic Ordering Constraints

We consider stochastic optimization problems where risk-
aversion is expressed by a stochastic ordering constraint.
The constraint requires that a random vector depending
on our decisions stochastically dominates a given bench-
mark random vector. We identify a suitable multivariate
stochastic order and describe its generator in terms of von
Neumann–Morgenstern utility functions. We develop nec-
essary and sufficient conditions of optimality and duality
relations for optimization problems with this constraint.
Assuming convexity we show that the Lagrange multipli-
ers corresponding to dominance constraints are elements of
the generator of this order, thus refining and generalizing
earlier results for optimization under univariate stochastic
dominance constraints. Furthermore, we obtain necessary
conditions of optimality for non-convex problems under ad-
ditional smoothness assumptions.

Darinka Dentcheva
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Stevens Institute of Technology
darinka.dentcheva@stevens.edu

MS38

Combinatorial Pattern Method for Probabilisti-
cally Constrained Optimization Problems

I consider stochastic optimization problems containing a
joint probabilistic constraint with a random right-hand side
following a multivariate probability distribution with fi-
nite support. I propose a novel approach based on the
extraction of combinatorial patterns that define the min-
imal conditions to be satisfied for the joint probabilistic
constraint to hold. The combinatorial patterns take the
form of conjunctions of literals and the probabilistic con-
straint is replaced by a constraint on a disjunctive normal
form. The approach allows the substitution of an MIP for
the original stochastic problem. Computational results will
be presented.

Miguel Lejeune
Drexel University
Decision Sciences, LeBow College of Business
Miguel.A.Lejeune@drexel.edu

MS38

Cutting Plane Methods for Optimization Problems
with Stochastic Dominance Constraints

For stochastic optimization problems with second order
stochastic dominance constraints we present two formu-
lations involving small numbers of variables and exponen-
tially many constraints: primal and dual. The dual formu-
lation reveals connections between dominance constraints,
generalized transportation problems, and the theory of
measures with given marginals. Both formulations lead
to two classes of cutting plane methods. Convergence of
both methods is proved in the case of finitely many events.
Numerical results for a portfolio problem are provided.

Andrzej Ruszczynski
Rutgers University
Department of Management Science and Information
Systems
rusz@business.rutgers.edu

Gabor Rudolf
RUTCOR, Rutgers University
grudolf@rutcor.rutgers.edu

MS39

Formulations for Supersonic Design Optimization

State-of-the-art design of supersonic aircraft has relied on
inverse design formulations. This is a difficult strategy be-
cause realizable targets are not known in practice. Recent
attempts to replace inverse design by direct design opti-
mization attempt to remove the dependence on targets.
However, direct optimization has unresolved problems re-
lated both to physical modeling and optimization problem
formulation; e.g., it is not clear what to optimize. In this
presentation, we discuss alternative optimization formula-
tions and their consequences.

Natalia Alexandrov
NASA Langley Research Center
n.alexandrov@nasa.gov

MS39

Shape Optimization of Axisymmetric Bodies Sub-
ject to Aerodynamic Heating and Ablation

A common approach for mitigating the heat load of bodies
subject to strong aerodynamic heating is through the use
of ablative coatings. As the surface ablates the shape of the
body changes, altering the flow, aerodynamic forces, and
heat loads on the body. We present a computational analy-
sis and design optimization framework for aerodynamically
heated structures that accounts for this transient nonlinear
interaction and the heat transfer through the body using
high-fidelity numerical models.

Micah Howard
Unversity of Colorado
micah.howard@colorado.edu

Kurt Maute
University of Colorado
kurt.maute@colorado.edu

MS39

Supersonic Aircraft Design: Challenges for Opti-
mization

This presentation highlights the application of numerical
optimization to several problems in supersonic aircraft de-
sign, including the shape optimization of configurations
with laminar flow and tailored boom signatures. These
problems pose difficulties for conventional gradient-based
optimization due to their discontinuous behavior, the need
for high fidelity analysis, and the absence of efficiently- gen-
erated sensitivity information. The talk will describe some
of the techniques used to address these problems, including
gradient-free search methods and emerging multi-fidelity
modeling strategies.

Ilan Kroo, Dev Rajnarayan
Stanford University
kroo@desktopaero.com, dgorur@stanford.edu

Peter Sturdza, David Rodriguez
Desktop Aeronautics, Inc
sturdza@stanfordalumni.org,
davidlrodriguez@stanfordalumni.org
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Mathias Wintzer
Desktop Aeronautics, Inc.
mwintzer@stanford.edu

MS39

Multifidelity Optimization Methods for Supersonic
Aircraft Design

Supersonic aircraft design aims to eliminate the efficiency,
environmental, and performance barriers to practical su-
personic cruise vehicles. The high computational costs of
high-fidelity supersonic aircraft simulations motivate meth-
ods to significantly reduce the cost of design optimization.
One avenue of interest is multifidelity methodology: us-
ing multiple models with differing levels of accuracy and
computational cost. This work will identify promising ap-
proaches for incorporation of multifidelity models in super-
sonic design.

Karen E. Willcox
MIT
kwillcox@MIT.EDU

Theresa Robinson
Aerospace Computational Design Laboratory
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
robinst@mit.edu

MS40

Optimization in Radiation Therapy

We give an overview of all aspects of treatment planning,
including the large scale optimization problem, which is
solved for each individual patient based on the geometry
and clinical state of his or her disease. We end with a dis-
cussion of multi-objective optimization, a current research
topic in radiotherapy which addresses the inherent trade-
offs (tumor coverage versus healthy tissue sparing) involved
in radiation delivery.

David Craft
Massachusetts General Hospital
dcraft@PARTNERS.ORG

MS40

Control Policies for Off-Line Adaptive Radiation
Therapy

Optimization-based planning of radiation treatments of-
ten produces sharp dose gradients between tumors and
healthy tissue. Due to random shifts during treatment, sig-
nificant differences between the “optimized” plan and the
actual dose can occur. Radiation is delivered as a series
of small daily fractions, and we exploit the dynamic na-
ture of treatment and information gathering by adapting
the plan to fraction-to-fraction variations measured during
a patient’s treatment course within a DP framework and
using Bayesian updating.

Marina A. Epelman
University of Michigan
Industrial and Operations Engineering
mepelman@umich.edu

Mustafa Sir, Stephen Pollock
Department of Industrial and Operations Engineering
The University of Michigan
msir@umich.edu, pollock@umich.edu

MS40

Optimal Multileaf Collimator Leaf Sequencing in
IMRT Treatment Planning

Optimized intensity profiles should be decomposed into de-
liverable apertures and corresponding intensities so that
total radiation therapy treatment time is minimized. We
develop the first exact algorithm capable of solving real-
world problem instances to optimality (or to within prov-
ably small optimality gaps) within practicable computa-
tional limits, using a combination of integer programming
decomposition and combinatorial search techniques. We
demonstrate the efficacy of our approach on a set of 25
clinical test instances.

Z. Caner Taskin, J. Cole Smith
University of Florida
taskin@ufl.edu, cole@ise.ufl.edu

Edwin Romeijn
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
University of Florida
romeijn@ise.ufl.edu

James F. Dempsey
University of Florida
dempsey@ufl.edu

MS40

Specifying Dose Distribution Requirements for the
Robust IMRT Treatment

Radiation therapy is a dominant modality in treating var-
ious cancers. IMRT, its high-precision counterpart, is a
state-of-the-art tool for this type of treatment. We in-
vestigate the possibility of including the dose distribu-
tion prescription (specified by the so-called dose-volume
histograms) within the robust IMRT treatment planning
framework -the approach that allows to minimize the neg-
ative impact of the inherent uncertainties- and relate this
question to the classical problem of moments.

Yuriy Zinchenko
McMaster University
yzinchen@optserv.cas.mcmaster.ca

MS41

Differential-Geometric Foundations of Eigenvalue
Algorithms

The formulation of the extreme symmetric eigenvalue prob-
lem as an optimization problem on a nonlinear mani-
fold opens avenues for using several recently proposed
differential-geometric optimization methods. We present
a general theory of Newton, trust-region, and conjugate-
gradient methods on Riemannian manifolds, and we show
how these abstract algorithms yield concrete, competitive
numerical algorithms for the symmetric eigenvalue prob-
lems, some of which shed a new light on the convergence
behavior of certain classical algorithms.

Pierre-Antoine Absil
Université catholique de Louvain
Belgium
absil@inma.ucl.ac.be
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MS41

An Implicit Riemannian Trust-Region Method

We propose and analyze an “implicit” trust-region method
in the general setting of Riemannian optimization. The
method is implicit in that the trust-region is defined as a
superlevel set of the ρ ratio of the actual over predicted
decrease in the objective function. This approach replaces
the trust-region heuristic with a meaningful performance
measure and abandons the classical accept/reject mecha-
nism to improve efficiency. The new method inherits the
convergence properties of the generic Riemannian trust-
region method. Improved efficiency is demonstrated on the
problem of computing extreme eigenspaces of a symmetric
definite matrix pencil.

Christopher G. Baker
School of Computational Science
The Florida State University, USA
cbaker@scs.fsu.edu

Pierre-Antoine Absil
Université catholique de Louvain
Belgium
absil@inma.ucl.ac.be

Kyle A. Gallivan
Florida State University
gallivan@scs.fsu.edu

MS41

Direct Search Methods Over Manifolds

We’ll examine how direct search methods can be employed
over manifolds. Our main effort will be devoted to devel-
oping pullback procedures for the C2 and C1 Riemannian
manifold cases using geodesics and the implicit function
function theorem. This allows us to redefine our prob-
lem as an equivalent one in some Euclidean space Rn for
an n-dimensional manifold. Applications to equality con-
strained problems. We’ll also briefly examine the Lipschitz
manifold case.

David W. Dreisigmeyer
LANL
dreisigm@lanl.gov

MS41

Higher-Order Tensors: Best Rank Approximation
Algorithms

Higher-order tensors are generalizations of matrices in the
same way as matrices are generalizations of vectors. They
have various application areas, such as biomedical engi-
neering, image processing, scientific computing, and signal
processing. Contrary to the matrix case, the best rank-
(R1, R2, . . . , RN ) approximation of tensors cannot be ob-
tained in a straightforward way. In this talk, we present
the higher-order orthogonal iterations algorithm and derive
two new algorithms that solve this problem, based on the
trust-region and conjugate gradient methods on manifolds.
We touch on some of the applications.

Mariya Ishteva

K.U.Leuven, ESAT/SCD
Leuven, Belgium
Mariya.Ishteva@esat.kuleuven.be

Lieven De Lathauwer

K.U.Leuven, ESAT/SCD and
Subgroup Science & Technology, Campus Kortrijk
lieven.delathauwer@kuleuven-kortrijk.be

Pierre-Antoine Absil
Université catholique de Louvain
Belgium
absil@inma.ucl.ac.be

Sabine Van Huffel
K.U.Leuven, Belgium
sabine.vanhuffel@esat.kuleuven.be

MS42

Multilevel Semismooth Newton Methods for Elas-
tic Contact Problems

We consider the application of semismooth Newton meth-
ods to the solution of elastic contact problems. We show
that for a regularized problem the convergence is super-
linear. Moreover we present an error estimate depending
on the regularization parameter. We show that multilevel
methods can be applied to solve the semismooth Newton
method and prove mesh-independent convergence of the
multilevel method. Finally, we present numerical results.

Michael Ulbrich
Technical University of Munich
Chair of Mathematical Optimization
mulbrich@ma.tum.de

Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS42

Biofilm Characterization Using Large Scale Opti-
mization

Biofilms occur in aqueous systems ranging from water dis-
tribution networks to human physiology. We use level set
methods driven by convection for the interface transport
and diffusion-reaction dynamics for the nutrient consump-
tion to predict biomass behavior. An inverse problem is
formulated to calibrate initial conditions and reaction co-
efficients by reconciling the differences of experimental ob-
servations and numerical predictions. The implementation
uses C++ abstraction concepts to efficiently implement the
forward and adjoint equations.

Bart G. Van Bloemen Waanders, Judy Hill
Sandia National Laboratories
bartv@sandia.gov, jhill@sandia.gov

Kevin Long
Texas Tech University
kevin.long@ttu.edu

MS42

Solving the Trust-Region Subproblem Using Mul-
tilevel Techniques

We propose a new technique to be used along with multi-
level methods that solves the trust-region subproblem by
applying a multilevel version of the Mor-Sorensen method.
The main advantage of this approach is to be able to find
second-order solutions to the minimization problem for 3D-
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problems and large scale discretizations. We present here
the new method, some numerical results and possible fu-
ture discussions.

Melissa Weber
Uinversity of Namur
Belgium
mwm@math.fundp.ac.be

Dimitri Tomanos
FUNDP
Namur, Belgium
dtom@math.fundp.ac.be

Philippe L. Toint
The University of Namur
Department of Mathematics
philippe.toint@fundp.ac.be

MS42

Adaptive Multilevel Inexact SQP-Methods for
PDE-Constrained Optimization

We present a class of adaptive multilevel inexact SQP-
methods for the solution of optimization problems gov-
erned by nonlinear PDEs. Starting with a coarse FE-
discretization of the underlying optimization problem we
combine an efficient trust-region SQP-method with an im-
plementable adaptive refinement strategy based on esti-
mators. The algorithm uses implementable accuracy re-
quirements for the inexactness in iterative linear equation
solves. We prove global convergence to a first-order opti-
mality point of the infinite-dimensional problem. Numeri-
cal results are presented.

Jan Carsten Ziems
Technische Universität Darmstadt, Department of
Mathematics
Research Group Nonlinear Optimization
ziems@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

Stefan Ulbrich
Technische Universitaet Darmstadt
Fachbereich Mathematik
ulbrich@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS43

PDE-Constrained Optimization Problems and the
Challenge of Finding Good Preconditioners

The nature of the quadratic sub-problems within PDE-
constrained optimization problems means that iterative
methods are frequently used to solve the resulting saddle-
point systems. By exploiting the very specific block struc-
ture for several classes of such problems, we will show that
efficient and effective preconditioners can be formed. The
sensitivity of the quality of the preconditioner with respect
to the regularization parameter in the problem will also be
discussed.

Sue Dollar
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
S.Dollar@rl.ac.uk

Nick Gould
Oxford University
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
nick.gould@comlab.ox.ac.uk

Tyrone Rees, Andy Wathen
Oxford University
tyrone.rees@comlab.ox.ac.uk,
andy.wathen@comlab.ox.ac.uk

MS43

Preconditioned Iterative Methods for Generalized
Saddle Point Problems

We discuss the formulation and analysis of preconditioned
iterative methods for the solution of generalized saddle-
point problems. We focus on those characteristics of
saddle-point problems that are peculiar to interior meth-
ods for general nonlinear optimization, such as inertia de-
tection, approximate preconditioning and the treatment of
inherent ill-conditioning.

Philip E. Gill
University of California, San Diego
Department of Mathematics
pgill@ucsd.edu

MS43

An Overview of Iterative Solvers for Saddle Point
Systems

In this talk I provide an overview of iterative methods for
solving saddle point (KKT) linear systems. We focus on
preconditioned Krylov subspace iterations with block pre-
conditioners. Issues such as how to exploit the structure of
the problem and how to effectively approximate the primal
and dual Schur complements are to be discussed. Spectral
analysis of preconditioned matrices is provided and widely
used preconditioning techniques are described, along with
a few numerical examples.

Chen Greif
University of British Columbia
Canada
greif@cs.ubc.ca

MS43

Preconditioners for Semidefinite Programming

Semidefinite programming has become a valuable paradigm
whose practical impact is mainly limited by the ill-
conditioned large dense systems of linear equations that
arise when implementing primal-dual interior-point meth-
ods. We propose preconditioners for solving these systems
by iterative methods.

Chen Greif
University of British Columbia
Canada
greif@cs.ubc.ca

Ming Gu
University of California, Berkeley
Mathematics Department
mgu@math.berkeley.edu

Michael L. Overton
New York University
Courant Instit. of Math. Sci.
overton@cs.nyu.edu
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MS44

Detection of 16-QAM Signaling in MIMO Channels

We develop a computationally efficient approximation of
the maximum likelihood (ML) detector for 16 quadrature
amplitude modulation in multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) systems. The detector is based on solving a
convex relaxation of the ML problem by an affine-scaling
cyclic Barzila-Borwein method for box constrained relax-
ation problem. Simulation results show that this proposed
approach outperforms the conventional decorrelator detec-
tors. Moreover, the complexity of the proposed approach
is much less than that of other detectors.

Soonchul Park
Kyungpook National University
scp@knu.ac.kr

Hongchao Zhang
University of Minnesota
hozhang@ima.umn.edu

William Hager
University of Florida
hager@math.ufl.edu

Dong-Seog Han
Kyungpook National University
dshan@ee.knu.ac.kr

MS44

An Ellipsoidal Branch and Bound Algorithm for
Global Optimization

A branch and bound algorithm is developed for global op-
timization. Branching in the algorithm is accomplished by
ellipsoidal bisections while bounds are obtained by com-
puting the best linear underestimate for the concave part
of the objective function restricted to an ellipsoid. An it-
erative approach for solving convex relaxations of the orig-
inal problem is developed which is based on successive ball
approximations to the original set. This algorithm is a gen-
eralization an earlier scheme of Lin and Han. Numerical
experiments are reported.

Dzung Phan, William Hager
University of Florida
dungphan@math.ufl.edu, hager@math.ufl.edu

MS44

Multilevel Algorithms For Linear Ordering Prob-
lems

Linear ordering problems appear in many applications of
large sparse matrix computation, VLSI design, biologi-
cal applications, graph drawing, etc. Many heuristic al-
gorithms (e.g., Spectral Sequencing, Optimally Oriented
Decomposition Tree, Multilevel based, Simulated Anneal-
ing, Genetic Hillclimbing, etc.) were developed in order
to achieve near optimal solution. We present a general
framework of linear time multilevel heuristic algorithms
(MA) especially designed for linear ordering problems. We
demonstrate how the building blocks of the general MA
can be used in various ways to make it suitable for solv-
ing different functionals. We show how the bandwidth of a
graph can be approximated by a continuation approach in
which a sequence of minimum p-sum solvers are embedded

with progressively larger p.

Ilya Safro
Argonne National Laboratory
safro@mcs.anl.gov

Dorit Ron, Achi Brandt
The Weizmann Institute of Science
dorit.ron@weizmann.ac.il, achi.brandt@weizmann.ac.il

MS44

Quadratic Programming Techiniques for Graph
Partitioning

In this talk, we are going to present quadratic
programming-based block exchange techniques for graph
partitioning. Our numerical experiments indicate these
techniques may yield a significant improvement in the par-
tition quality.

Hongchao Zhang
University of Minnesota
hozhang@ima.umn.edu

Soonchul Park
Kyungpook National University
scp@knu.ac.kr

William Hager
University of Florida
hager@math.ufl.edu

MS45

CSDP: A Parallel Implementation of a Primal-Dual
Method for SDP.

CSDP is a subroutine library and stand-alone solver for
semidefinite programming problems. CSDP is an open
source software package that has been published through
the COIN-OR repository. This talk will focus on recent im-
provements and future plans for CSDP including CSDP’s
use of OpenMP on shared memory parallel systems. Com-
putational results will be presented.

Brian Borchers
Department of Mathematics
New Mexico Tech
borchers@nmt.edu

MS45

The SDPA Project: Solving Large-Scale Semidefi-
nite Programs

In 1995, we started the SDPA Project aimed for solv-
ing large-scale SDPs with numerical stability and accu-
racy. The SDPA (SemiDefinite Programming Algorithm)
is a C ++ implementation of a Mehrotra-type primal-dual
predictor-corrector interior-point method for solving the
standard form SDP and its dual. In this talk, we show some
special features and future plans of the SDPA Project.

Kaisuki Fujisawa
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering
Chuo University
fujisawa@indsys.chuo-u.ac.jp

Mituhiro Fukuda
Tokyo Institute of Technology
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Global Edge Institute
mituhiro@is.titech.ac.jp

Masakazu Kojima
Tokyo Institute of Technology
kojima@is.titech.ac.jp

Kazuhide Nakata
Tokyo Institute of Technology
Department of Industrial Engineering and Management
knakata@me.titech.ac.jp

Maho Nakata
The Institute of Physical and Chemical Research
maho@riken.jp

Makoto Yamashita
Kanagawa University
Department of Industrial Management and Science
makoto.yamashita@ie.kanagawa-u.ac.jp

MS45

Reimplementing SeDuMi: A Progress Report

SeDuMi was a Matlab based solver for optimization over
symmetric cones. To overcome various difficulties with
Matlab we started to reimplement it using Python in late
2007. In this talk we present our progress about this soft-
ware challenge.

Imre Polik
McMaster University
School of Computational Engineering and Science
imre.polik@gmail.com

Tams Terlaky
McMaster University
terlaky@mcmaster.ca

MS45

Computational Experiences in Solving Large-Scale
SDP

We report our computational experiences on solving large
scale SDPs via a primal-dual interior-point method for
which the linear system at each iteration is solved by a
preconditioned iterative method. We tested our algorithms
on large scale SDPs from relaxation of combinatorial and
distance geometry problems, as well as nearest correlation
matrix problems in statistics. We also discuss the construc-
tion of preconditioners and related computational issues for
the linear systems.

Kim-Chuan Toh
Department of Mathematics and Singapore-MIT Alliance
National University of Singapore
mattohkc@nus.edu.sg

MS46

A Large-Update Infeasible Interior-Point Algo-
rithm Based on the Logarithmic Barrier Function
for Linear Optimization

Recently an O(n) infeasible full-Newton step interior-point
method was presented during which the iterates move in
a small neighborhood (the region of quadratical conver-
gence) of the central path of perturbed problems. We in-

troduce a long-step version of the algorithm. So the iterates
may temporarily get far from the central path of perturbed
problems. Using a few damped centering steps we return
them to the central path corresponding to the new value
of the barrier parameter.

Alireza Asadi
TU Delft
a.asadi@ewi.tudelft.nl

Cornelis Roos
Delft University and Technology
c.roos@tudelft.nl

MS46

A New Search Direction for Self-Dual Embedded
Semidefinite Optimization

In the literature on interior-point methods for semidefinite
optimization, one key point is the need for well defined
search directions, with blocks (in the direction) correspond-
ing to symmetric matrices being symmetric. In the talk,
a new search direction is proposed; the idea underlying
is to force these blocks to be symmetric by using linear
constraints. Primary numerical test shows that to some
extend our new search direction is comparable with the
Nesterov-Todd direction.

Guoyong Gu, Kees Roos
Delft University of Technology
g.gu@tudelft.nl, c.roos@tudelft.nl

MS46

Superlinear Convergence of an Infeasible-Interior-
Point Method for Linear Optimization

Recently a primal-dual infeasible interior-point algorithm
has been proposed for linear optimization that uses only
full Newton steps. The iteration bound of this algorithm
coincides with the best known bound for infeasible interior-
point algorithms. Each iteration of the algorithm consists
of a so-called feasibility step and some (usual) centering
steps. In this paper we present a slightly different algo-
rithm and we prove that the algorithm is Q-superlinearly
convergent, while the complexity is the same as before.

Hossein Mansouri
TU Delft
H.Mansouri@tudelft.nl

Maryam Zangiabadi
Delft University of Technology
m.zangiabadi@tudelft.nl

Cornelis Roos
Delft University and Technology
c.roos@tudelft.nl

MS46

A New Primal-Dual Infeasible Interior-Point Algo-
rithm for Second-Order Cone Optimization

We present a primal-dual infeasible interior-point algo-
rithm for second-order conic optimization. It generalizes
a recently published algorithm for linear optimization. It
is proven that the number of iterations of the algorithm is
bounded by O(Nlog(N/ε), which coincides with the well-
known best iteration bound for such algorithms. Here N
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stands for number of second order cones in the problem
formulation and ε for the desired accuracy.

Maryam Zangiabadi
TU Delft
M.Zangiabadi@tudelft.nl

Hossein Mansouri
Delft University of Technology
H.Mansouri@tudelft.nl

Cornelis Roos
Delft University and Technology
c.roos@tudelft.nl

MS47

Set-Semidefinite Optimization and Its Order Struc-
ture.

We introduce set-semidefinite optimization as a new field of
vector optimization. We study vector-valued optimization
problems having an inequality constraint with a special
partial order in the space of linear maps. This order con-
siders quadratic forms being non-negative on a set K. In
finite dimensions one obtains for K = Rn semidefinite and
for K = Rn

+ copositive optimization problems. For the as-
sociated ordering cone calculation rules, characterizations
and results on the dual and on the interior are presented.

Gabriele Eichfelder
Department of Mathematics
University of Erlangen-Nuernberg
Gabriele.Eichfelder@am.uni-erlangen.de

Johannes Jahn
Department of Mathematics
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
jahn@am.uni-erlangen.de

MS47

Set-Valued Duality in Vector and Set Optimization.

We present a duality scheme for set-valued function that is
based on a new notion of affine minorants. Concepts like
properness, convexity, sublinearity, indicator and support
functions, conjugates, inf-convolution and result like bicon-
jugation and Fenchel–Rockafellar duality theorems are es-
tablished within the new framework. Proofs do not rely on
the corresponding scalar theory, but many results can be
given an equivalent formulation for a family of scalar prob-
lems. We apply the theory to linear vector optimization
problems and to set-valued convex risk measures.

Andreas H. Hamel
Department of Operations Research and Financial
Engineering, Princeton University
ahamel@princeton.edu

MS47

An Existence Result for Equilibrium Problems
With Some Surjectivity Consequences

We present conditions for existence of solutions of equilib-
rium problems, which are sufficient in finite dimensional
spaces, without making any monotonicity assumption on
the bifunction which defines the problem. As a conse-
quence we establish surjectivity of set-valued operators of
the form T + λI, with λ > 0, where T satisfies a property

weaker than monotonicity, which we call pre-monotonicity.
We study next the notion of maximal pre-monotonicity. Fi-
nally we adapt our condition for non-convex optimization
problems, obtaining as a by-product an alternative proof
of Frank-Wolfe’s Theorem.

Alfredo N. Iusem
IMPA, Rio de Janeiro
iusp@impa.br

Wilfredo Sosa
Instituto De Matematica y Ciencias Afines
sosa@uni.edu.pe

MS47

Optimality Conditions, Duality and Penalty Ap-
proach in Set-Semidefinite Optimization

Set-semidefinite optimization is a new unified approach in
vector optimization covering semidefinite and copositive
optimization and optimization with second-order optimal-
ity conditions as constraints. For this general problem class
we give necessary and sufficient optimality conditions as
well as duality results. A penalty approach is presented
for the treatment of the special quadratic constraint aris-
ing in set-semidefinite optimization.

Gabriele Eichfelder, Johannes Jahn
Department of Mathematics
University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Gabriele.Eichfelder@am.uni-erlangen.de,
jahn@am.uni-erlangen.de

MS48

Newton Methods for Generalized Nash Equilib-
rium Problems

In the generalized Nash equilibrium problem both the ob-
jective function and the feasible set of each player may de-
pend on the other players’ strategies. Although this equi-
librium problem is an important modeling tool its use is
limited by its analytical complexity. We therefore consider
several Newton methods, analyze their features and com-
pare their range of applicability. In particular, we address
the issue of the non local uniqueness of the solutions that
can cause severe difficulties.

Andreas Fischer
Dresden University of Technology
Institute of Numerical Mathematics
Andreas.Fischer@tu-dresden.de

Francisco Facchinei
Universita di Roma ”La Sapienza”
Roma, Italy
facchinei@dis.uniroma1.it

Veronica Piccialli
Universita’ di Roma la Sapienza
Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica
piccialli@dis.uniroma1.it

MS48

On the Numerical Performance of an Interior Point
Method for Complementarity Problems

We discuss the numerical performance of a new interior
point method for solving linear complementarity problems.
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The algorithm uses one matrix factorization and m back-
solves at each iteration. Different factorization subroutines
can be chosen in order to take advantage of the structure
of the problem. Numerical results are presented for a large
collection of linear complementarity problems arising in the
simulation of multibody systems with contacts and friction
and in equilibrium problems for energy markets.

Cosmin Petra
University of Maryland Baltimore
Department of Math & Statistis
cpetra1@umbc.edu

MS48

Complementarity Problems over Symmetric Cones

We present a class of interior point methods for solving lin-
ear complementarity problems over symmetric cones. The
methods use adaptive long steps to produce iterates in a
wide neighborhood of the central path. We prove poly-
nomial complexity , and we give sufficient conditions un-
der which the duality gap converges superlinearly to zero.
We also describe two large scale practical applications in-
volving direct products of second order cones and cones of
positive semidefinite matrices.

Florian A. Potra
University of Maryland Baltimore County
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
potra@math.umbc.edu

MS48

Homogeneous Algorithms for Monotone Conic
Complementarity Problems

For monotone conic complementarity problems, a homoge-
neous model has been proposed for which a bounded path
having a trivial starting point exists: if the problem is solv-
able then it gives us a solution, if the problem is strongly
infeasible, then it gives us a certificate proving infeasibil-
ity. We describe a class of algorithms for tracing the path
above. For linear problems, polynomial iteration complex-
ity bounds of the algorithms are derived.

Akiko Yoshise
University of Tsukuba
raduate School of Systems and Information Engineering
yoshise@sk.tsukuba.ac.jp

MS49

The DAKOTA Toolkit for Parallel Optimization
and Uncerainty Analysis

DAKOTA is a Sandia National Laboratories toolkit for
optimization, uncertainty quantification, and sensitivity
analysis with large-scale computational models. Through
strategies, its algorithms may be combined with each other
and/or with global or local surrogate models. I will sur-
vey the DAKOTA framework, including available methods,
modes of parallelism, and design abstractions. Examples
including surrogate-based optimization, optimization un-
der uncertainty, and efficient global reliability assessment
will illustrate benefits of hybrid methods. DAKOTA is
freely available from http://www.cs.sandia.gov/DAKOTA.

Brian M. Adams
Sandia National Laboratories
Optimization/Uncertainty Estimation
briadam@sandia.gov

MS49

Computing Architectures for Design Space Explo-
ration Methods

Over the last few years great progress has been made in
design space exploration methods. These methods have
in common that they generally address problems involving
long running computer codes. They can try to provide
an understanding of the relationship between inputs and
outputs, perform single- or multi-objective optimizations,
or design under uncertainty. To successfully apply these
methods appropriate architectures are needed. This talk
will provide an overview of such architectures.

Joerg M. Gablonsky
Mathematics & Engineering Analysis
Phantom Works - The Boeing Company
Joerg.M.Gablonsky@boeing.com

MS49

The Acro/COLIN Framework: Developing Flex-
ible Optimization Interfaces for Parallel, Hybrid,
and Dynamically-Configured Algorithms

Most optimization programming interfaces force both the
application and the algorithm to use common data types
and common optimization problem models (e.g. MINLP).
In contrast, the Acro/COLIN framework decouples data
type dependence between application and algorithm, sup-
ports extensible problem representations, and facilitates
the rapid construction of hybrid algorithms. We will
present an overview of the core capabilities of Acro/COLIN
and its application to the development of Agent-based
Optimization, a hybrid asynchronous optimization meta-
algorithm.

William E. Hart
Sandia National Laboratories
Discrete Mathematics and Complex Systems
wehart@sandia.gov

John D. Siirola
Sandia National Laboratories
Exploratory Simulation Technologies
jdsiiro@sandia.gov

MS49

Manifold-Based Learning and Search Techniques
for Semi-Interactive Global Optimization

Recent experimental evidence indicates high-quality solu-
tions to global optimization problems can reside on low-
dimensional non-linear manifolds. The existence of such
manifolds has key implications for the design of both
automated and semi-interactive global optimization algo-
rithms. We discuss techniques for identifying such mani-
folds on standard benchmark problems, surrogate search
algorithms based on the resulting manifolds, and semi-
interactive search driven by human manifold analysis.

Jean-Paul Watson
Sandia National Laboratories
Discrete Math and Complex Systems
jwatson@sandia.gov

MS50

An Optimization Approach for Generating Se-
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quences of Radiotherapy Treatment Plans

A method for generating sequences of intensity-modulated
radiotherapy treatment plans is presented. The goal is to
support the physician in finding a sound trade-off between
plan quality and treatment complexity. The method is in-
fluenced by column generation approaches and alternates
between solving a nonlinear problem and a restricted con-
vex problem. Similarities between the proposed method
and the conjugate-gradient method for convex quadratic
programming problems are discussed. Results on clinical
cases are presented as well.

Fredrik Carlsson
Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
fcar@kth.se

MS50

Blending Mathematics, Computation and Physics
into a Treatment Planning System

Optimally designing radiotherapy treatments is a popu-
lar and meaningful area of research, but the community
lacks a complete open-source treatment system that can
accommodate head-to-head comparisons of varying tech-
niques. We will discuss the design and implementation of
a research oriented treatment design system that begins
with a patient’s geometry and prescription and ends with
a treatment tailored to the treatment paradigm. To facil-
itate broad testing of individual steps within the process,
the system is built in modules that can be substituted with
competing techniques.

Allen Holder
Department of Mathmatics
Trinity University
aholder@trinity.edu

Arthur Hanna
St. Mary’s University - Texas
Department of Computer Science
ahanna@stmarytx.edu

Paul Uhlig
St. Mary’s University - Texas
Department of Mathematics
mathpaul@stmarytx.edu

MS50

Large-Scale Optimization Strageties for Optimal
Cancer Treatment Design

Treatment planning for radiation therapy is inherently
complex due to the number of input parameters involved.
The complexity is amplified by the uncertainty of target
shapes due to organ motion, by dose estimation, by avail-
ability of biological information, and by competing multi-
ple clinical objectives within the planning procedure. In
this talk, we describe some of our experience in cancer
treatment design related to these issues. Various optimiza-
tion methods will be contrasted, and computational chal-
lenges will be discussed. This work is joint with medical
researchers from Washington University St. Louis.

Eva K. Lee
Georgia Inst of Technology
Sch of Ind & Systems Eng
evakylee@isye.gatech.edu

MS50

Optimization of Image Guided Radiation Therapy

Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy (IMRT) treat-
ments are typically delivered in daily fractions rather than
a single session. Recent developments in Image Guided Ra-
diation Therapy (IGRT) are promising to provide dynamic
information about the state of the tumor. This presenta-
tion discusses optimization models that update the plan
after every fraction and achieve the best IMRT design for
both fraction and overall treatment with the aim of cap-
turing the changes in tumor position and the shape.

Ronald L. Rardin, Seda Gumruksu
University of Arkansas
rrardin@uark.edu, sgmr@uark.edu

Mark Langer
Indiana University School of Medecine
Indianapolis, IN
mlanger@iupui.edu

MS51

Provably Optimal Solutions to Geometric Vision
Problems

In the past, the main methods for solving problems in
Multiview Vision Geometry have been iterative techniques,
which may suffer from falling into local minima, and trou-
ble with convergence. Recent research has turned to find-
ing guaranteed globally optimal solutions to such problems.
Techniques include quasi-convex optimization, Second Or-
der Cone Programming, Branch-and-bound techniques and
fractional programming, solving many of the common vi-
sion geometry problems. In this talk, we address problems
such as essential-matrix estimation, many-view triangula-
tion and motion of a vehicle with rigidly placed cameras.
We provide optimal solutions, (in L2 or L-infinity norm)
where no such solution existed previously (as of 2007).

Richard I. Hartley
The Australian National University
Canberra, Australia
Richard.Hartley@anu.edu.au

Fredrik Kahl
University of Lund
Sweden
fredrik@maths.lth.se

MS51

Invariance Properties of Newton-Type Methods on
Reductive Homogeneous Spaces

Newton-type methods on differentiable manifolds became
recently very popular, from a theoretical and from an ap-
plication point of view as well. We discuss invariance prop-
erties for these methods on a very rich class of smooth man-
ifolds, namely reductive homogeneous spaces. The invari-
ance properties we present are a generalisation of the well
known affine invariance properties of Newton’s method on
Euclidean spaces. A few examples from signal processing
and computer vision are given to explain the details.

Knut Hueper
NICTA Canberra Research Laboratory
Canberra, Australia
knut.hueper@nicta.com.au
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Jochen Trumpf
The Australian National Univ.
and National ICT Australia Ltd
jochen.trumpf@anu.edu.au

MS51

Local Convergence Properties of Conjugate Gradi-
ent Methods on Manifolds

The local convergence properties of conjugate gradient
methods on smooth manifolds are usually harder to anal-
yse than their counterpart on vector spaces. We present
recent results in this direction, exemplified by implemen-
tations of the CG method in the area of signal processing,
namely simultaneous diagonalisation of several covariance
matrices.

Martin Kleinsteuber
Math. Institute, University Wuerzburg
Germany
kleinsteuber@mathematik.uni-wuerzburg.de

Knut Hueper
National ICT Australia Ltd
Knut.Hueper@nicta.com.au

MS51

The Basis Partition of the Space of Linear Pro-
grams

We consider the space of all linear programs with n non-
negative variables and m equality constraints. Each linear
program (LP) is associated with a basis (a basis is a subset
of indices 1,2,,n), in the sense that the limit of the central
path of the LP, which is an optimal solution of the LP, cor-
responds to a unique basis. There are only a finite number
of bases. Thus, the space of linear programs (SLP) can be
partitioned into a finite number of sets S1, S2, , Sk, each
set containing all LPs which are associated with a common
basis, (so called the basis partition). If this partition of the
SLP can be explicitly characterized, then we can solve any
set of (infinitely many) linear programs, e.g. a parametric
LP, in the closed form. A novel tool for characterizing this
partition of the SLP is presented as follows. Relating to
the central path, there exists a universal ordinary differen-
tial equation M’=h(M) defined on projection matrices M.
For any LP, one can define a projection matrix, starting
from which the solution of M’=h(M) converges to a limit
projection matrix which can determine the optimal basis of
the LP. This establishes a corresponding partition on the
space of projection matrices, denoted by G. G is the well-
known Grassmann manifold. With the help of the vector
field h(M) on the Grassmann manifold G, it is promising
to discover full characterization of the partition of the SLP.
We will present some properties related to the SLP found
so far. Full structure of the basis partition of SLP is still
awaiting an exploration.

Gongyun Zhao
Department of Mathematics
National University of Singapore
matzgy@nus.edu.sg

MS52

Multi-Secant Equations, Approximate Invariant
Subspaces and Multigrid Optimization

New approximate secant equations are shown to result from

the knowledge of (problem dependent) invariant subspace
information, which in turn suggests improvements in quasi-
Newton methods for unconstrained minimization. It is also
shown that this type of information may often be extracted
from the multigrid structure of discretized infinite dimen-
sional problems. A new limited-memory BFGS using ap-
proximate secant equations is then derived and its encour-
aging behaviour illustrated on a small collection of multi-
level optimization examples. The smoothing properties of
this algorithm are considered next, and automatic genera-
tion of approximate eigenvalue information demonstrated.
The use of this information for improving algorithmic per-
formance is finally investigated on the same multilevel ex-
amples.

Serge Gratton
CNES
serge.gratton@cnes.fr

Philippe L. Toint
The University of Namur
Department of Mathematics
philippe.toint@fundp.ac.be

MS52

Control Constrained Optimal Control of Time-
Dependent Convection Diffusion by the Discon-
tinuous Galerkin Method dg(1) in Time and
SDFE(streamline Diffusion Finite Element) Dis-
cretization in Space

We consider optimal control of (time–dependent) convec-
tion diffusion equations. To discretize the optimal control
problem we use the variational discrete concept proposed in
[?]. In this approach the cost functional is approximated by
a sequence of functionals which are obtained by discretizing
the state equation with the help of a dg(1) discretization
in time and SDFE discretization in space. The control
variable is not discretized. Error bounds for control and
state are obtained both in two and three space dimensions.
The numerical implementation of a semi–smooth Newton
method for the variational–discretized problem is described
in detail. Finally, we present numerical experiments which
confirm our analytical findings.

Bulent Karasozen
Middle East Technical University
Turkey
bulent@metu.edu.tr

Michael Hinze
Department of Mathematics
University of Hamburg
michael.hinze@uni-hamburg.de

Morton Vierling
University of Hamburg
vierling@math.uni-hamburg.de

Songul Kaya Merdan
Middle East Technical University Ankara
smerdan@metu.edu.tr

Hamdullah Yücel
Institute of Applied Mathematics
Middle East Technical University
e132741@metu.edu.tr
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MS52

A Multilevel Adaptive Cubic Overestimation Tech-
nique

C. Cartis, N. Gould and Ph. Toint have recently proposed
a new algorithm for unconstrained nonlinear optimization
where a cubic model of the objective function is contructed
at each iteration. The model cubic term is then updated
using a ”trust-region radius update”-like process. In this
talk, we present the application of the multilevel philosophy
to this method, some numerical results and possible future
discussions.

Dimitri Tomanos
University of Namur
Belgium
dimitri.tomanos@fundp.ac.be

MS52

Multilevel Trust-Region Methods for Bound-
Constrained Optimization

We present a globally convergent multilevel trust-region
method for large-scale bound-constrained optimization
problems. The method relies on a coarse-to-fine hierar-
chy of objective functions. This setting arises, e.g., when
infinite-dimensional optimization problems are discretized
at different scales. The algorithm uses the coarser versions
to generate steps in a way similar to the full approximation
multigrid scheme. The bound constraints are handled by
an active-set strategy and by a natural feasibility condition
on lower levels.

Boris von Loesch
Technical University of Munich
vloesch@ma.tum.de

Michael Ulbrich
Technical University of Munich
Chair of Mathematical Optimization
mulbrich@ma.tum.de

MS53

Uncertainty Quantification in PDE-Based Inverse
Problems

The structure of many PDE-based inverse problems per-
mits very fast solution and very cheap approximation of
the Hessian of the misfit via inexact Newton-CG meth-
ods (where ”fast” and ”cheap” mean at a cost of a con-
stant number of forward solutions). The connection for
the linear/Gaussian case between minimization of regular-
ized least squares misfit functions and full Bayesian inverse
solution underscores the role of fast optimization methods
in uncertainty quantification. We discuss some preliminary
ideas on how such such structure-exploiting techniques can
be brought to bear on Bayesian analysis of nonlinear/non-
Gaussian inverse problems. Examples from state estima-
tion for advective-diffusive transport and parameter esti-
mation for wave propagation are used to illustrate the main
ideas.

Omar Ghattas
University of Texas at Austin
omar@ices.utexas.edu

MS53

Optimal Control of the Thermistor Problem

The presented talk deals with the optimal control of the
thermistor problem that models the conductive heat trans-
fer in a conductor produced by an electric current. This
leads to a quasi-linear system of partial differential equa-
tions (PDEs) with mixed boundary conditions. A possible
application for this coupled system of PDEs is the hard-
ening of steel workpieces via the Joule effect. However,
for practical applications, it is necessary to obey pointwise
state constraints that guarantee that the melting temper-
ature is not exceeded. This kind of constraints is known
to be numerically and theoretically challenging to handle
since continuity of the state is required and the associated
multipliers are only measures in general. Using maximum
parabolic and elliptic regularity results, we establish conti-
nuity of the state and existence for solutions of the adjoint
equation which leads to first-order necessary conditions.
The problem is solved numerically by means of a Moreau-
Yosida type regularizaton of the state constraints. The
feasibility of this approach is afterwards demonstrated by
the example of hardening a gear rack.
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MS53

On an ODE-PDE Constrained Optimal Control
Problem with Applications to Hypersonic Flight
Under Heat Load Constraints

During ascent and reentry of a hypersonic space vehicle
into the atmosphere of any heavenly body, the space vehi-
cle is subjected to extreme aerothermic loads. Therefore an
efficient, sophisticated and lightweight thermal protection
system is determinative for the success of the entire mis-
sion. For a deeper understanding of the conductive, con-
vective and radiative heating effects through a thermal pro-
tection system, a mathematical model is investigated which
is given by an optimal control problem subject to not only
the usual dynamic equations of motion and suitable control
and state variable inequality constraints for the ODE part
of the problem, but also subject to an instationary quasi-
linear heat equation with nonlinear boundary conditions
and a state constraint, forming the PDE part of the prob-
lem. By this model the temperature of the heat shield can
be limited in certain critical regions. The resulting ODE-
PDE constrained optimal control problem is, because of its
complexity, solved by the approach First discretize, then
optimize. The discretization scheme used is a second-order
finite-volume scheme in space for the semi-discretization of
the quasi-linear parabolic partial differential equation in its
space variables. This yields a large scale nonlinear ODE
constrained optimal control problem with multiple state
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and/or control variable inequality constraints, in particu-
lar for the limitation of the heat load. This problem is
also solved by the approach First discretize, then optimize
and ends in a large scale non-linear programming prob-
lem. Numerical results are presented. They show, that the
aerothermic load and the fuel loss can be considerably re-
duced by optimization. Some theoretical light on this prob-
lem is given by the investigation of an academic problem of
an equivalent structure, which is based on the well-known
classical harmonic oscillator problem, which has illustrated
the development of the maximum principle and therefore
is called the hypersonic oscillator.
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MS53

Optimization Methods for Some Problems in Fi-
nance

In this talk we consider several aspects of optimization
problems in finance from a numerical point of view. In par-
ticular we investigate the use of optimization methods for
calibration problems and their relation to nonlinear least
squares problems. These problems are formulated as PDE-
constrained optimization problems as well as optimization
problems with SDE-constraints. We discuss the numerical
solution and the use of adjoint variables in this context.
We apply these techniques to some calibration problems
for standard and nonstandard models for the pricing of
options.

Ekkehard W. Sachs
University of Trier
Virginia Tech
sachs@uni-trier.de

MS54

Obtaining Optimal k-Cardinality Trees Fast

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) with edge weights
and a positive integer number k, the k-Cardinality Tree
problem is to find a subtree T of G with exactly k edges
and the minimum possible weight. Many algorithms have
been proposed to solve this NP-hard problem, resulting
in mainly heuristic and metaheuristic approaches. In this
paper we present an exact ILP-based algorithm using di-
rected cuts. We mathematically compare the strength of
our formulation to the previously known ILP formulations
of this problem, and give an extensive study on the al-
gorithm’s practical performance compared to the state-of-
the-art metaheuristics. In contrast to the widespread as-
sumption that such a problem cannot be efficiently tackled
by exact algorithms for medium and large graphs (between
200 and 5000 nodes), our results show that our algorithm
not only has the advantage of proving the optimality of the
computed solution, but also often outperforms the meta-

heuristic approaches in terms of running time.
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MS54

Strong Formulations for 2-Node-Connected Steiner
Network Problems

We consider a survivable network design problem known
as the 2-Node-Connected Steiner Network Problem
(2NCON): we are given a weighted undirected graph with
a node partition into two sets of customer nodes and one
set of Steiner nodes. We ask for the minimum weight con-
nected subgraph containing all customer nodes, in which
the nodes of the second customer set are nodewise 2-
connected. This problem class has received lively atten-
tion in the past, especially with regard to exact ILP for-
mulations and their polyhedral properties. In this talk,
we present a transformation of this problem into a related
problem considering directed graphs and use this to estab-
lish two novel ILP formulations to solve 2NCON, based on
multi-commodity flow and on directed cuts, respectively.
We prove the advantages of our formulations and com-
pare both approaches theoretically as well as experimen-
tally. Thereby we solve instances with up to 1600 nodes to
provable optimality.
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MS54

Multi-Period Traffic Routing in Satellite Networks

We introduce a traffic routing problem over an extended
planning horizon that appears in geosynchronous satellite
networks. Unlike terrestrial networks, routing on a satel-
lite network is not transparent to the customers. As a
result, a route change is associated with significant mone-
tary penalties that are usually in the form of discounts (up
to 40%) offered by the satellite provider to the customer
that is affected. The notion of these re-routing penalties
requires the network planners to look at routing decisions
over multiple time periods and introduces novel challenges
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that have not been considered previously in the literature.
We develop a branch-and-price-and-cut procedure to solve
both the deterministic and stochastic version of this prob-
lem and describe an algorithm for the associated pricing
problem. Computational work will be discussed.
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MS54

Approaches for a Single-Source Network Design
Problem

Let us consider a network G=(N,A) where a node is a
source and some others are destinations. Each arc is re-
lated to a set of cables, and these cables are sorted in
types according to capacities. A cable type can only be
used for an arc if all the precedence types have also been
used for this arc. The problem is to decide the cables to
install in each arc to guarantee serving the demands of all
destinations from the source at minimum cost. We an-
alyze and compare different flow formulations and their
flow-projected formulations. We also discuss the variant
where the solution must be a tree.
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MS55

New Worst Cases for Polynomial Optimization Via
Group-Invariant SDPs

This talk presents the first unrestricted family of poly-
nomials which are non-negative but not sums-of squares.
The presented construction demonstrates the use of group-
representation theory in semi-definite programs (SDP) re-
sulting from polynomial optimization problems. Surprising
at first sight only, not every non-negative (PSD) polyno-
mial is a sum of squares (SOS) of other polynomials. The
relation between PSD and SOS polynomials is far from be-
ing only a historically challenging topic; the hardness of
polynomial optimization actually comes in via the differ-
ence between the two. But although there are (provably)
many polynomials which are PSD but not SOS, few are
currently known. The talk presents a family of PSD poly-
nomials which are not SOS, encompassing all previously
known examples. Moreover, the construction presented in
the talk may serve as an explicit example of the use of

group-representation theory in order to reduce the size of
SDPs.

Hartwig Bosse
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MS55

Properties of Symmetry Reduction for Semidefi-
nite Programs

In this talk we consider the mathematical properties of
certain symmetry reductions for semidefinite programs
(SDP’s), where the SDP data matrices lie in some matrix
algebra. We generalize the so-called regular *-reduction
technique to this setting, and provide some examples to
illustrate the procedure. We also compare various other
reduction techniques from the recent literature to the reg-
ular *-reduction.
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Exploiting Group Symmetry in SDP Relaxation of
the QAP

The Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) contains the
traveling salesman problem as a special case and even small
instances are notoriously difficult to solve in practice. In
this talk we consider semidefinite programming relaxations
of the QAP, and show how to exploit algebraic symmetry of
the data matrices when present, in order to greatly reduce
the size of the relaxations. This approach has allowed us
to compute the best known bounds for several instances
from QAPLIB.

Renata Sotirov, Etienne De Klerk
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Lower Bounds for Measurable Chromatic Numbers

The chromatic number of n-dimensional Euclidean space is
the minimum number of colors needed to color all points so
that no two at unit distance get the same color. One speaks
of the measurable chromatic number when the color classes
are measurable. Finding the (measurable) chromatic num-
ber of the plane is a famous open problem. Using a gen-
eralization of Lovasz theta-function and basic tools from
functional analysis we obtain new lower bounds in several
dimensions.
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MS56

YAS: An Open-source C++ Platform for Rapid
IPM Development with SMP

We present an object-oriented open-source platform YAS
(Yet Another Solver) for rapid porting, prototyping and
development of interior-point method algorithms in C++,
targeted for SMP architecture – symmetric multiprocess-
ing with multiple CPUs sharing a common memory. YAS
is particularly designed to allow easy extensions of IPM be-
yond the symmetric cone programming, e.g., p-norm cones,
and the underlying direct linear algebra solvers, e.g., PCG.
To achieve near-peak CPU performance, YAS provides a
transparent interface between pre-tuned BLAS libraries,
such as Intel MKL, AMD ACML and ATLAS. To take
the advantage of some common features of IPM and the
linear algebra, special objects are introduced. Currently
within the platform, basic primal short-step, long-step,
predictor-corrector, and Nesterovs asymmetric primal-dual
predictor-corrector methods are implemented. YAS pro-
vides SeDuMi-like data input interface for MATLAB and
Octave, with the capability of building standalone appli-
cations. In addition, for SDP YAS allows specification of
matrix-pencils in their native form.
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MS56

Criss-Cross Algorithm for General Linear Compla-
mentarity Problem

Fukuda and Terlaky (1992) worked out some connections
between Linear Complementarity Problems (LCP) and
Oriented Matroids. In their paper they introduced dual
problem and proved a Farkas-type alternative theorem. Up
to our best knowledge, this is the first paper in which alter-
native theorem for LCP has been stated and proved. (Their
result was called duality theorem by them; however we feel
that the alternative theorem for LCP is better name for
their result.) Den Hertog, Roos and Terlaky (1993) proved
that the minimal index criss-cross algorithm for Linear
Complementarity Problem (LCP) is finite if the matrix of
the problem is sufficient. Fukuda, Namiki and Tamura
(1998) applying the concept of EP-theorem introduced by
Cameron and Edmonds (1990) for the LCP problems given
by rational data, modified the minimal index criss-cross
algorithm in such a way that they either solve the primal
LCP, or the dual LCP or give a polynomial size certifi-
cate that the matrix is not sufficient. In this talk we show
that the minimal index rule can be replaced by the last-in-
first-out (LIFO) and most-often-selected-variable (MOSV)
rules and still to prove the finiteness of the criss-cross al-
gorithm. Similar modifications that Fukuda, Namiki and

Tamura used in their paper, enables us to generalize our
finite variants of the criss-cross method for general LCP
problems and to solve those in the sense of the correspond-
ing EP-theorem. Technically, we need to assign label to
each variable and update the vector formed from the la-
bels according to the pivot rule. The vector formed from
the labels play an important role in proving the finiteness of
the criss-cross algorithm. Further generalization of the be-
haviour of these pivot rules (minimal index, LIFO, MOSV)
led to the definition of the class of s-monotone pivot rules
and the related results.
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MS56

Interior Point Algorithms for General Linear Com-
plementarity Problems

The LCPs are usually NP-hard problems. The largest ma-
trix class where the interior point algorithms (IPM) are
polynomial is the class of P∗(κ)-matrices. We modify the
IPMs such that either solve LCPs or give a certificate that
proves the matrix does not belong into the class of P∗(κ)-
matrices, or show the unsolvability of the LCP. The mod-
ified algorithm is still polynomial, but does not give in all
cases a solution for solvable LCPs.
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Improved Approximation Bound for Quadratic
Optimization Problems with Orthogonality Con-
straints

In this talk we consider approximation algorithms for
a class of quadratic optimization problems that contain
orthogonality constraints, i.e. constraints of the form
XTX = I, where X ∈ Rm×n is the optimization variable.
Such class of problems, which we denote by (QP-OC), is
quite general and captures several well-studied problems in
the literature as special cases. In a recent work, Nemirovski
[Math. Prog. 109:283-317, 2007] gave the first non-trivial

approximation algorithm for (QP-OC). His algorithm is
based on semidefinite programming and has an approxima-
tion guarantee of O((m+n)1/3). We improve upon this re-
sult by providing the first logarithmic approximation guar-
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antee for (QP-OC). Specifically, we show that (QP-OC)
can be approximated to within a factor of O(ln maxm,n).
The main technical tool used in the analysis is a concen-
tration inequality for the spectral norm of a sum of cer-
tain random matrices, which we develop using tools from
functional analysis. Such inequality also has ramifications
in the design of so-called safe tractable approximations of
chance constrained optimization problems. In particular,
we use it to improve a recent result of Ben-Tal and Ne-
mirovski [Manuscript, 2007] on certain chance constrained
linear matrix inequality systems.
Anthony Man-Cho So
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Approximate Solutions in Vector Optimization

In vector optimization there are different kinds of approxi-
mate solutions. Thus, in the literature we can find Loridan-
Kutateladze approximate solutions [2,3], Tanaka approxi-
mate solutions [4] and Bonnel approximate solutions [1].
It will be shown that in general these concepts are not
equivalent. However, under some suitable hypothesis, we
will present some connections between the asymptotical be-
haviour of sequences of such approximate solutions. Ref-
erences [1] S.Bolintineanu (H.Bonnel), Vector variational
principles; ”epsilon-efficiency and scalar stationarity,” J.
Convex Anal., Vol. 8, pp. 71-85, 2001. [2] S.S.Kutateladze,
Convex epsilon-programming,” Sov.Math.Dokl., Vol. 20,
pp. 391-393, 1979. [3] P. Loridan, ”epsilon-Solutions in
vector minimization problems,” J. Optim Theory Appl.,
Vol. 43, pp. 265-276, 1984. [4] T.Tanaka, A new ap-
proach to approximation of solutions in vector optimiza-
tion problems,” in M. Fushini, K. Tone (eds.) Proceedings
of APORS 1994, pp. 497-504, World Scientific, Singapore,
1995.
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A Set-Valued Approach to Duality in Vector Opti-
mization and Applications.

We show that the theory of Multiple Objective Program-
ming (MOP) can be described quite analogously to Single
Objective Programming, when it is considered in a set-
valued framework. This approach leads to a new duality
theory for MOP. For the linear case we present an inter-
pretation of the duality theory which is closely related to
the classical idea of ”duality of polytopes”. As an appli-
cation we present an algorithm for solving linear multiple
objective problems.
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Multicriteria Optimization in Medical Engineering

Multicriteria optimization problems often arise in medical
engineering research. We investigate two nonlinear prob-
lems from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and parti-
cle therapy. In case of MRI, homogeneity of the B1-field
and patient exposure were optimized simultanously with a
very large number of constraints, whereas for particle ther-
apy we had several highly nonlinear criteria on ion optics.
These problems were solved with a constraint method. We
show their special challenges and present numerical results.
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Lipschitz Properties of the Scalarization Function
and Applications.

The scalarization functions were used in vector optimiza-
tion for a long period. Similar functions were introduced
and used in economics under the name of shortage function
or in mathematical finance under the name of (convex or
coherent) measures of risk. The main aim of this talk is to
study Lipschitz continuity properties of such functions and
to give some applications for deriving necessary optimal-
ity conditions for vector optimization problems using the
Mordukhovich subdifferential.
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Large Scale Cone Complementarity Problems for
Rigid Body Dynamics with Contact and Friction

We present a class of iterative methods to solve the cone
complementarity subproblems that appear in the simula-
tion of nonsmooth rigid body dynamics with contact and
friction. We prove that the method is globally convergent.
Through numerical experiments, we demonstrate that the
method scales linearly with with an increasing size of the
problem up to millions of vatiables and show that it is very
competitive for the simulation of granular flow dynamics.
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Adjoint Sensitivity Analysis of Hybrid Dis-
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crete/Continuous Systems

We present a general framework for adjoint sensitivity anal-
ysis of a broad class of hybrid discrete/continuous systems
described, in their continuous regime, by differential alge-
braic equation (DAE) systems. This works extend existing
results on forward sensitivity analysis of such systems by:
(a) considering Hessenberg index-2 DAEs, besides ODE
and index-1 DAEs’ (b) including the analysis of systems
with “memory”, that is systems whose dynamics depend
on the states (and possibly the state derivatives) at the last
transition time, where a discrete event occurred; and (c)
providing the analysis for adjoint sensitivity analysis, in-
cluding the derivation of the appropriate adjoint systems,
the equations for the transfer of adjoint variables at transi-
tion points, and the resulting sensitivity of the quantity of
interest. We provide several illustrative examples, includ-
ing a more complex model from structural dynamics which
uses a hybrid plasticity constitutive material law.
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An Algorithm for Finding Equilibria of Stochastic
Games

The talk discusses a hybrid algorithm for finding Nash equi-
libria of stochastic games. The algorithm combines pro-
jected dynamical systems with an interior point method
for solving MPEC’s. Global convergence results and nu-
merical results will be discussed.
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Uniqueness of Solutions for Differential Variational
Inequalities

Differential variational inequalities are differential equa-
tions where the right-hand side is determined (in part) by
the solutions of variational inequalities. Here we consider
linear differential equations with a variational inequality of
the form

dx

dt
(t) = Ax+B u(t), x(t0) = x0,

u(t) ∈ K for all t,

0 ≤ (w − u(t))T (Cx(t) + g(t)) for all t.

It has recently been shown that solutions exist if CB is pos-
itive definite, but uniqueness has only be shown in general
if CB is also symmetric. Examples of non-uniqueness are
demonstrated, and examples of non-symmetric CB giving
uniqueness are shown. Open questions regarding unique-
ness are mentioned along with applications of this result.
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MS59

Recent Numerical Experiences With Large Scale
Groundwater Management

Groundwater management models couple complex ground-
water simulation models with optimization techniques.
Groundwater simulation models with large spatial domains
and long time horizons can present special challenges for
successful optimization, even when groundwater flow is the
only state under consideration. In this talk, a number of
case studies are reviewed highlighting numerical and algo-
rithmic issues that arise in solving large scale groundwater
management problems.
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Derivative-Free Benchmarking Problems from Wa-
ter Resources Management

We present a set of problems from hydrology used to com-
pare derivative-free optimization algorithms. We describe
the applications, various simulation-based problem formu-
lations, and show comparison results obtained with a va-
riety of methods including implicit filtering, several im-
plementations of pattern search, a genetic algorithm, DI-
RECT, and surrogate model approaches. Finally, we pro-
vide information about downloading the test problems for
the application, testing, and comparison of other applica-
ble optimization algorithms.
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Clarkson University
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A Modified Simulated Annealing Approach for
Solving Constrained Optimal Groundwater

Determining an optimal pump and treat groundwater re-
mediation design subject to constraints defined by maxi-
mal concentrations of contamination requires finding the
solution to a linear optimization problem bounded by non-
linear constraints. Because parameters defining the prop-
erties of groundwater flow are uncertain, a multiscenario
approach is taken to include the uncertainty in the model
design. When this is done, the objective function, as well
as the constraints, are nonlinear and finding a solution to
this optimization problem requires the use of an efficient
algorithm that avoids unnecessarily calling the flow and
transport numerical model. By combining features of a
simulated annealing algorithm with a gradient method, a
solution to this optimization problem is determined. The
method that is presented in this talk is one that dynam-
ically changes as the search algorithm moves through the
feasible region, thereby taking into consideration elements
such as the approximate gradient of the objective function
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and the proximity to the boundary of the feasible region.
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POD Calibration for Groundwater Models in ADH

We are solving inverse problems in groundwater modeling.
Given values of hydraulic head at discrete locations, we
seek to approximate values of hydraulic conductivity for
the entire field. We are using ADH, a finite element code
developed at the Coastal and Hydraulics Lab in Vicksburg,
MS. When using ADH to model large, complex groundwa-
ter behavior – for instance the entire state of Florida – ex-
treme run-times prohibit the frequent function calls needed
for parameter estimation. Proper Orthogonal Decomposi-
tion (POD) is a method to reduce the size of the problem
to calibrate ADH, reducing the number of full function
calls needed. We will introduce the problem, discuss POD
and how it is used for steady-state problems, and demon-
strate the accuracy of the POD solution compared to the
full ADH solution.

Corey Winton
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MS60

On Solving the Newton Equation System Within
Interior-Point Methods for Linear and Conic Opti-
mization Problems.

The purpose of this talk is to review the methods em-
ployed to solve the Newton equation system arising within
interior-point methods for linear and conic optimization
problems. The focus will be on the methods employed
in commercial software such as MOSEK. Finally, we will
present computational statistics detailing where time is
spent when solving the Newton equation system. More-
over, we hope to comment on whether indirect methods
such as conjugate-gradient-based methods could be more
efficient than direct methods for solving the Newton equa-
tion system.
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Large-Scale Eigenvalue Problems, Trust Regions
and Regularization

We consider large eigenvalue problems for matrices of the
form

B =

(
α gT

g H

)

where H is an n× n real symmetric matrix, g is an n× 1
real vector, and α is a scalar. Such problems arise, for
example, in the context of methods for trust-region sub-
problems and regularization. We describe the eigenvalue

problem, discuss its connection with the underlying op-
timization problem, and compare matrix-free approaches
such as the Implicitly Restarted Lanczos and the Jacobi-
Davidson Methods on large trust-region and regularization
problems.
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Methods for Large-Scale Eigenvalue Problems in
Optimization

We review computational methods for large-scale eigen-
value problems and offer suggestions for some problems of
this type arising in optimization.
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IDR(s): A New Family of Efficient Algorithms for
Large Nonsymmetric Linear Systems

We present a new family of limited-memory iterative meth-
ods for solving nonsymmetric systems of linear equations.
Our technique is a generalisation of the IDR algorithm of
Sonneveld. We describe the methods and illustrate their
performance on test problems from applications including
interior point methods in optimisation. Our results show
that our technique frequently outperforms state-of-the-art
Krylov methods such as Bi-CGSTAB and CGS.
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Interior-Point Methods for Mixed-Integer Nonlin-
ear Conic Programming

In this talk, we will present a unified framework for solving
problems involving nonlinear functions, cone constraints,
and discrete variables using an interior-point method. We
will give particular consideration to warmstarts and infea-
sibility identification and present numerical results.

Hande Y. Benson
Drexel University
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Global Convergence of a Primal-Dual Interior-
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Point Method for Nonlinear Programming

Many recent convergence results obtained for primal-dual
interior-point methods for NLP use assumptions of the
boundedness of generated iterates. In this talk we discuss
how such assumptions can be replaced by new assumptions
on the NLP problem and analyze convergence of the new
method from any initial guess.

Igor Griva
George Mason University
igriva@gmu.edu

Hande Benson
Department of Decision Sciences, LeBow College of
Business
Drexel University
hvb22@drexel.edu

David Shanno
RUTCOR
Rutgers University
shanno@rutcor.rutgers.edu

Robert J. Vanderbei
Operations Research and Financial Engineering
Department
Princeton University
rvdb@princeton.edu

MS61

Extinguishing Poisson’s Spot with Linear Program-
ming

A leading design concept for NASA’s upcoming planet-
finding space telescope involves placing an occulter 70,000
km in front of a 4-m telescope. The purpose of the occulter
is to block the bright starlight thereby enabling the tele-
scope to take pictures of planets orbiting the blocked star.
Unfortunately, diffraction effects prevent a simple circular
occulter from providing a fully dark shadow—a specially
shaped occulter is required. In this talk I will explain how
this shape-optimization problem can be solved with linear
programming.

Robert J. Vanderbei
Operations Research and Financial Engineering
Department
Princeton University
rvdb@princeton.edu

MS62

Multigrid Optimization Schemes for Optimization
Problems with Bilinear Structure

Bilinear control problems as distributed parameter esti-
mation problems pose theoretical and computational chal-
lenges that are open or have been only partially ad-
dressed. We discuss and compare two multigrid-based so-
lution strategies for bilinear optimization problems with
bilinear structure. On the one hand, we use the experience
gathered with the one-shot multigrid solution to design a
collective smoothing multigrid scheme (CSMG). This ap-

proach is quite robust and it provides typical multigrid
efficiency. However, its development involves to exploit
the specific structure of the problem at hand. On the
other hand, we discuss the inherent optimization and glob-
alization properties of the multigrid optimization method
(MGOPT) where the multigrid solution framework defines
the outer loop of classical optimization schemes. This ap-
proach can be successfully applied to problems with very
different structure.

Alfio Borzi
Institute of Mathematics
University of Graz, Austria
alfio.borzi@uni-graz.at

MS62

Multilevel Methods for Constrained Image Regis-
tration

In this work we present a new and general framework
for image registration when having additional constraints
on the transformation. We demonstrate that registration
without constraints leads to arbitrary results depending on
the regularization and in particular produces non-physical
deformations. Having additional constraints based on the
images introduces prior knowledge and contributes to reli-
ability and uniqueness of the registration. In particular we
consider optimization techniques for the recently proposed
locally rigid transformations. In contrast to existing ap-
proaches, we propose a constraint optimization framework
and do not rely on penalty methods that do not guarantee
feasible solutions.

Eldad Haber
Emory University
Dept of Math and CS
haber@mathcs.emory.edu

MS62

Automatically Assessing the Performance of An
Optimization-Based Multigrid Method

Many large nonlinear optimization problems are based
upon discretizations of underlying continuous functions.
Optimization-based multigrid methods are designed to
solve such discretized problems efficiently by taking ex-
plicit advantage of the family of discretizations. The meth-
ods are generalizations of more traditional multigrid meth-
ods for solving PDEs. We discuss techniques whereby the
multigrid method can assess its own performance, with the
goal of automatically determining whether the optimiza-
tion model is well suited for the multigrid-type algorithm.

Michael Lewis
College of William and Mary
buckaroo@math.wm.edu

Stephen G. Nash
George Mason University
School of Information Technology & Engineering
snash@gmu.edu
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MS62

A Line Search Multigrid Method for Large-Scale
Nonconvex Optimization

We present a line search multigrid method based on Nash’s
MG/OPT multilevel approach for solving discretized ver-
sions of general unconstrained infinite dimensional opti-
mization problems. Introducing a new condition to a back-
tracking line search procedure, the step generated from
the coarser levels is guaranteed to be a descent direction.
Global convergence is proved under fairly minimal require-
ments on the minimization method used at all grid levels.
In particular, our proof does not require that these mini-
mizations, or so-called “smoothing” steps, which we inter-
pret in the context of optimization, be taken at each grid
level in contrast with multigrid algorithms for PDEs, which
fail to converge without such steps. Preliminary numerical
experiments show that our method is promising.

Donald Goldfarb, Zaiwen Wen
Columbia University
goldfarb@columbia.edu, zw2109@columbia.edu

MS63

Optimizing Control of SMB Processes with End-
point Constraints

Endpoint constraints in the form of terminal sets are a nec-
essary ingredient for guaranteed stability of moving hori-
zon optimizing control strategies. We describe an applica-
tion of this concept to Simulated Moving Bed Processes.
In addition to minimizing a cost function over the predic-
tion horizon, the terminal state is driven to a shrinking
set around the optimal steady state operating point. The
required product purity is imposed as a constraint in the
optimization.

Sebastian Engell
University of Dortmund
Germany
sebastian.engell@bci.uni-dortmund.de

Achim Kuepper
Dept. of Biochemical and Chemical Engineering
University of Dortmund
Achim.Kuepper@bci.uni-dortmund.de

Pham Le-Chi
University of Dortmund
le-chi.pham@bci.uni-dortmund.de

MS63

Free Boundary Control in a Viscous Flow Problem

Considering a viscous inertial Newtonian fluid in an open
container, the goal of this work is to move the container out
off the stand over a certain distance in a given time while
keeping the surface smooth and avoiding overflow. The
transport of the fluid in the open container is modelled by
a free boundary value problem in terms of incompressible
Navier-Stokes equations in moving coordinates with no-
slip conditions at the walls and kinematic and dynamic
boundary conditions at the free surface. The formulation

of the free boundary as graph enables its access to the
state variables. Thus, we end up with an pde-constraint
optimization problem for the free surface, fluid velocity and
pressure – while the outer transport speed acts as control
– for which numerical results are presented.

Nicole Marheineke
Technical University Kaiserslautern
nicole@mathematik.uni-kl.de

MS63

Recent Advances in Optimal Dopant Profiling for
Semiconductor Devices

We present some recent advances for optimal dopant pro-
filing of semiconductor devices. Escpecially, we discuss the
convergence of a generalized Gummel algorithm and show a
new approach to solve multi-objective optimal design ques-
tions. Both techniques can be easily implemented into ex-
isting semiconductor device simulation tools.

Rene Pinnau
Technische Universität Kaiserslauter
Fachbereich Mathematik
pinnau@mathematik.uni-kl.de

MS63

Parameter Estimation in Calcium Signaling to the
Nucleus of Neurons

Signal processing in neurons takes place on different levels.
For one, electrical signals are propagated in the dendritic
tree, towards or away from the soma. Secondly, electrical
information that reaches the soma is partially recoded as a
calcium wave that propagates towards and into the cell nu-
cleus, activating biochemical reactions which result in the
expression of certain genes. To address both signal process-
ing in the dendritic tree of the neuron and calcium signaling
at the cell nucleus, we have developed three dimensional
volume models based on reconstructed 3-D geometries of
neurons and of neuron cell nuclei on which PDEs describe
the underlying signaling processes. Embedded in these
equations are a number of parameters, such as neuronal
membrane capacitance, inner- and outer-neuronal capaci-
tance or diffusion parameters for nuclear calcium. Based
on a full 3-D model and experimental data, e.g. recorded
from laser-assisted calcium uncaging experiments, invers
models are being developed in order to estimate key pa-
rameters in the underlying PDEs. Here we make use of
Newton-like and SQP methods which are implemented in
our simulation environment UG.

Gabriel Wittum, Gillian Queisser
University of Heidelberg
wittum@iwr.uni-heidelberg.de, Gillian.Queisser@iwr.uni-
heidelberg.de

MS64

An Open Source Exact Solver for Mixed Integer
Non-Linear Programming Problems

We discuss a spatial branch-and-bound algorithm for non-
convex MINLP problems, based on a reformulation tech-
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nique for factorable programs. The reformulation library
is implemented as a cut generator and is available within
the Coin-OR framework (www.coin-or.org). We present
the features of our approach, such as novel branching rules
and bound tightening techniques, and show computational
tests on instance libraries such as GlobalLib and MinlpLib,
and on other instances from industrial applications.

Pietro Belotti
Carnegie Mellon University
Tepper School of Business
belotti@andrew.cmu.edu

Andreas Waechter
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
andreasw@us.ibm.com

Francois Margot
Carnegie Mellon University
Tepper School of Business
fmargot@andrew.cmu.edu

Jon Lee, Laszlo Ladanyi
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center
jonlee@us.ibm.com, ladanyi@watson.ibm.com

Ignacio Grossmann
Dept. of Chemical Engineering
Carnegie Mellon University
grossmann@cmu.edu

Larry Biegler
Carnegie Mellon University
lb01@andrew.cmu.edu

Pierre Bonami
IBM TJ Watson Research Center
pbonami@us.ibm.com

MS64

Primal Heuristics of the Branch-Cut-and-Price-
Framework SCIP

In modern MIP-solvers like the state-of-the-art open source
branch-cut-and-price framework SCIP, primal heuristics
play a major role in finding and improving feasible solu-
tions at the early steps of the solution process. We give an
overview about different categories of heuristics, present a
new large neighborhood search heuristic and an improved
version of the feasibility pump.

Timo Berthold
Zuse Institute, Berlin
berthold@zib.de

MS64

MIQCP: In Between QCP and MILP

A natural approach for solving Mixed Integer Quadrat-
ically Constrained Programs (MIQCP) is to solve a
Quadratically Constrained Program (QCP) at each node
in the tree. An alternative is to solve them as MILP us-
ing branch and cut. In this talk we will be describe and

compare both approaches which are now implemented in
ILOG CPLEX.

Christian Bliek
ILOG CPLEX
bliek@ilog.fr

MS64

State-of-the-Art in Linear and Nonlinear MIP

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Hans D. Mittelmann
Arizona State University
Department of Mathematics and Statistics
mittelmann@asu.edu

MS65

The Difference Between 5x5 Doubly Nonnegative
and Completely Positive Matrices

The convex cone of n×n completely positive (CPP) matri-
ces and its dual cone of copositive matrices arise in several
areas of applied mathematics, including optimization. Ev-
ery CPP matrix is doubly nonnegative (DNN), i.e., positive
semidefinite and component-wise nonnegative. Moreover
for n ≤ 4, every DNN matrix is CPP. We investigate the
difference between 5× 5 DNN and CPP matrices. We give
a precise charaterization of how a 5×5 DNN matrix that is
not CPP differs from a DNN matrix, and use this charater-
ization to show how to separate an extreme DNN matrix
that is not CPP from the cone of CPP matrices.

Kurt M. Anstreicher
University of Iowa
Department of Management Sciences
kurt-anstreicher@uiowa.edu

Samuel Burer
University of Iowa
Dept of Management Sciences
samuel-burer@uiowa.edu

Mirjam Duer
TU Darmstadt
duer@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS65

On the Copositive Representation of Binary and
Continuous Nonconvex Quadratic Programs

A recent line of research has shown that a small collec-
tion of NP-hard quadratic optimization problems can be
represented as linear programs over a specific convex set
(the cone of completely positive matrices). Although such
convex programs are necessarily NP-hard, their structure
allows them to be approximated in a mechanical way up
to any accuracy by linear and semidefinite programs. We
review these results and then, in the main portion of the
talk, show that any nonconvex quadratic program having a
mix of binary and continuous variables (for example, all 0-1
integer programs) can be represented in the above fashion.
This can be viewed as a broad extension of the aforemen-
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tioned earlier results.

Samuel Burer
University of Iowa
Dept of Management Sciences
samuel-burer@uiowa.edu

MS65

An Adaptive Algorithm for Copositive Programs

We consider linear programs over the cone of copositive
matrices which arise in integer and nonconvex quadratic
programming. We introduce copositivity conditions which
we use to define polyhedral inner and outer approximations
of the copositive cone. From these, we derive an adaptive
linear approximation algorithm for copositive problems. In
contrast to previous approaches, our approximation is not
uniform but adaptively guided by the objective function.
Numerical experience with the algorithm is presented.

Mirjam Duer, Stefan Bundfuss
TU Darmstadt
duer@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de,
bundfuss@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

MS65

Semidefinite and Linear Relaxation Schemes for
the Copositive Cone

We propose various semidefinite and linear programming
relaxations of the copositive cone. We then examine the
tradeoffs in the quality of the relaxations and their compu-
tational cost. We rely on the copositive formulation of the
stability number of a graph as a benchmark for assessing
the quality of the different relaxations.

Javier Pena
Carnegie Mellon University
jfp@andrew.cmu.edu

Juan Vera
University of Waterloo
juancavera@gmail.com

Luis Zuluaga
University of New Brunswick
lzuluaga@unb.ca

MS66

Probabilistic Analysis of LP

We give an overview of the literature on the probabilistic
analysis of linear programming from the early 1980-ies to
the present, and we discuss the explanatory power of these
results and desirable extensions thereof.

Raphael A. Hauser
Oxford University Computing Laboratory
hauser@comlab.ox.ac.uk

MS66

Recent Progress in Primal-Dual Methods for Con-

vex Optimization

I will review some of the new developments in the theory of
primal-dual interior-point algorithms for convex optimiza-
tion in the context of recent history of the modern interior-
point methods. I will focus on some breakthroughs in the
area and their theoretical evolution as well as impact.

Levent Tuncel
University of Waterloo
Dept. of Combinatorics and Optimization
ltuncel@math.uwaterloo.ca

MS66

Optimization and Quantitative Portfolio Manage-
ment

Optimization models and methods are central elements of
quantitative equity portfolio management platforms. They
serve as sophisticated tools for transfering the excess return
ideas generated through research and testing into portfo-
lios that best represent these ideas. In addition to the
standard mean-variance optimization models that are ad-
justed for trading costs, we will discuss topics such as
multi-portfolio optimization (optimizing multiple portfo-
lios simultaneously while minimizing the joint market im-
pact costs) and multi-period portfolio selection.

Reha Tutuncu
Goldman Sachs
Reha.Tutuncu@gs.com

MS66

Two Algorithms for the Minimum Enclosing Ball
Problem

Given A := {a1, . . . , am} ⊂ Rn and ε > 0, we propose
and analyze two algorithms for the problem of comput-
ing a (1 + ε)-approximation to the radius of the minimum
enclosing ball of A. The first algorithm is closely related
to the Frank-Wolfe algorithm with a proper initialization
applied to the dual formulation of the minimum enclosing
ball problem. We establish that this algorithm converges
in O(1/ε) iterations with an overall complexity bound of
O(mn/ε) arithmetic operations. In addition, the algorithm
returns a “core set” of size O(1/ε), which is independent of
both m and n. The latter algorithm is obtained by incor-
porating “away” steps into the former one at each iteration
and achieves the same asymptotic complexity bound as the
first one. While the asymptotic bound on the size of the
core set returned by the second algorithm also remains the
same as the first one, the latter algorithm has the potential
to compute even smaller core sets in practice since, in con-
trast with the former one, it allows “dropping” points from
the working core set at each iteration. Our computational
results indicate that the latter algorithm indeed returns
smaller core sets in comparison with the first one. We also
discuss how our algorithms can be extended to compute
an approximation to the minimum enclosing ball of other
input sets. In particular, we establish the existence of a
core set of size O(1/ε) for a much wider class of input sets.

Emre Alper Yildirim
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Bilkent University
yildirim@bilkent.edu.tr

MS67

Applications Where GSS Methods are able to Cope
with Nonsmoothness

We consider minimization problems where the objective
function is piecewise smooth on a finite family of polyhe-
dra. Problems of this kind arise in many areas of applied
sciences, like for example in signal and image restoration,
financial mathematics or multivariate data analysis. Some
of these problems are in fact piecewise linear and can be
solved by linear programming techniques; in other cases
however, reformulations as linear programs are impossible
because of nonlinear terms in the objective function. Gen-
erating set search methods represent a direct and somehow
natural approach to cope with this type of nonsmoothness.

Claudio Bogani
University of Birmingham
boganic@maths.bham.ac.uk

Maria Grazia Gasparo, Alessandra Papini
Dipartimento di Energetica ‘S. Stecco’
Univerity of Florence
mgasparo@unifi.it, apapini@unifi.it

MS67

Assessing Polymer Extrusion Filter Performance
with Gradient-Free Optimization Methods

Debris filtration is an important component of the poly-
mer fiber melt-spinning process. Filters are replaced once
a significant amount of debris accumulates inside the filtra-
tion medium; manufacturers also want a minimal amount
of debris in the finished product. As each event carries an
associated cost, we measure filter performance by combin-
ing these objectives. We use a simulation tool to evalu-
ate our functional, thus necessitating the use of derivative-
free methods to find parameters that optimize filter per-
formance.

Lea Jenkins
Department of Mathematical Sciences
Clemson University
lea@clemson.edu

Kathleen Fowler
Clarkson University
kfowler@clarkson.edu

MS67

Optimal Design of Municipal Water Supply Port-
folios with Implicit Filtering

In this talk we describe an application of implicit filtering
to water resources management. The problem is the opti-
mal design of a portfolio of water rights, leases, and options
based on a stochastic model of the water supply. The re-
liability and conditional value at risk of the design lead to
constraints which can only be tested after the simulation is

complete. We can estimate the noise in the function with
probabilistic methods and use that information to control
the cost of the optimization.

Tim Kelley
North Carolina State Univ
Department of Mathematics
tim kelley@ncsu.edu

Karen Dillard
Air Force Institute of Technology
kdillard1@nc.rr.com

Brian Kirsch, Greg Characklis
University of North Carolina
bkirsch@email.unc.edu, charack@email.unc.edu

MS67

Challenges in Using Derivative-Free Optimization
Methods for Scientific Applications

Optimization has taken an increasingly larger role in many
scientific problems today. This is due in large part to the
rapid rise of computational modeling and simulation in
many scientific fields. As a result, many scientists are now
starting to consider using optimization for problems such
as the determination of the surface structure of nanosys-
tems, fitting supernova models to data, and the design and
operation of particle accelerators. All of the problems share
the property that no derivative information is readily avail-
able. In this talk, I will discuss some of the challenges and
the approaches we have taken for addressing optimization
problems arising from these applications.

Juan C. Meza
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
meza@hpcrd.lbl.gov

MS68

A Stochastic Multiple-Leader Stackelberg Model:
Analysis, Computation, and Application

We study an oligopoly consisting of multiple leaders and
multiple followers that supply a homogeneous product non-
cooperatively. Leaders choose their supply levels first,
knowing the demand function only in distribution. Fol-
lowers make their decisions after observing the leader sup-
ply levels and the realized demand function. We show the
existence and uniqueness of equilibrium, propose a compu-
tational approach based on the sample average approxima-
tion method, and apply this framework to model competi-
tion in the telecommunication industry.

Victor Demiguel
London Business School
avmiguel@london.edu

Huifu Xu
Southampton University
h.xu@soton.ac.uk
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MS68

Loss of Efficiency in Quadratic Utility Games

We study quadratic utility games (for example, Cournot,
i.e. quantity competition). We first consider an affine
demand-price relation. We present a bound on the loss
of efficiency (ie. comparison of system profit between cen-
tralized and decentralized settings) that depends on the
number of players and the maximum market power of the
players. We discuss a setting where sellers have lack of
information on the other sellers’ constraints. As a result,
we provide a bound that is independent of the constraints
of the game. Our results apply to competition where mul-
tiple products share capacities. We further generalize our
results to classes of nonlinear demand functions as well as
more general measures of efficiency.

Jonathan Kluberg, Georgia Perakis
MIT
kluberg@mit.edu, georgiap@mit.edu

MS68

A New Stochastic Game: 2-Stage Perfect Compe-
tition with Endogenous Probabilities

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Danny Ralph
Judge Institute of Cambridge
dr241@hermes.cam.ac.uk

MS68

Empirical Pricing Game with Multiple Equilibria

We study a Bertrand oligopoly with random coefficients
logit demand model. For a given set of parameters, our
model would generate multiple price equilibria. We pro-
pose an MPEC approach to estimate structural parameters
in this model and show that our approach is computation-
ally faster than the widely-used BLP estimator.

Jean-Pierre Dube
Chicago GSB
jdube@chicagogsb.edu

Che-Lin Su
Kellogg School of Management
c-su@kellogg.northwestern.edu

Maria Ana Vitorino
Chicago GSB
mvitorin@chicagogsb.edu

MS69

Optimization and Inverse Modeling in Metric
Spaces

Reservoir modeling and management calls for the applica-
tion of non-linear optimization in a highly dimensional and
uncertain/stochastic parameter space (the reservoir model
space). In this presentation, I formulate the stochastic op-
timization problem in a metric space defined by a distance
between any two model realizations. Using this metric

space, we can reformulate the modeling or optimization
problems in a much lower dimension, hence apply stan-
dard gradient-based or stochastic optimization techniques
effectively.

Jef Caers
Department of Energy Resources Engineering
Stanford University
jcaers@Stanford.edu

MS69

Inverse Modeling of Oil Reservoirs Using Inte-
grated Data

The mathematical models used for forecasting oil produc-
tion involve geological parameters that must be tuned us-
ing field data in order to provide meaningful predictions.
This calibration process yields large-scale inversion prob-
lems that in general have nonunique optimal solutions. In
this talk we regularize these problems by jointly considering
field data of different kinds, namely cross-well tomographic
data and flow measurements. We demonstrate that the use
of these two data types provides more realistic geological
parameters.

David Echeverria-Ciaurri
Department of Energy Resources Engineering
Stanford University
echeverr@stanford.edu

Eduardo Santos
Department of Geophysics
Stanford University
eduardot@stanford.edu

Khalid Aziz, Louis J. Durlofsky
Department of Energy Resources Engineering
Stanford University
aziz@stanford.edu, lou@stanford.edu

Jerry M. Harris, Tapan Mukerji
Department of Geophysics
Stanford University
jerry.harris@stanford.edu, mukerji@stanford.edu

MS69

Flooding Optimization of Oil Reservoirs

We consider model-based techniques to optimize produc-
tion from oil reservoirs by changing well operating parame-
ters over the full producing life of the reservoir. The models
consist of discretized nonlinear diffusion-convection equa-
tions. The optimization methods are gradient-based using
an adjoint formulation. The large number of control pa-
rameters makes the problem-ill posed and we discuss vari-
ous strategies to regularize the problem.

Jan Dirk Jansen
Delft University of Technology, and
Shell Exploration and Production
j.d.jansen@citg.tudelft.nl
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MS69

Efficient Ensemble-Based Closed-Loop Production
Optimization

In this paper, we describe a new method for closed-loop op-
timization, which combines ensemble-based optimization
with the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF) for data assim-
ilation. The EnKF adjusts the reservoir models to honor
observations and propagates the uncertainty in time. An
ensemble-based steepest ascent method is used to optimize
the expectation of the net present value based on the up-
dated reservoir models. The method is illustrated with a
waterflood example.

Yan Chen, Dean S. Oliver, Dongxiao Zhang
Mewbourne School of Petroleum and Geological
Engineering
The University of Oklahoma
yan@ou.edu, dsoliver@ou.edu, donzhang@ou.edu

MS70

Ab Initio Molecular Dynamics and Electronic
Structure Simulations That Involve Thousands of
Atoms: Algorithmic, Numerical and High Perfor-
mance Computing Challenges

Electronic structure calculations from first principles have
revealed a remarkable wealth of information concerning im-
portant properties of materials and nano-structures. Tak-
ing advantage of the advances in computing (software
and hardware) and the advent of massive parallelism the
future looks even more promising. We will show that
moving to next generation simulations with tens of thou-
sands of atoms requires the efficient combination of power-
ful optimization and numerical algorithms with the latest
paradigms of parallel computing.

Costas Bekas
IBM Research Division
Zurich Research Laboratory
BEK@zurich.ibm.com

MS70

Iterative Algorithm for Wave Functions Optimiza-
tion in Density Functional Theory: Inexact Newton
with Anderson Acceleration

We put a mathematical framework around a numerical al-
gorithm we have used to solve electronic structure problems
in recent years. The approach is described as a subspace
accelerated inexact Newton inspired by Fokkema et al. It
makes use of the acceleration scheme introduced by Ander-
son. It is applicable in O(N) algorithms where electronic
orbitals are confined to localization regions.

Jean-Luc Fattebert
Lawrence Livermore National Lab.
fattebert1@llnl.gov

MS70

Experience with Gradient-Based Optimization
Methods for Energy Minimization in Electronic

Structure Calculations

The problem of finding mechanically stable configurations
of materials is a common task in computational materi-
als science, physics, chemistry, and biology. This corre-
sponds to finding the nearest material configuration, with
minimimum potential energy, from a given configuration.
There are many well-established gradient-based optimiza-
tion methods (including quasi-Newton, conjugate gradient,
and others) available for this task. In this talk, we consider
such methods and compare results obtained from using
these methods to find mechanically stable material con-
figurations.

Suzanne M. Shontz
Department of Computer Science and Engineering
The Pennsylvania State University
shontz@cse.psu.edu

Yousef Saad
Department of Computer Science
University of Minnesota
saad@cs.umn.edu

MS70

Numerial Algorithms for Total Energy Minimiza-
tion in Electronic Structure Calculation

One of the fundamental problems in electronic structure
calculations is to determine the electron density associated
with the minimum total energy of a molecular or bulk sys-
tem. The total energy minimization problem is often for-
mulated as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem and solved by
an iterative procedure called the self-consistent field (SCF)
iteration. In this talk, I will describe SCF and explain why
it can fail to converge. I will discuss techniques for im-
proving the convergence of SCF and present an alternative
algorithm that minimizes the total energy directly.

Chao Yang
Lawrence Berkeley National Lab
CYang@lbl.gov

MS71

OB1: The Computational History

In 1988, Lustig, Marsten and Shannno began a collabora-
tion to develop OB1, which was used to develop numerous
insights into the computational aspects of primal-dual in-
terior point methods for linear programming. In this talk,
we will review the history of these developments and its
impact on computational linear programming.

Irv Lustig
ILOG
ilustig@ilog.com

MS71

Lagrangian Transformation in Constrained Opti-
mization

A class of strongly concave and smooth enough functions
ψ : � → � is used for transforming terms of the Classical
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Lagrangian related to constraints. The resulting function
is used for developing two classes of multipliers methods.
The first class is equivalent to the Interior Prox methods
with Bregman distance function for the dual problem while
the second is equivalent to the Interior Quadratic Prox in
the rescaled dual space. We use the equivalence for proving
convergence and estimating the rate of convergence of the
multipliers methods.

Roman Polyak
Department of SEOR & Math Sciences
George Mason University
rpolyak@gmu.edu

MS71

Using MPECs to Derive Implied Binomial Trees

It is widely recognized that the assumption of constant
volatility in the Black-Scholes options pricing model is in-
correct. One way to modify Black-Scholes is to use a model
with local volatility. However, in the case of Amercian op-
tions, deriving the implied parameters for a binomial tree
when volatility is no longer assumed to be a constant proves
to be a difficult proposition, with much attention given in
the literature. Here we consider an approach to deriving
implied binomial trees by solving a mathematical program
with equilibrium constraints, or MPEC.

Arun Sen
NERA Economic Consulting
arun.sen@nera.com

MS72

A PDE-Constrained Approach to Electrostatic Op-
timization of Biomolecules

A convex quadratic program has been derived for opti-
mizing the electrostatic component of binding free ener-
gies between molecules, and experimental validation of
the formalism has demonstrated its usefulness in molec-
ular analysis and design. We have developed a novel
PDE-constrained formulation that dramatically reduces
the computational cost for these problems, outperforming
the original method and also standard PDE-constrained
techniques. Biological examples demonstrate the method’s
viability and performance, as well as issues faced generally
by PDE-constrained approaches.

Jaydeep P. Bardhan
Mathematics and Computer Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory
jbardhan@alum.mit.edu

MS72

Optimization Methods in Applied Protein Design

The definition of an appropriate inverse problem to the
protein structure prediction problem, coupled with the ap-
plication of remarkably effective tree pruning and search
algorithms, has made computational protein design a re-
ality. Here, we will discuss the optimization techniques
underyling applied protein design, as well as an applica-
tion involving the simultaneous design of optimal genetic

(DNA) and amino-acid sequences for expressed natural or
artificial proteins.

David Green
Department of Applied Mathematics and Statistics
State University of New York, Stony Brook
dfgreen@stonybrook.edu

MS72

Monte Carlo-Based Prediction of Ligand Binding
Geometries

A wealth of computational strategies is available for pre-
dicting the binding site and affinities of a putative ligand
inside a target receptor. Although numerous techniques
have been reported for the orientation of ligands or frag-
ments thereof, few methods have delved into improving the
accuracy of generating reliable ligand conformations within
predicted binding modes. In an effort to comprehensively
sample the torsion space available to a flexible ligand and
focus on low energy conformations, a recursive, Metropo-
lis Monte Carlo-based rotamer design protocol has been
developed. This approach recursively samples adjacent ro-
tatable bonds from a defined anchor and directs the search
along low energy pathways, such that high-affinity confor-
mations of the ligand can be identified. Furthermore, this
program applies spatial constraints within the search that
restrict the solutions to structurally dissimilar conforma-
tions, thus encouraging diversity in the solution set. The
performance of moleculeGL has been evaluated for a set of
55 cocrystals, with the numberof rotatable bonds for the
ligands varying from 2 to 32. About 85% of the structures
predicted, starting from an arbitrary ligand conformation,
are within 2.0 Å2 root mean square displacement with re-
spect to the crystal structure. This high level of accu-
racy starting from arbitrary ligand conformation suggests
the program’s applicability to the design of pharmacaphore
substituents, for which the position of a chemically-active
pharmacaphore is well-known.

Peter Huskey
California Institute of Technology
huskeypm@wag.caltech.edu

MS72

Electrostatic Optimization in Drug and Drug Cock-
tail Design

In this talk, I will outline two major optimization tech-
niques as they apply to drug design. The first technique
determines the electrostatic properties of a hypothetical
drug molecule that binds as tightly as possible to its target,
using a continuum electrostatics framework. This method
has been used to improve and analyze existing molecules,
and it can potentially be used in design. The second tech-
nique uses integer-programming based methods to select or
design drug cocktails that can collectively target a rapidly-
mutating agent. Such methods could be useful in a system
with multiple target variants, such as HIV or certain forms
of cancer. Finally, these two techniques can be combined to
further understand the physical determinants of molecules
and drug cocktails capable of recognizing rapidly mutating
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drug targets.

Mala Radhakrishnan
Department of Chemistry
Wellesley University
mradhakr@wellesley.edu

MS73

Shape Optimization for Biocompatibility in Im-
plantable Blood Pump Design

Several challenges and methods in biomedical flow device
design are described. The objective often involves the
unique behavior of blood as the flowing medium, neces-
sitating, e.g., accurate modeling of cell damage. The com-
plex constitutive behavior, in particular shear-thinning,
may affect the outcome of shape optimization more than
it affects direct flow analysis. Finally, target applications
often involve intricate time-varying geometry, and thus, re-
alistic solutions can be only obtained on high-performance
parallel computers.

Marek Behr
RWTH Aachen University
Chair for Computational Analysis of Technical Systems
behr@cats.rwth-aachen.de

Stefanie Elgeti, Mike Nicolai
RWTH Aachen University
elgeti@cats.rwth-aachen.de, nicolai@cats.rwth-aachen.de

Markus Probst
RWTH Aachen University
Chair for Computational Analysis of Technical Systems
probst@cats.rwth-aachen.de

MS73

PDE Constrained Optimization with Uncertain
Input: Optimal Probe Location for the Radio-
Frequency Ablation

The radio-frequency (RF) ablation is a promising mini-
mally invasive treatment for lesions in the human liver:
A probe containing electrodes is placed in the tumor and
connected to a generator. Consequently an electric current
flows through the tissue and heats it up to temperatures of
more than 60 degrees Celsius. This leads to a coagulation
of the cell’s proteins and thus a destruction of the malig-
nant tissue. The success of the treatment heavily depends
on a variety of patient-individual quantities, e.g. the local
structure of the vascular system and material parameters
like the water content of the tissue, its heat-capacity, its
heat- and electric-conductivity, etc. So in the interest of
the patient a thorough planning of the therapy must be
made, yielding an optimal position and orientation of the
probe, and taking these important patient-individual prop-
erties into account. The talk focusses on models for the
optimization of the RF-ablation. To take the uncertainty
associated with patient individual material parameters into
account, we formulate the forward problem in terms of a
stochastic PDE. Consequently we consider objective func-
tions which involve stochastic modes of the resulting proba-
bility distribution of the heat distribution. We present the

corresponding optimality systems and an algorithm that
uses stochastic collocation to evaluate stochastic integrals.

Tobias Preusser
CeVis, University Bremen
preusser@cevis.uni-bremen.de

MS73

Shape Optimization Under Uncertainty – A
Stochastic Programming Perspective

We present an algorithm for shape-optimization under
stochastic loading, and representative numerical results.
Our strategy builds upon a combination of techniques
from two-stage stochastic programming and level-set-based
shape optimization. In particular, usage of linear elastic-
ity and quadratic objective functions permits to obtain a
computational cost which scales linearly in the number of
linearly independent applied forces, which often is much
smaller than the number of different realizations of the
stochastic forces. Numerical computations are performed
using a level-set method with composite finite elements
both in two and in three spatial dimensions.

Martin Rumpf
Universität Bonn, Germany
rumpf@math.uni-duisburg.de

MS73

Gradient Smoothing and Hessian Approximation
for Aerodynamic Shape Optimization in Oneshot

Numerical optimization in general and aerodynamic shape
optimization in specific is a field which has seen much
progress in the past decade. Since the adjoint approach
makes the computation of the gradient in principle inde-
pendent of the number of design parameters, it is appealing
to use a high resolution in the optimization process. Here
we parameterize the shape itself by the boundary mesh
nodes for the aerodynamic flow problem. This, however,
may introduce high frequency noise in the shape, which
can be circumvented by appropriate means. The Hessian
for these problems is usually a pseudo-differential operator
and knowledge of this operator can be used not only to
cure the loss of regularity but also to accelerate the con-
vergence of a gradient based optimization approach. We
propose using the analytical shape derivative on the surface
nodes of the mesh, combined with the adjoint approach in
the flow field, which completely decouples the optimization
from the mesh generation. The implementational details
and the efficiency of the resulting numerical methods for
aerodynamic shape optimization are demonstrated in nu-
merical examples of optimal wingcross-sections for Navier-
Stokes flow.

Stephan Schmidt
University of Trier
Stephan.Schmidt@uni-trier.de

Volker Schulz
University of Trier
Department of Mathematics
Volker.Schulz@uni-trier.de
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MS74

Solving Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Problems of
Black-Box Type in Engineering Applications with
Surrogate Functions

Simulation based optimization becomes increasingly im-
portant in engineering applications, especially the need
to handle real-valued as well as integer-valued variables is
emerging. In this talk we give an introduction on this kind
of optimization problems and present an optimization ap-
proach based on sequentially updated surrogate functions.
Numerical results obtained with the proposed approach
will be discussed for numerical examples from engineering
applications where computational expensive, nonsmooth,
black-box type mixed-integer nonlinear optimization prob-
lems arise.

Thomas M. Hemker
Technische Universität Darmst
Department of Computer Science
hemker@sim.tu-darmstadt.de

MS74

A Framework For Particle Swarm Optimization for
Mixed-Integer Problems Using Surrogate Models

Particle Swarm Optimization is a type of population based,
heuristic optimization technique shown to perform well for
noisy, nonconvex objective functions containing many lo-
cal minima. To improve the computational efficiency of
the PSO algorithm, we propose a hybrid method that in-
corporates a surrogate oracle to help update the swarm
position. Furthermore, since problems requiring popula-
tion based methods are often expressed as mixed integer
problems, we also incorporate a modified PSO algorithm
to directly handle integer variables.

Matthew Parno
Clarkson Univeristy
parnomd@clarkson.edu

Kathleen Fowler
Clarkson University
kfowler@clarkson.edu

Thomas M. Hemker
Technische Universität Darmst
Department of Computer Science
hemker@sim.tu-darmstadt.de

MS74

The Influence of Different Experimental Designs
on the Performance of ”Surrogate Model”-Based
Solvers

When dealing with costly (expensive to evaluate) objective
functions, one alternative is to use a surrogate model (re-
sponse surface) approach. A common feature for all such
methods is the need of an initial set of points, or ”exper-
imental design”, in order for the algorithm to get started.
The question is how to choose a good experimental design,
since the behavior of the algorithms often depend heavily

on this set of initial points

Nils-Hassan Quttineh, Kenneth Holmström
Department of Mathematics and Physics
Malardalen University
nisse.quttineh@mdh.se, kenneth.homstrom@mdh.se

MS75

Interior Decomposition Methods for Two-Stage
Stochastic Programming

We present theoretical and computational results on de-
composition methods for solving two-stage stochastic pro-
gramming problems. In particular, we show that these
methods have the same first-stage worst case iteration com-
plexity as their extensive formulation. Moreover, by intro-
ducing a novel concept of self-concordant random variables,
we show that under a probabilistic assumption the number
of iterations in a weighted decomposition method is inde-
pendent of the number of scenarios. Additional theoretical
and computational results will be presented depending on
the progress.

Sanjay Mehrotra
IEMS
Northwestern University
mehrotra@iems.northwestern.edu

MS75

Active Set Algorithms for Conic Programming

It is known that an upper bound can be placed on the
rank of an optimal solution to a semidefinite program. An
active set method can then be designed which works with
semidefinite programs of size no larger than a small mul-
tiple of this bound. We discuss approaches where a high
dimensional cone is approximated by a lower dimensional
cone, with the lower dimensional cone updated from itera-
tion to iteration.

John E. Mitchell
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
110, 8th Street, Troy, NY, 12180
mitchj@rpi.edu

Kartik K. Sivaramakrishnan
North Carolina State University
Department of Mathematics
kksivara@ncsu.edu

MS75

On Solving Specially Structured Large SDPs Using
IPMs

The stability conditions for spatially-distributed control
systems give rise to large semidefinite programs with spe-
cific block angular structure. The standard first-order
Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition techniques are usually em-
ployed. We explore related smooth counterparts that can
be solved using interior-point techniques whose subprob-
lems are solved approximately and still promise faster
asymptotic convergence, as well as improved global con-
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vergence.

Bharath Rangarajan
University of Minnesota
bharathr@me.umn.edu

MS75

A Parallel Interior Point Decomposition Algorithm
for Sparse Polynomial Optimization

Recently, Waki et al. have proposed a hierarchy of struc-
tured semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations in the
”block-angular” form for sparse polynomial optimization
problems. We discuss an interior point decomposition al-
gorithm for solving these block-angular SDPs in a parallel
and distributed high performance computing environment.
We will also present our computational experiences with
the algorithm on the distributed ”Henry2” cluster at NC
State University.

Kartik K. Sivaramakrishnan
North Carolina State University
Department of Mathematics
kksivara@ncsu.edu

MS76

Improving the Homogeneous Self-Dual Interior-
Point Method Via Projective Transformation

The homogeneous self-dual (HSD) embedding model is
both a theoretically interesting methodological tool as well
as a practical way to solve conic convex optimization prob-
lems via interior-point methods (IPMs). Herein we study
stopping rules for IPMs for the HSD model, and their impli-
cations and connections to the complexity theory of conic
convex optimization. We also develop a projective trans-
formation methodology for improving the theoretical per-
formance of IPMs for solving HSD models. Computational
results validate the practicality of our approach.

Robert M. Freund
MIT
Sloan School of Management
rfreund@mit.edu

Alexandre Belloni
Duke University
Fuqua School of Business
abn5@duke.edu

MS76

Bregman Iterative Algortihms for Compressed
Sensing and Matrix Rank Minimization

We propose efficient methods for solving the Basis Pur-
suit problem min{‖u‖1 : Au = f, u ∈ R}, based on Breg-
man iterative regularization, that obtain an accurate so-
lution after solving only a very small number of instances
of the unconstrained problem minu μ‖u‖1 + 1

2
‖Au− fk‖2

2.
We prove that an exact solution is obtained in a finite
number of steps, and present numerical results on huge
compressed sensing applications where matrix-vector op-
erations involving A and AT can be computed by fast

transforms. We also, describe extensions to matrix rank
minimization.

Don Goldfarb
Columbia University
gold@ieor.columbia.edu

Wotao Yin
Rice University
yin@rice.edu

Stanley J. Osher
University of California
Department of Mathematics
sjo@math.ucla.edu

Jerome Darbon
Mathematics
UCLA
jerome@math.ucla.edu

MS76

Elimination of Free Variables for Solving Semidef-
inite Programs Efficiently

An important issue in interior point methods for semidef-
inite programs (SDPs) is handling of free variables. Re-
cently, Kobayashi, Nakata, and Kojima proposed a method
that transforms a given SDP with free variables into a stan-
dard equality form SDP by eliminating free variables. A
disadvantage of the method is that the sparsity of the data
matrices of the SDP may be distroyed. We discuss how
the sparsity in the transformation can be maintained and
show some numerical results.

Masakazu Kojima
Tokyo Institute of Technology
kojima@is.titech.ac.jp

Sunyoung Kim
Ewha W. University
Department of Mathematics
skim@ewha.ac.kr

Hayato Waki
Tokyo Institute of Technology
waki9@is.titech.ac.jp

MS76

Competitive Market Equilibrium Computing

We present a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme
for computing a symmetric Leontief economy equilibrium,
that is, an exchange market equilibrium model with sym-
metric Leontief’s utilities; where the equilibrium set can be
non-convex and non-connected. We report our preliminary
computational results using an interior-point potential re-
duction algorithm for non-convex quadratic programming.

Yinyu Ye
Stanford University
yinyu-ye@stanford.edu
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MS77

Parallel Derivative-free Non-Monotonous Algo-
rithms for Bound Constraint Optimization

A new parallel algorithm is proposed that solves an opti-
mization problem subject to bounds on the variables. The
algorithm assumes no accurate derivative information, it is
non monotonous and converges under suitable assumptions
to a point satisfying the first order necessary condition for
optimality. Nonetheless, it includes ingredients to scape
from local optima. The algorithm has three distinctive
properties: a)A processor broadcasts only those points on
which the processor is unable to make any improvement
(partially blocked points), b)Directions of search are not
assigned to processors. They look for improvement on a
given subspace, and c)Convergence is not impaired due to
processors breakdowns. If only one processor is alive, it es-
sentially executes a sequential algorithm. Preliminary nu-
merical experiments on classical test problems are encour-
aging. We noticed that the number of function evaluations
may decrease when augmenting the number of processors.

Ubaldo Garcia-Palomares
Universidad Simon Bolivar
Venezuela
garciap@usb.ve

Ildemaro Garcia-Urrea
Universidad Simon Bolivar
ijurrea@cantv.net

MS77

Adaptive Radial Basis Algorithms (ARBF) for Ex-
pensive Global MINLP Optimization

Improvements of the adaptive radial basis function algo-
rithm (ARBF) for computationally costly optimization are
presented. A new target value search algorithm and modifi-
cations to improve robustness and speed are discussed. The
algoritm is implemented in solver ARBFMIP in the TOM-
LAB Optimization Environment (http://tomopt.com/).
Solvers in TOMLAB are used to solve global and local
subproblems. Results and comparisons with other solvers
are presented for global optimization test problems. Per-
formance on costly real-life applications are reported.

Kenneth Holmstrom
Malardalen University
kenneth.holmstrom@mdh.se

Marcus Edvall
Tomlab Optimization Inc.
medvall@tomopt.com

Nils-Hassan Quttineh
Department of Mathematics and Physics
Malardalen University
nisse.quttineh@mdh.se

MS77

Extensions of Orbit to Computationally Expensive

Global Optimization

ORBIT (Optimization by Radial Basis Function Interpola-
tion in Trust Regions) is an RBF model-based algorithm for
unconstrained local derivative-free optimization of compu-
tationally expensive functions. In this talk we explore pre-
liminary extensions of ORBIT to the global optimization
setting. The RBF models employed allow us to take advan-
tage of previously-evaluated points, a particularly valuable
property when the function of interest is computationally
expensive. We will report on initial testing of some of these
extensions. -

Christine Shoemaker, Stefan Wild
Cornell University
cas12@cornell.edu, cas12@cornell.edu

MS77

Extension of Pswarm to Linearly Constrained
Derivative-Free Global Optimization

PSwarm was developed originally for box-constrained
global optimization of functions without derivatives.
PSwarm polls as in coordinate search and incorporates in
the search step a particle swarm scheme for dissemination
and global optimization. PSwarm has just been extended
to handle general linear constraints. The poll step incorpo-
rates now linear generators for the tangent cones including
a provision for the degenerate case. The search step has
also been adapted accordingly. In particular, the initial
population for particle swarm is computed by first inscrib-
ing an ellipsoid of maximum volume to the feasible set. We
have again compared PSwarm to other global solvers and
the results confirm its competitiveness in terms of efficiency
and robustness. If time permits we will discuss the current
application of PSwarm to identify optimal parameters in
star evolution models in astrophysics.

Luis N. Vicente
University of Coimbra
lnv@mat.uc.pt

A. Ismael F. Vaz
University of Minho
aivaz@dps.uminho.pt

MS78

Extended Mathematical Programs

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Michael C. Ferris
University of Wisconsin
Department of Computer Science
ferris@cs.wisc.edu

MS78

Generalized Disjunctive Programming and EMP

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Ignacio Grossman
Carnegie Mellon University
grossmann@cmu.edu
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MS78

Dynamic Games and EMP

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Kenneth Judd
Hoover Institution
Stanford University
judd@hoover.stanford.edu

MS78

Modeling Extensions to Facilitate EMP in GAMS

Abstract not available at time of publication.

Alexander Meeraus
GAMS Corporation
Washington, DC
ameeraus@gams.com

MS79

Optimization Problems in Energy Transmission

Oil and gas pipelines carry the bulk of the world’s energy,
and are a rich source of challenging optimization prob-
lems. Three common properties are: (A) Objectives and
constraints are derived from simulation software, (B) The
simulation software itself may itself involve numerical so-
lution of optimization problems, and (C) The results of
the optimization are often needed directly, but in some
decision-making contexts they are of greatest value when
used quite indirectly. We present examples to illustrate the
above properties, and discuss a few useful algorithms and
methodologies to address some of the issues that arise in
multi-level optimization/simulation of this sort.

Richard Carter
Advantica Inc.
richard.carter@advanticagroup.com

Sanjay Yadav
Advantica
sanjay.yadav@advanticastoner.com

MS79

How to Optimize a Complex Subsea Oil Production
Network in the North Sea? Solving a Large-Scale
MINLP with a Combination of In-House and Com-
mercial Tools

The Troll Oil field, located in the North Sea, is one of the
worlds largest subsea developments. Present Troll produc-
tion is governed by over 100 subsea wells, producing into
27 clusters and with more than 200 kilometers flexible flow
lines at water depths of 320 to 350 meters. Troll produc-
tion is limited by the process gas-handling capacities and
by flow line capacities. The main optimization variables in
the system are thus the choke valve positions, the gas lift
rates, and the well routing. In mathematical terms, the
problem to be solved is a large-scale mixed-integer non-
linear problem (MINLP). A system of in-house and com-
mercial tools is used to model and solve this challenging
problem with satisfactory results. The system is currently

in use by the production engineers at the Troll field.

Marta Duenas-Diez
Statoil-Hydro
Norway
MDD@StatoilHydro.com

MS79

Evaluation of Algorithms for Optimization of Oil
Production

An important optimization problem in oil field operations
is the determination of optimal well settings (pressures,
flow rates) to maximize oil production. In recent work we
applied gradient-based methods, with gradients obtained
from adjoint solutions, for these problems. These algo-
rithms are efficient but require access to source code for the
forward model and detailed code development. In this talk,
we consider other algorithms for production optimization
and compare their performance with the adjoint procedure.

Lou Durlofsky
Energy Resources Engineering Department
Stanford University
lou@stanford.edu

David Ciaurri, Obi Isebor
Stanford University
david.echeverria@stanford.edu, oisebor@stanford.edu

MS79

Adjoint Calculations for a Reservoir Management
Problem

We first present an optimization approach based on an al-
gebraic surrogate model for the reservoir and outline its
strength and deficiencies. Then we will present a model
derived from a PDE-based reservoir simulation. Finally,
we demonstrate how to calculate adjoints and gradients for
a time dependent optimal control problem using different
time discretization schemes and present numerical results.

Klaus D. Wiegand, Amr El-Bakry
ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company
Klaus.D.Wiegand@exxonmobil.com,
amr.s.el-bakry@exxonmobil.com

Matthias Heinkenschloss
Rice University
Dept of Comp and Applied Math
heinken@rice.edu

MS80

Gossip Algorithms for Sensor Networks

Gossip algorithms have recently received significant atten-
tion, mainly because they constitute simple and robust al-
gorithms for distributed information processing over net-
works. However, for many topologies that are realistic for
wireless ad-hoc and sensor networks, the standard nearest-
neighbor gossip is diffusive in nature and converges very
slowly. A series of recent results have successively im-
proved the convergence time of such algorithms. This talk
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will review this recent work, connections to eigenvalues of
large random matrices, and further extensions to general
message passing algorithms for statistical inference in dis-
tributed environments.

Alex Dimakis
EECS Department
University of California at Berkeley
adim@EECS.Berkeley.EDU

Florence Benezit, Patrick Thiran
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
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Martin Vetterli
EPFL, Lausanne
Switzerland
Martin.vetterli@epfl.ch

MS80

Computing Sparse Generators of Homology
Groups in Simplicial Complexes

Computation of topological invariants of networks repre-
sented by simplicial complexes have become a useful tool in
diverse applications such as verification of dynamic cover-
age in sensor networks and target enumeration. Simplicial
complexes are the main object of study in algebraic topol-
ogy and can be thought of as generalizations of graphs for
modeling higher order relations, as opposed to just binary
ones. One central step in applying such tools is comput-
ing generators of homology groups which represent various
kinds of ”holes” in a network. In this talk, we present
an optimization based approach to distributed computa-
tion of the sparsest generator for the homology groups of
simplicial complexes. First we show how this problem is
related to the problem of localizing coverage holes as well
as the problem of finding a minimal cover in a sensor net-
work. Next, we show that the problem can be formulated
as an integer programming problem which can be relaxed
to a linear program. We then show that the relaxation is
exact, and therefore, one can efficiently compute the min-
imal generator of the homology groups. We also present a
subgradient method for finding the minimal generator in a
distributed fashion.

Ali Jadbabaie
Department of Electrical and Systems Engineering
University of Pennsylvania
jadbabai@seas.upenn.edu

Alireza Tahbaz-Salehi
University of Pennsylvania
atahbaz@seas.upenn.edu

MS80

Distributed Multi-Agent Optimization

We present a distributed computational model for optimiz-
ing a sum of convex objective functions corresponding to
multiple agents. In this model, each agent minimizes its
own local objective while exchanging the estimate infor-
mation with the neighbors according to some rules. For

solving this (not necessarily smooth) minimization prob-
lem, we consider a sub-gradient method that is distributed
among the agents. We study convergence properties and
provide convergence rate estimates for the method. Our
convergence rate results explicitly characterize the tradeoff
between a desired accuracy of the generated approximate
optimal solutions and the number of iterations needed to
achieve the accuracy. We also study the effects of quanti-
zation, and provide convergence results and rate estimates
for a quantized method.

Angelia Nedich
Department of Industrial and Enterprise Systems
Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
angelia@uiuc.edu

Asuman Ozdaglar
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
asuman@mit.edu

MS80

Matrix Splitting Methods for Distributed Opti-
mization Problems

We consider the solution of distributed optimization prob-
lems through the use of splitting approaches. Specifically,
we provide conditions under which the subproblems in
such schemes can be solved using matrix splitting methods.
Furthermore limited synchronization through linesearch or
trust region methods will be discussed. Some preliminary
numerical results are provided.

Uday Shanbhag
Department of Industrial and Enterprise Systems
Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
udaybag@uiuc.edu

ankur Kulkarni
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
akulkar3@uiuc.edu

Angelia Nedich
Department of Industrial and Enterprise Systems
Engineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
angelia@uiuc.edu

Asuman Ozdaglar
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
asuman@mit.edu

PP0

Optimization Method Applied to Analysis of Sur-
face Water Quality in Eastern Massachusetts

The USGS National Water-Quality Assessment (NAWQA)
Program provides long-term measurements on streams,
rivers, ground water, and aquatic systems. Using time se-
ries data from Eastern Massachusetts streams, we analyze
the current state of surface water, changes in time and de-
pendence on land use, precipitation regime, and possible
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other natural and human influences. We use optimization
techniques to address the robustness of the statistical char-
acterization of relationships among various measured dis-
solved components and other physical parameters.

Constantin Andronache, Rudolph Hon, Qing Xian, Barry
Schaudt
Boston College
andronac@bc.edu, hon@bc.edu, xian@bc.edu,
schaudt@bc.edu

PP0

Variational Formulation of Dynamic Oligopolistic
Market Equilibrium Problem and Computational
Procedure

The aim of the talk is to present a variational inequality
formulation of the dynamic oligopolistic market equilib-
rium problem. Moreover existence theorems of a dynamic
solution to the associated evolutionary variational inequal-
ity is showed under general assumptions and a continuity
theorem of the soluton is established. Then, we apply the
regularity result to compute the solution of the dynamic
oligopolistic market equilibrium problem by means a dis-
cretization procedure.

Annamaria A. Barbagallo
University of Catania
Department of mathematics and Computer Science
barbagallo@dmi.unict.it

PP0

Competition and Efficiency in Communication
Networks

Kostas Bimpikis
Dept of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
MIT
kostasb@mit.edu

Asu Ozdaglar
MIT
asuman@mit.edu

PP0

The Neos-Wiki – An Open-Access Online Opti-
mization Resource.

The new NEOS-wiki places the ”NEOS Guide to Opti-
mization”. The aim of the NEOS-wiki is to become a fo-
cal point for optimization resources by extending the ex-
tensive range of resources in the old guide, such as the
case studies, the optimization FAQs, and the software
guide. This poster launches our campaign to encourage
new contributions from the optimization community. See
http://wiki.mcs.anl.gov/NEOS/

George Biros
University of Pennsylvania
biros@seas.upenn.edu
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University of Waterloo
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PP0

A Primal-Dual Method for Nonlinear Equality
Constraints Programming

We analyze the behaviour of the Newton method applied
to a sequence of perturbed optimality systems that follow
from the quadratic penalty approach. We show that the
usual requirement of solving the penalty problem at an ar-
bitrary given precision may be replaced by a less stringent
criterion, while guaranteeing the global convergence. Lo-
cal and global convergence results are presented, as well as
some preliminary experiments.

Elsa Bousquet
University of Limoges, France
elsa.bousquet@etu.unilim.fr

Paul Armand
Université de Limoges
Laboratoire XLIM
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University of Limoges, France
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PP0

An Improved Approximation Algorithm for the
Column Subset Selection Problem

Given A ∈ Rm×n and k  n, the Column Subset Selection
Problem is: pick k columns from A to form C ∈ Rm×k,
such that to minimize ||A−CC+A||ξ, for ξ = 2 or F. This
combinatorial optimization problem has been exhaustively
studied within the numerical linear algebra and the the-
oretical computer science communities. Current state-of-
the-art approximation algorithms guarantee

||A− CC+A||2 ≤ O(k
1
2 (n− k)

1
2 )||A−Ak||2,

||A− CC+A||F ≤
√

(k + 1)!||A−Ak||F .
Here, we present a new approximation algorithm which
guarantees

||A− CC+A||2 ≤ O(k
3
4 log

1
2 (k)(n− k)

1
4 )||A−Ak||2,

||A− CC+A||F ≤ O(k
√

log k)||A−Ak||F ,
and asymptotically improves upon the previous results. Ak

is the best rank-k approximation to A, computed with the
SVD
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boutsc@cs.rpi.edu

Michael Mahoney
Yahoo! Research
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Petros Drineas
Computer Science Department
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PP0

Greedy is Good, But Branching is Better: A Local-
Ratio Style Improvement for Hitting Set of Bundles
Problem

In this work, we extend the approximation analysis of the
Hitting Set of Bundles (HSB) problem using a greedy,
rather than LP-based approach. This combinatorial frame-
work yields a theorem, regarding the structure of the worst-
case instances of HSB, that leads to a simple branching
improvement scheme. We prove that this branching ap-
proach yields the best-known approximation ratio on an
important class of HSB problems, and present experimen-
tal results for more general instances.

Kevin M. Byrnes
Department of Applied Mathematics
Johns Hopkins University
byrnes@ams.jhu.edu

A.J. Goldman
John Hopkins University
goldman@ams.jhu.edu

PP0

A p-Cone Sequential Relaxation Procedure for 0-1
Integer Programs

Given a 0-1 integer programming problem, several authors
have introduced sequential relaxation techniques – based
on linear and/or semidefinite programming – that generate
the convex hull of integer points in n steps. In this paper,
we introduce a sequential relaxation technique based on
p-order cone programming. We prove that our technique
generates the convex hull asymptotically and generalizes
several existing methods. We also show that for p=2 our
method enjoys a better theoretical iteration complexity.

Sam Burer, Jieqiu Chen
University of Iowa
samuel-burer@uiowa.edu, jieqiu-chen@uiowa.edu

PP0

Face Recognition Using Order-Value Optimization

Order-value optimization (OVO) is a generalization of the
minimax problem; it consists in the minimization of the
functional value that ranks in the p-th place. In this work,
an application of OVO optimization to the problem of find-
ing hidden patterns in data sets is described. In this appli-
cation, one wants to identify a probe face image (rotation,
scaling, and displacement) of a gallery (face set of known
faces). Numerical experiments are presented.

Luziane F. De Mendonca
Department of Computer Science
Federal University of Rio de Janeiro - UFRJ - Brazil
luziane@dcc.ufrj.br

PP0

Variational Shape Optimization with Applications
in Image Processing

We describe a novel variational shape optimization
method, which closely follows the continuous structure of
the geometric optimization problem. We express the ge-
ometry explicitly and discretize the formulation with fi-
nite elements. In this way we also easily incorporate space
adaptivity to tune accuracy and computational cost. A
distinct feature of our method is the possibility to obtain
specially designed descent directions by varying the asso-
ciated scalar products at the continuous level. We demon-
strate our method in two image processing problems: the
geodesic active contour model for boundary detection and
the Mumford-Shah model for simultaneous image segmen-
tation and smoothing.
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PP0

Newton’s Method, Chebychev, Halley, and Beyond
to Minimize f(x).

We present the classical Newton, Chebychev and (super)
Halley iterative methods in the context of nonlinear un-
constrained optimization. We observe that Newton’s and
Chebychev’s methods may be obtained from an extrapola-
tion interpretation. On the other hand, both the Cheby-
chev and Halley classical methods use similar expressions
involving third order derivative of the objective f. We
present fourth order methods inspired by those third or-
der variants. For this poster presentation, we insist on the
intuition underlying our developments.

Jean-Pierre Dussault, Bilel Kchouck
Université de Sherbrooke
Jean-Pierre.Dussault@Usherbrooke.ca,
bilel.kchouk@usherbrooke.ca

PP0

Multiple Return Estimation for Robust Portfolio
Optimization

Classical mean-variance formulations for portfolio opti-
mization problems depend on accurate and consistent esti-
mates for expected returns and risks of securities included
in the portfolio selection model. A comparison of various
estimation techniques, however, shows that the predicted
performances typically vary widely and, thus, prompts to
rethink the concept of a robust portfolio. Using a multi-
scenario multi-objective modeling approach that incorpo-
rates several return estimates, new formulations for robust
portfolio optimization are proposed and illustrated on ex-
amples.

Alexander Engau
University of Waterloo
Department of Management Sciences
aengau@uwaterloo.ca

PP0

Packing Cylinders on a Cylinder with Contact Con-
straints

The problem of cylinder packing is investigated. The spe-
cific problem is to find the optimal packing of congruent
cylinders about a core cylinder of arbitrary dimensions.
The constraint is that their circular face must keep in con-
tact with the core cylinder. Mathematically, a lower and
upper bound is determined. A quantitative result is also
found using a modified genetic algorithm which reproduces
published results for the problem of packing congruent cir-
cles within a circle.

Eric Goold
Central Michigan University, Department of Mathematics
eric.goold@gmail.com
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PP0

Approximation of Impulsive Solutions in Fully
Convex Optimal Control Problems

Optimal control and calculus of variations problems with
joint convexity are considered, where the associated Hamil-
tonian is possibly extended-real valued. As a consequence,
optimal trajectories become arcs of bounded variation. Us-
ing Goebel’s smoothing technique for the Hamiltonian,
conditions under which solutions of the smoothed problem
converge to solutions of the original problem are identified.

Alvaro J. Guevara
Louisiana State University
Department of Mathematics
aguevara@math.lsu.edu

PP0

FDMA Based Optimality Analyses and Algorithms

Shunsuke Hayashi
Dept of Applied Mathematics and Physics
Graduate School of Informatics, Kyoto University
shunhaya@amp.i.kyoto-u.ac.jp

PP0

Global Versus Local: An Analysis of the Selfish
Behaviors in Spectrum Management

In this talk we shall discuss how each individual’s opti-
mum behavior can alter the spectrum allocation in a mul-
tiuser communication system. We show that if the users
respond optimally to the *history* of the behavior of all
other users, then the overall performance of the system
can be improved. This suggests that it pays to educate the
users and manage the public information, notwithstanding
the selfish nature of the individual users. In other words,
one kind of ”educated selfishness” may be better than the
uninformed one, in the interest of global optimization.

Shuzhong Zhang
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin, Hong Kong
zhang@se.cuhk.edu.hk
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The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Hong Kong, China
smhe@se.cuhk.edu.hk

PP0

A One-Unit System Supported by a Spare and Ser-
viced by Two Repair Persons

A one-unit system is supported by an identical spare
unit, and is serviced at a facility where there is an in-
house regular repair person who performs a perfect repair.
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Should the repair take longer than a predetermined pa-
tience time, or should the other unit also fail, immediately
an expert repair person is called in to take over the re-
pairing task. We call a model MER(multiple expert re-
pair)/SER (single expert repair if the expert, once called
in, will fix all/only one failed unit before leaving. We use
RPT(random pateience time)/DPT(deterministic patience
time) to denote the case when the patience time is chosen
to be random/deterministic. Sridharan and Mohanavadivu
(1998) proposed and study the SER-RPT model. We study
4 models: MER-RPT, SRE-RPT, MER-DPT and SER-
DPT and derive the optimal conditions for limiting avail-
ability and profit per unit time for choices between these 4
models.

Liang Hong, Jyotirmoy Sarkar
Indiana University - Purdue University Indianapolis
lihong@iupui.edu, jsarkar@math.iupui.edu

Bruno Bieth
Department of Mathematical Sciences
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PP0

Optimization Approaches For The Inverse Elastic-
ity Problem

This poster will focus on the inverse problem of identify-
ing Lamé parameters in elasticity. This problem has found
interesting applications in elasticity imaging (in locating
cancerous tissues, and other abnormalities). We present
several optimization based approaches that can be used to
solve the inverse elasticity problem. Adaptive finite ele-
ment methods are used in computations.

Baasansuren Jadamba
Unemployed at this time
jadamba@hotmail.com

Akhtar A. Khan
Northern Michigan University
akhan@nmu.edu

PP0

Identification of Transport Parameters of Soils
From Column Tests

Application of optimization techniques for identification of
transport parameters of soils: effective porosity, dispersiv-
ity and sorption factors is discussed. The source of data
are results obtained from column tests for inert and sorb-
ing ions migrating through different soils. The solutions of
pde problems are based on finite element method for non-
steady transport. Different loading modes and models of
boundary conditions as well as scale effect are considered.

Mariusz Kaczmarek, K. Kazimierska-Drobny
Kazimierz Wielki University
mkk@man.poznan.pl, xxxx@man.poznan.pl
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PP0

Robust Optimization for Biological Network Cali-
bration

Calibrating chemical-kinetics based differential equation
models for biological networks is a task that is often made
difficult by the limited amount of available experimental
data. When an additional robustness constraint is included
in the optimization problem, results suggest that the cali-
bration can be made far less sensitive to a-priori parameter
estimates. Research thus far has been conducted primarily
in the context of signal transduction pathways, such as the
mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway.
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PP0

Pennon 1.0 - A Code for Nonlinear Semidefinite
Programming

We will present PENNON 1.0 - the first release of the code
for solving mathematical optimization problems with real
and matrix variables, smooth nonlinear (nonconvex) ob-
jective and smooth nonlinear equality and inequality con-
straints. All functions may depend on both types of vari-
ables. Additionally, the matrix variables may be subject to
spectral constraints, in particular, to positive semidefinite
constraints. Matlab and extended AMPL interface allow
the user to formulate the problems easily. We will present
a few of numerous applications of the code.

Michal Kocvara
School of Mathematics
University of Birmingham
kocvara@maths.bham.ac.uk

Michael Stingl
Institut für Angewandte Mathematik
Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg, Germany
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PP0

Optimization of Cosmological Surveys

Due to the huge investment in next-generation Cosmo-
logical surveys aimed at answering fundamental questions
about the Universe, successful optimization of their design
is vital. We consider an example, the optimization of the
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$50M WFMOS survey, highlighting the impact of uniquely
developed algorithms for this purpose which involves mul-
tiple design variables.

Jacques Kotze
University of Cape Town
jacques@maths.uct.ac.za

Bruce Bassett
University of Cape Town, South Africa
South African Astronomical Observatory, South Africa
bruce@saao.ac.za

PP0

FASTr: A Filter Active - Set Trust - Region Frame-
work

We describe a new open-source library for solving large-
scale nonlinear optimization problems. The library im-
plements a flexible trust-region framework. Global con-
vergence is promoted with a filter or a recently proposed
tolerance tube. The framework includes SQP, SLP-EQP,
and regularized LP methods, and allows a range of QP/LP
subproblem solvers. Numerical experience on the CUTEr
test set is presented.

Sven Leyffer
Argonne National Laboratory
leyffer@mcs.anl.gov

PP0

An Integrated Electric Power Supply Chain and
Fuel Market Network Framework: Theoretical
Modeling with Empirical Analysis for New Eng-
land

We develop a novel variational inequality-based electric
power supply chain network model with fuel supply mar-
kets that captures both the economic transactions in en-
ergy supply chains and the physical transmission con-
straints in the electric power network. We then apply the
model to a specific large-scale case, the New England elec-
tric power supply chain, consisting of 6 states, 5 fuel types,
82 power generators, with a total of 583 power plant and
generator combinations, and 10 demand market regions.
We show that the model very closely predicts the actual
prices.

Anna Nagurney
Isenberg School of Management
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003
nagurney@gbfin.umass.edu
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University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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PP0

Comparison of Optimization Methods on the
Inverse Dynamics Musculoskeletal Problem in
Biomechanics

A comparison study of a SQP and Gauss-Newton method is

presented for solving the inverse dynamics musculoskeletal
problem, formulated as an optimal control problem with
direct transcription. This kind of problem roughly consists
of computing muscle and reaction forces from motion data.
Here the problem is formulated with objective function as
the least square difference between computed motion and
measured motion and the equations of motion and muscle
dynamics equation as constraints.
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Mid Sweden University
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PP0

An Interior Point Method for the Hydro Power
Generation Scheduling with Nonlinear Network
Constraints

Scheduling generation in hydro-thermal power systems is
a large-scale, stochastic, nonlinear, and nondifferentiable
problem. Traditional modeling proposed so far inserts non-
convexity, adding unecessary complexity to the problem.
This work presents a new convex model that adds nonlin-
earity to network constraints related to the electrical bal-
ance equations. To solve the problem, an interior point
method that exploits particularities inherent to this class
of problems is presented, drastically reducing the number
of matrix operations.
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PP0

Intelligent Robust Optimisation for Power Capac-
ity Expansion

The aim of this study is to identify an optimised capacity
expansion plan for a power system based on future un-
certain variables such as demand. To achieve this objec-
tive, this research uses the concept of scenario planning to
consider different scenarios for the future. The proposed
framework develops a scenario generator by using artificial
neural networks and fuzzy logic. Then, an optimisation
method called intelligent robust optimisation finds a robust
investment option based on the different future scenarios.

Sorousha Moayer, Parisa Bahri, Ali Nooraii
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PP0

Subdifferentials Associated with Some Quasicon-
vex Dualities

We study some subdifferentials for generalized convex func-
tions, using some dualities and conjugacies. We establish
some links between concepts of generalized convexity and
these subdifferentials. We devise some optimality condi-
tions for constrained optimization problems and the dual
problems. Key words: conjugate, duality, generalized dif-
ferential, optimality conditions, subdifferential. Mathe-
matics Subject Classification: 26B25, 49K26, 90C26
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An Efficiency Measure for Dynamic Networks with
Application to the Internet and Vulnerability Anal-
ysis

We propose an efficiency measure for dynamic net-
works, including the Internet, based on evolutionary vari-
ational inequalities, which captures demands, flows, and
costs/latencies over time, and which allows for the iden-
tification of the importance of the nodes and links and
their rankings. We provide both continuous time and dis-
crete time versions of the efficiency measure. We illustrate
the efficiency measure for the time-dependent (demand-
varying) Braess paradox and demonstrate how it can be
used to assess the most vulnerable nodes and links in
terms of the greatest impact of their removal on the ef-
ficiency/performance of the dynamic network over time.

Anna B. Nagurney
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LSTRS: MATLAB Software for Large-Scale Trust-
Region Subproblems and Regularization

We describe a MATLAB implementation of the LSTRS
method proposed in M. Rojas, S.A. Santos and D.C.
Sorensen. A new matrix-free algorithm for the large-scale
trust-region subproblem, SIAM J. Optim., 11(3): 611-646,
2000. LSTRS is an iterative method that requires the solu-

tion of an eigenvalue problem at each step. The method is
limited-memory and matrix-free. We describe the method,
the software and present examples of its use as well as nu-
merical results on large regularization problems.
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Technical University of Denmark
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PP0

A Solution for Large-Scale Nonlinear Least-
Squares with Simple Bounds

We present an algorithm for bound-constrained nonlinear
least-squares that solves a sequence of bound-constrained
linear least-squares subproblems. The subproblems are
handled efficiently by the subproblem solver. Compared
with other constrained nonlinear optimization methods,
this approach avoids forming the normal equations and
only requires matrix-vector products. Numerical experi-
ments are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of this
approach.

Shidong Shan
University of British Columbia, Canada
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PP0

Model-Based Optimal Control of Self-Organized
Biochemical Systems

We demonstrate how model-based optimal control can be
exploited in biological and biochemical modeling applica-
tions focusing on the analysis and the target oriented ma-
nipulation of self-organized dynamical systems. We show
that the formulation of inverse problems can provide im-
portant insight into dynamic regulations of self-organized
cellular signal transduction. We apply mixed-integer opti-
mization and Bock’s direct multiple shooting method to a
circadian oscillator model. The resulting chronomodulated
pulse-stimuli schemes lead to restoration of the circadian
rhythms.
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Geometric Optimization on the Manifold of Rank
Constrained SPD Matrices

We present geometric optimization algorithms that approx-
imate solutions of matrix equations by low-rank SPD ma-
trices. By exploiting the fact that the set of rank con-
strained SPD matrices is a smooth manifold, we can lift the
cost function to the tangent space of the manifold. This al-
lows us to circumvent the curse of dimensionality involved
in these matrix equations. The geometry and implemen-
tation of the manifold as well as trust-region methods are
discussed.
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Environmental and Cost Synergy in Supply Chain
Network Integration in Mergers and Acquisitions

In this paper, we quantify and assess, from a supply chain
network perspective, the environmental effects resulting
when a merger or acquisition occurs and the resulting syn-
ergy from possible strategic gains. We develop a multicrite-
ria decision-making supply chain network framework that
captures the capacitated economic activities of manufac-
turing, storage, and distribution pre and post the merger.
The variational inequality-based models yield the system
optima associated with the minimization of the total costs
and the total emissions under firm-specific weights. We
propose a synergy measure that captures the total general-
ized cost. We then apply the new mathematical framework
to quantify the synergy obtained for specific numerical ex-
amples.
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A Continuous Approach for Max K-Cut and Re-
lated Zero-One Quadratic Programs

We give improved deterministic approximation scheme for
max K-cut for small values of K. We also present a simple
algorithm for max K-cut which converges to a local optimal
solution. These approaches are extended to certain classes
of zero-one quadratic programs, including the independent
set problem.
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Analysis of Competitive Economy Equilibrium So-
lution for Spectrum Management

This study analyzes the competitive economy equilibrium
solution for spectrum management in a weak-interference
market. Experimental results indicate that the competitive
economy equilibrium solution can provide an efficient spec-
trum allocation to achieve a higher social utility and more
number of users with higher individual utilities than the
Nash equilibrium solution in most cases. The approaches
for adjusting each users endowed monetary budget to im-
prove the social utility and balance the individual utilities
are also presented.
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Real Case Study - Application of a Memetic Algo-
rithm for Scheduling in a Resins Production Plant
(Using Parallel Reactors).

As operational changes are often, a memetic algorithm was
developed for production scheduling to adapt to the news
restrictions (for implemented restrictions). Three differ-
ent and parallel reactors depend on the time of production
of each resin and the gradual color increase. The weight
function prioritizes others important dynamics situations,
like v.i.p. customers, raw material prices, etc. The model
was based on cluster structures population and heuristics
to treat the restrictions.
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